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1. PASSING OF AGM XII MINUTES
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the starting of AGM XII at 1926 hours. Kristabelle Tan Chu
Qian seconded her.
With no amendments, the minutes were proposed passed by Tomoe Yoshida and
seconded by Kristabelle Tan Chu Qian.
2. INTRODUCTION OF THE 13TH MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
a.
President

Tomoe Yoshida

Vice-President (Regular Programmes)

Koh Hui Nee Jennifer

General Secretary

Ng Aik Loong

General Treasurer

Koh Li Qin

Assistant Treasurer

Joscelin Mok Xiao Rong

Business Director

Ang Kia Wee

Deputy Business Director

Goh Joon How

Publications and Publicity Director

Han Lijun

Deputy Publications and Publicity Director

Chua Yun Xin, Joanne

Volunteer Management Director

Soo Jie’Er, Janice

Deputy Volunteer Management Director

Tan Yan Rong Felicia

Logistics Director

Wong Jia Hao

Assistant Secretary (Co-Opted)

Vivian Poh Sook Kuan

Deputy Publications and Publicity Director (Co-opted)

Germaine Teo Yin Shyn

Volunteer Welfare Director (Co-opted)

Crystal Tan

Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director (Co-opted)

Lim Yen Ivy
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3. PASSING OF REPORTS 2013/2014

a. MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
i. PRESIDENTIAL REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the opening of presentation of the Presidential
Report. Quek Yanjun Jocelyn seconded her.
There being no amendments to the Presidential Report, it was proposed
passed by Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Quek Yanjun Jocelyn.
ii. VICE PRESIDENTIAL REPORTS
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the opening of presentation of the Vice
Presidential (Internal Affairs) Report. Kristabelle Tan Chu Qian seconded her.
There being no amendments to the Vice Presidential (Internal Affairs) report,
it was proposed passed by Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Quek Yanjun
Jocelyn.
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the opening of presentation of the Vice
Presidential (Special Projects) Report. Quek Yanjun Jocelyn seconded her.
There being no amendments to the Vice Presidential (Special Projects) report,
it was proposed passed by Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Cheo Jon Loong.
iii.

HONORARY SECRETARIAT REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the Honorary Secretariat Report.
Phua Ka Sin April seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Phua Ka Sin April.

iv. FINANCIAL REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the presentation of the Financial Report and Teow
Yun Yi Sherlynn seconded her.
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There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Teow Yun Yi Sherlynn.
v. TREASURY REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the presentation of the Treasury Report and Teow
Yun Yi Sherlynn seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Teow Yun Yi Sherlynn.
vi. BUSINESS REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the presentation of the Business report and Koh
Kok Seng seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Koh Kok Seng.
vii. PUBLICATIONS AND PUBLICITY REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the presentation of the Publications and Publicity
report and Zhao Qinyu seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Zhao Qinyu.
viii.

VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the presentation of the Volunteer Management
report and Moo Peh Shan Tammie seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Moo Peh Shan Tammie.

ix.

VOLUNTEER WELFARE REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the presentation of the Volunteer Welfare report
and Chia Ren Bin seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Chia Ren Bin.
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x.

LOGISTICS REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the presentation of the Logistics report and Chew
Jian Wei Darren seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Chew Jian Wei Darren.

b. GRANTING OF VOTING RIGHTS TO CO-OPTED MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
MEMBERS
i. VOTING RIGHTS OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY (CO-OPTED)
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the granting of voting rights for Assistant Secretary
(Co-opted) and Koh Hui Nee Jennifer seconded her.
Vivian Poh Sook Kuan made a speech and attended to a question and answer
session.
A vote was conducted.
Vivian Poh Sook Kuan obtained the majority of votes and was granted voting
rights by the assembly.
ii. VOTING RIGHTS OF VOLUNTEER WELFARE DIRECTOR (CO-OPTED)
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the granting of voting rights for Volunteer Welfare
Director (Co-opted) and Koh Hui Nee Jennifer seconded her.
Crystal Tan made a speech and attended to a question and answer session.
A vote was conducted.
Crystal Tan obtained the majority of votes and was granted voting rights by
the assembly.
iii. VOTING RIGHTS OF DEPUTY VOLUNTEER WELFARE DIRECTOR (CO-OPTED)
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the granting of voting rights for Deputy Volunteer
Welfare Director (Co-opted) and Koh Hui Nee Jennifer seconded her.
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Lim Yen Ivy made a speech and attended to a question and answer session.
A vote was conducted.
Lim Yen Ivy obtained the majority of votes and was granted voting rights by
the assembly.
iv. VOTING RIGHTS OF DEPUTY PUBLICATIONS AND PUBLICITY DIRECTOR (COOPTED)
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the granting of voting rights for Deputy
Publications and Publicity Director (Co-opted) and Koh Hui Nee Jennifer
seconded her.
Germaine Teo Yin Shyn made a speech and attended to a question and
answer session.
A vote was conducted.
Germaine Teo Yin Shyn obtained the majority of votes and was granted
voting rights by the assembly.
c. REGULAR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMMES REPORTS
i. DAYSPRING REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the Dayspring RVP Report. Quek
Yanjun Jocelyn seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Aloysia Tan.
ii. CLEMENTI YOUTH SPARKS REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the Clementi Youth Sparks RVP
Report. Maria Lim Shu Hui seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Lim Jia Liang.
iii. TEACH! REPORT
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Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the TEACH! RVP Report. Lim Wai Khit
seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Lim Wai Khit.
iv. YISHUN READING STARS REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the Yishun Reading Stars RVP Report.
Jason Teo Boon Kuang seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Jason Teo Boon Kuang.
v. YOUTH RANGERS REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the Youth Rangers RVP Report.
Marcus Tan Yong Leng seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by Tomoe
Yoshida and seconded by Marcus Tan Yong Leng.
vi. HAVENUE REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the Havenue RVP Report. Vivian Chin
Hui Min seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Vivian Chin Hui Min.
vii.

L-DERLY BEFRIENDERS REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the L-Derly Befrienders RVP Report.
Christian Hadi Wijaya seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Christian Hadi Wijaya.

viii. T.H.E SENIORS REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the T.H.E Seniors RVP Report. Koh
Chong Keng seconded her.
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There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Vernon Lim You Song.
ix. BEST BUDDIES REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the B.H.I.D RVP Report. Ng Tian Hui,
Julia seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Ng Tian Hui, Julia.
x. BISHAN HOME FOR THE INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the B.H.I.D RVP report. Tai Wei Zhe
Jonathan seconded her.
There being no admendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and Siah Peiling seconded her.
xi. MINDSVILLE@NAPIRI REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the Mindsville RVP Report. Ang Feng
Zhu seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Ang Feng Zhu.
d. SPECIAL PROJECTS REPORTS
i. GRANT A WISH XI REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the GAW XI SP report. Tan Sheng Gui
Benjamin seconded her.
Tan Sheng Gui Benjamin proposed the amendment of name of Party
Assistant on page 132 of 177 from “Lim Zheng Hong” to “Lim Zhen Hong”.
Cheo Jon Loong seconded him.
Tan Sheng Gui Benjamin proposed the amendment of name of Volunteer
Management Assistant on page 133 of 177 from “Lim Yan Ivy” to “Lim Yen
Ivy”. Cheo Jon Loong seconded him.
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There being no further amendments to the report, it was proposed passed
by Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Tan Sheng Gui Benjamin.
ii.

LOVE EXPORT VI REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the Love Export VI SP report. Tan
Sheng Gui Benjamin seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Cheo Jon Loong.

iii.

CSC DAY X REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the CSC Day X SP report. Joscelin
Mok Xiao Rong seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Joscelin Mok Xiao Rong.

iv.

SIGNATURE LOVE PROJECT XI REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the SLP XI SP report. Ang Cai Qiang
seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Ang Cai Qiang.

v. PAINT-A-HOME XV REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the PAH XV SP report. Kalicharan
Veera Singam seconded her.
There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed by
Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Tay Zhanle Jeremy.
vi.

ETHELONTÊR XI REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the Ethelontêr XI SP report. Phua Ka
Sin April seconded her.
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There being no amendments to the report, it was proposed passed Tomoe
Yoshida and seconded by Phua Ka Sin April.
vii. PROJECT C.A.N. XI REPORT
Tomoe Yoshida proposed the vetting of the Project C.A.N. XI report. Chia Ren
Bin seconded her.
Cheo Jon Loong proposed the amendment of C.A.N. Collect dates on page
170 of 177 from “5th and 6th July 2014” to “5th and 6th July 2014”. Chia Ren
Bin seconded him.
There being no further amendments to the report, it was proposed passed
by Tomoe Yoshida and seconded by Chia Ren Bin.
4. ANY OTHER BUSINESS
There being no amendments to the Annual General 2014 report, it was proposed passed
by Kristabelle Tan Chu Qian and seconded by Quek Yanjun Jocelyn.
With no other matters arising, the AGM was proposed to close at 2202 hours by
Kristabelle Tan Chu Qian and seconded by Quek Yanjun Jocelyn.
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PRESIDENTIAL REPORT 14/15
It is with great honour that I present to you the Annual Report for the year 2014/2015, detailing
the developments in the NUS Students’ Community Service Club (CSC) during the term of office.
1. OBJECTIVES
The objective of the Club this year was to increase presence and engagement within the
NUS community, which have been and will continue to be vital to the growth and
relevance of the Club, both as a volunteering entity and a student organization.
2. OVERVIEW
a.

36th NUS Students’ Union Council
i. Representatives
The Council Representatives of CSC in the 36th NUS Students’ Union (NUSSU)
Council are:
Ms. Tomoe Yoshida
Ms. Koh Hui Nee Jennifer
Mr. Ng Aik Loong

President
Vice-President (Regular Programmes)
General Secretary

The Executive Committee Representative of CSC in the 36th NUSSU Council are:
Mr. Kang Wee Jing
Mr. Eric Khong Mun Kit

Assistant Secretary
Director of Special Projects

ii. Council activities
The Council Representatives were present at 5 out of 6 council meetings
convened by the Council Chairperson, Mr. Goh Seng Chiy, during the term of
office. The non-attendance at the 5th Council Meeting was due to a combination
of personal reasons and the clash in dates with one of the Special Projects,
Paint-A-Home XVI’s actual event.
b.

NUS Volunteer Network
i. The representatives of CSC in the 8th Steering Committee of the NUS
Volunteer Network (NVN) are:
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Ms. Tomoe Yoshida
Ms. Koh Hui Nee Jennifer
Ms. Tan Yan Rong Felicia
ii.

President
Vice-President (Regular Programmes)
Deputy Volunteer Management Director

NVN activities

The collaborative efforts by the 4 member clubs include the NVN Retreat and
NUS Volunteer Fair (NVF), NVN Facebook Group, and combined NVN
recruitment at the Student Life Fair 2015.
The NVF in particular was conceptualised and executed jointly by all 4 clubs, and
the scale was significant. The Fair was held over two days, 29 and 30 January,
from 1000-1830hrs, and involved a total of 14 clubs and societies, including 10
from outside of NVN. MC, RVP and SP leaders from CSC took part in boothmanning duties over the course of the Fair.
b. Management Committee (MC)
12 CSC members were successfully elected into the 13th MC by the Annual
General Meeting held on 4th September 2014. 4 additional members were coopted into office (Assistant Secretary, Deputy Publications and Publicity Director,
Volunteer Welfare Director, Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director).
President

Tomoe Yoshida

Vice-President (Regular Programmes)

Koh Hui Nee Jennifer

General Secretary

Ng Aik Loong

General Treasurer

Koh Li Qin

Assistant Treasurer

Joscelin Mok Xiao Rong

Business Director

Ang Kia Wee

Deputy Business Director

Goh Joon How

Publications and Publicity Director

Han Lijun

Deputy Publications and Publicity Director

Chua Yun Xin, Joanne

Volunteer Management Director

Soo Jie’er, Janice
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Deputy Volunteer Management Director

Tan Yan Rong Felicia

Logistics Director

Wong Jia Hao

Assistant Secretary (Co-opted)

Vivian Poh Sook Kuan

Deputy Publications and Publicity Director
(Co-opted)

Germaine Teo Yin Shyn

Volunteer Welfare Director (Co-opted)

Crystal Tan

Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director (Co-opted)

Lim Yen Ivy

3. DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Award Recognition

In the 10th Student Achievements Awards, Project C.A.N. XI was awarded the Projects
Community Service (Gold); NUS CSC@ Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled and
Signature Love Project XI were awarded the Projects Community Service (Bronze) for
their contributions to the NUS community and to society. In addition, Quek Yanjun
Jocelyn and Moo Peh Shan Tammie were awarded the Leadership (Silver) awards; and
Siah Peiling was awarded the Leadership (Bronze) award in recognition of their
exemplary leadership in CSC.
b.

CSC Volunteers Appreciation Dinner

The CSC Volunteers Appreciation Dinner (VAD) was held on 12th February 2015 at LT 27.
The Colors Awards Committee presented 1 Gold Awards, 9 Silver Awards, 26 Bronze
Awards, and 28 Merit Awards in appreciation of the efforts of our volunteers in the
Academic Year 2013/2014. 59 volunteers received the Long Service Awards in
recognition of their contributions to the Club. In addition, a Special Award was
presented to Ang Cai Qiang in recognition of his completing all 7 SPs within his tenure in
NUS.
c.

Management committee meetings

In order to better facilitate discussions during MC meetings, a small-group discussion
style was introduced. This was especially done for issues which required input from the
MC, and also done as an initiative to encourage MC members to voice out their opinions
and be more outspoken. It also provided a platform for MC members to talk to each
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other and allowed the MC to make better decisions by tapping more on each individual
member’s experience and expertise.
The practice of going through every MC cell’s updates was also revised. A softcopy
document for cells to fill up detailed updates before each meeting was introduced. This
reduced the amount of time going through technical details, freeing up more time for
discussion of pertinent issues, and also cutting back on lengthy meetings.
d.

Support towards student initiatives

In line with the objective of increased presence and engagement within NUS, the Club
sought to support more student-led initiatives through collaborations with other
student groups or even individual projects in NUS. This also falls in line with the Club
mission, as it aims to help in creating a “nurturing environment that fosters community
service”, with the belief that volunteerism and community service need not, and should
not, be limited to student organisations with experience and expertise to it. The aim was
to create an environment that allows more exposure to volunteering and leading
volunteering, especially for those who are less experienced. A collaboration with Art of
Living (NUS Chapter) was secured, where CSC aided in the publicity and volunteer
recruitment of two small-scale events held at Bukit Timah Community Club and Bukit
Batok Home for the Aged.
A collaboration with a new Youth Expedition Project (YEP), Waves of Change, was also
introduced. CSC will be providing administrative support for the project, and will be
acknowledged as an official collaborator. The motivating factor behind the inclusion of
the project was to encourage student-led community-based initiatives. the MC cells,
namely the VPSP, Publicity, Logistics and VM cells provided support in administrative
areas to ensure that the project could operate smoothly, and to ensure that the
objectives and activities of the Project were in line with that of the Club’s. However, to
differentiate this from the existing SPs and RVPs, certain privileges such as access to
Clubroom and information regarding sponsors were not accorded as yet.
e.

SG50 and NUS110 collaborations with school offices

With the NUS110 tagline set as “Because We Care”, a multitude of campus-wide events
organized for SG50 and NUS110 were targeted at serving the community and
showcasing the community service projects done by NUS students. As such, CSC was
contacted by the Office of Corporate Relations (OCR) to take part in the launch event of
NUS110 celebrations. Paint-A-Home XV, Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled,
MINDSville@Napiri and Touch the Hearts of the Elderly Seniors were invited to
showcase their projects at Taman Jurong CC on 1st February 2015. 40 volunteers were
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also recruited to help with the food packing and distribution to lower-income families in
Taman Jurong GRC on the same day.
In addition, CSC received requests from OCR as well as the Office of Admissions to
feature projects in various publicity channels.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Relooking CSC Grant

The CSC Grant introduced by the 12th Management Committee was continued, but
remained unutilized due to a continued lack of responses. Future Management
Committees can consider increasing the funding amount to match that of a Special
Project’s, and making significant extra efforts in publicizing the Grant to the wider NUS
Community. Grant application procedures and criteria can also be reexamined to allow
for greater flexibility and dynamism. At the same time, the roles and responsibilities of
the Club would also need to be delineated more clearly to distinguish the Grant from
existing arms in the Club. Alternatively, future Management Committees may also
consider reviewing the objectives of the Grant in order to attract a more specific target
group. For instance, the Grant may be repositioned to target projects that may
potentially develop into a long-term Special Project in future, or just ad-hoc project
ideas from the general undergraduate population.
b.

Acceptance criteria and continuation of eXternal Partners

The eXternal Partners arm of CSC was introduced by the 5th Management Committee in
order to expose volunteers to increased volunteering opportunities outside of NUS,
without taking an additional toll on manpower and other resources on the Club.
However, the eXternal Partners the Club has worked with has remained largely
unchanged since the introduction of this arm in Academic Year 2007/2008, even though
the volunteering landscape in Singapore has undergone significant changes.
More importantly, collaborations and communication between CSC and each eXternal
Partner has been weak at best. Future Management Committees may consider
reviewing the existing agreements with each eXternal Partner (where available), as well
as the criteria for accepting and continuing with each collaboration. Future Presidential
Cells or Management Committees may also consider an alternative to the existing
eXternal Partner structure, by making the list of eXternal Partners one that is dynamic
and one that sees changes every year, depending on the Club direction and the external
organisations that are able to provide relevant volunteering opportunities to the NUS
community.
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c.

Leadership Renewal

The Club has been facing a consistent issue with leadership renewal, and the
consequences have been reflected in the need for the 13th Management Committee to
co-opt a total of 4 Management Committee members, just 1 short of the maximum 5
that is allowed. Project directors and RVP chairpersons have also faced difficulties
finding successors. This has, and can continue to, impeded the progress of the Club.
Future Management Committees should consider the creation and implementation of a
more integrated way of developing in volunteers the passion and motivation to
continue their volunteering journey, and to take on leadership positions.

Reported by:
Tomoe Yoshida (Ms.)
President
13th Management Committee
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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VICE-PRESIDENT (REGULAR PROGRAMMES) 14/15
The Vice-President of Regular Programmes (VPRP), previously termed Vice-President of Internal
Affairs (VPIA) in the 12th MC and earlier, oversees the functioning of the 10 Regular Volunteering
Programmes (RVPs) and 1 Probationary RVP (PRVP). The VPRP also supports the President in the
management of the Management Committee (MC) and the Club via involvement in meetings
with NUS Offices, NUS Students’ Union, NUS Volunteer Network, and external partners and
organisations.
1. OBJECTIVES
a.
Retain-Growth-Bridge (RBG) Model
The Retain-Growth-Bridge (RGB) Model, initiated by the 7th MC and refined by
subsequent MCs and RVP Teams, highlights the three foundational pillars which sustain
and develop the Club. This model can be represented as follows:

The RGB model, updated 13th MC
b.

VPRP’s Directions
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The aforementioned RGB Model guided the VPRP’s directions -- summarised as “CARE” - for AY 2014/15:
i.
Culture and Identity: to inculcate a healthy working culture wherein
stakeholders engage in participatory action and mutual helping, while
fostering a sense of belonging to each other and to the Club via bonding
initiatives;
ii.
Appreciation of History and Traditions: to highlight and document the
rich history of RVPs; encourage the sharing of good practices; and
analyse pressing challenges encountered by stakeholders both within
and beyond CSC’s volunteering landscape via RVP meetings;
iii.
Reflect and Inspire: to develop reflective and reflexive individuals who
recognise the importance of their contributions in meeting dynamic
community needs; who are proud to have developed as RVP volunteers
and leaders; and who are able to inspire others to do the same; and
iv.
Engage and Develop: to facilitate service learning, goal setting and the
regular review of objectives and developments, as well as open up more
opportunities – both within and beyond the RVP landscape – to support
new and innovative initiatives in a ground-up manner.
Lastly, the VPRP served as a source of support and encouragement for the RVP Team.

2. OVERVIEW
a.
RVP Sectors
The RVPs are categorised into three sectors: Children/Youth, Elderly/Terminally Ill, and
Intellectual Disability.
b.
Volunteer Count
The table below details the number of volunteers for each RVP/PRVP in AY 2014/15,
with figures rounded to the closest whole number and correct as of 31 July 2015:
Sector

Children/
Youth

RVP/PRVP

Clementi
Youth
Sparks

Volunteer Count
Average
Attendance

Over 50%
Attendance

Over 70%
Attendance

DMP* (Old)

4

5

4

YouthEVO**
(Old)

9

10

4

RAP***

7

8

6
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(New)
Dayspring

Tuesday

10

26

10

Wednesdays 10

Elderly/
Terminally
Ill

Intellectual
Disability

Total

TEACH!

21

37

31

Yishun Reading Stars

22

22

16

Youth Rangers (PRVP)

7

5

5

Havenue

8

3

3

L-derly Befrienders

8

7

3

T.H.E. Seniors

17

14

6

Best
Buddies

28

16

12

Bishan Home for the
Intellectually Disabled

19

15

11

MINDSville
@ Napiri

9

4

1

179

172

112

Mass
Gatherings

Saturdays

*
DMP stands for DRIFT Mentorship Programme, which was previously known as
Youth Mentorship Programme.
**
YouthEvo stands for YouthEvo Clubhouse Programme, which was previously
known as Youth Clubhouse Programme.
***
RAP stands for Realizing Academic Potential, and is the latest programme
adopted by Clementi Youth Sparks.
c.

Regular Sessions and Special Events Count
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The following table details the number of regular sessions and special events (e.g.
camps, major outings, or mini celebrations) that each RVP/PRVP had in AY 2014/15, as
of 31 July 2015:
Sector
Children/
Youth

Elderly/
Terminally
Ill

Intellectual
Disability

RVP/PRVP

Regular
Sessions

Special
Events

DMP: 9
YouthEvo: 12
RAP: 6

4

Dayspring

43

2

TEACH!

26

4

Yishun Reading Stars

14

3

Youth Rangers (PRVP)

31

3

Havenue

47

7

L-derly Befrienders

38

4

T.H.E. Seniors

52

5

Best Buddies

N.A.

9

Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled

24

7

MINDSville @ Napiri

42

3

344

51

Clementi Youth Sparks

Total

3. DEVELOPMENTS
This section features the major developments of the RVP Team in AY 2014/15.
Administrative Matters
a.

Budget Standardisation, Allocation and Transfers (R, G)
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The standardisation table facilitates the disbursement of budget to all RVPs in an
efficient and fair manner. Efforts were made to enhance this table in light of the
concerns raised in the previous AY. Firstly, the volunteer and beneficiary counts for all
the regular sessions and special events executed by the RVP Team in AY 2013/14 were
referenced to calculate the total and average outreach. Next, the scale of events was
recategorised as “20 people and below”, “21-40 people”, “41-60 people” and “61
people and above”, instead of “around 30 people”, “around 60 people” and “around
100 people”. The budget allocated to each category was moderately increased to cover
operational costs, especially that of special events. Lastly, a token sum was set aside for
volunteer appreciation initiatives. The rationale behind such amendments were
discussed with the RVP Heads during the first mass meeting.
Besides that, conscientious budget monitoring by RVP Heads and Treasurers was
emphasised alongside virtues of responsibility and accountability. There was also
greater flexibility with regards to the approval of requests for intra-RVP funds transfer
(i.e. between events) and additional budget to support new events added later in AY
2014/15.
b.

Post-Event Report (R, G)

The Post-Event Report’s template was amended by the VPIA of 12th MC and the VPRP of
13th MC to ease the writing and referencing process. Inputs from the RVP heads were
actively sought during the first mass meeting too.
The archival process was streamlined to reduce the number of contact points and
confusion. Previously, the RVP Team was encouraged to submit all their documents to
six MC cells in a single email. In AY 2014/15, documents pertaining to attendance,
organising committee lists, and personal contact details were encrypted by the RVP
Team and shared with MC VM Cell directly, partly in light of the Personal Data
Protection Act. Documents pertaining to expenditure, programmes, publicity,
photography coverage, marketing and servicing were shared with VPRP and MC
Secretariat Cell, before being disseminated to the relevant MC Cells by the latter.
c. MC-RVP Induction Meetings and MC-RVP Induction Package (R, B)
In AY 2013/14, a mass MC-RVP Induction Meeting was conducted to facilitate the
sharing of necessary procedures and knowledge between the 12th MC and the RVP
Team. In AY 2014/15, a different approach was undertaken wherein each 13th MC Cell
conducted an induction meeting with the relevant members of the RVP Team. While the
latter allowed for more effective icebreakers, personal interactions and targeted sharing
of information, it did not fulfil a side objective of introducing the entire MC to the RVP
Team, and vice versa, at the start of the academic year. Future MCs should strive to
better balance the aforementioned objectives.
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The MC-RVP Induction Package, often referred to as the “MC-RVP Package”, was first
introduced by the 7th MC, and later reintroduced and updated by the 12th MC. The 13th
MC reviewed and updated this package, as well as standardised its information and
formatting to achieve greater synergy with the MC-SP Package utilised by the Special
Projects.
d.

RVP Handover Package (R, B)

To avoid confusion with the MC-RVP Induction Package, the RVP Package was renamed
“RVP Handover Package” and refined by the VPRP of the 13th MC. The updated format
was shared with the RVP leaders during the third round of sector meetings, during
which the latter were encouraged to improvise it. This Package was useful in helping the
outgoing RVP committees review and reflect on their roles and responsibilities,
experiences and major takeaways for AY 2014/15, and share such valuable insights with
their incoming RVP committees. The latter could refer to the Package when devising
their directions and plans for the next AY.
e.

Proposals for Outreach Tour and Talks (B)

The proposal templates for Outreach Tour and Outreach Talks were reworked to guide
the discussions and planning process of the incoming RVP leaders. A new budgeting
proposal component provided them with some exposure to budgeting prior to their
submission of their RVP budget proposals in mid-August.
Lastly, alongside the invitation to participate in Outreach Tour, a more formal proposal
template with the expectations, rules and deadlines set by the Club for Outreach 2015
was created and shared with the Club’s eXternal partners.
Collaborations
a.

Sector-based Initiatives (R, G, B)

The VPRP of the 13th MC believed that RVPs have great potential to work towards a
common cause. During the sector meetings, the RVPs were encouraged to brainstorm
and implement ground-up initiatives which meet relevant needs of their beneficiaries
and/or volunteers. $80 was set aside to support the new initiative(s) of each sector.
For the Children/Youth sector, preliminary plans included the sharing of programmes’
proposals and conducting of professional workshops for volunteers to learn how to
better engage their beneficiaries. The latter was eventually shelved over concerns of
costs and feasibility in light of the diverse nature of the sector. Instead, a bonding
session involving games and food on 1st August 2015 was executed by the outgoing
Heads for the incoming RVP committees, with a side objective of helping the latter bond
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prior to Outreach. The turnout of 7 outgoing RVP Heads and 13 incoming committee
members was commendable.
The Elderly/Terminally Ill sector was keen in conducting dialect-speaking workshops to
enhance their volunteers’ dialect proficiency and thus quality of interactions with the
beneficiaries. Due to timeline constraints and concerns of garnering insufficient signups
during the summer holiday, the RVPs decided not to proceed with their plans. The
general consensus was that the incoming leaders could build on the previous efforts and
consider conducting such workshops after Outreach.
Lastly, the Intellectual Disability sector wanted to conduct an ID Awareness Campaign in
semester one with the aid of social media platforms and/or a physical exhibition in NUS.
That did not materialise eventually due to time constraints and concerns of insufficient
manpower.
b.

Collaboration with Office of Corporate Relations, OCR (G, B)

In preparation for the opening event for NUS110 Anniversary at Taman Jurong
Community Club on 1st February 2015, the RVP Heads from MINDSville, Bishan Home for
the Intellectually Disabled and T.H.E. Seniors, contributed information about their RVPs
that was eventually printed on poster panels. They also manned the CSC booth during
the actual event; promoted the club’s activities to the public; and engaged the latter in
an interesting matching game.
c.

Collaboration with NUS Students’ Cultural Activities Club, NUS CAC (B)

NUS CAC was keen to provide the Club’s beneficiaries from the Children/Youth sector
with complimentary tickets to its CA+US concerts. 13 Dayspring beneficiaries and 1
volunteer attended the evening concert on 13th February 2015 and enjoyed themselves
immensely.
d.

Collaborations with External Partners (G, B)

Some RVPs collaborated with external partners to enhance the volunteering experience
for both beneficiaries and volunteers alike. Specifically, Havenue sourced for and
secured a cash donation and sponsorship for its major celebrations; T.H.E. Seniors
obtained both cash donations and product sponsorships for its major outings; and Lderly Befrienders collaborated with the Federation of Youth Club (Singapore) for its
major outing on 4th August 2015.
Similarly, two eXternal Partners -- Trybe and BP Mentoring -- as well as NUS Caretalyst
participated in Outreach Tour between 17th-19th August 2015.
RVP Meetings
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a.

Individual RVP Meetings (R, G, B)

These meetings were useful in developing and bridging the VPRP and individual RVPs.
The first round of introductory meetings was conducted between mid-September and
October 2014 to enable both parties to break the ice and understand each other’s
directions, motivations and working styles. The second round was held between late
December 2014 to early March 2015 as a form of mid-term review and to realign
directions for the rest of the term. The third round was conducted between early May
and early June to review the RVPs’ developments and to discuss succession plans in
greater depth. These meetings were also supplemented by regular online conversations
to aid individual RVPs better cope with challenges.
b.

RVP Handover Meetings (R, B)

The outgoing RVP committees were encouraged to initiate handover meetings with
their incoming committees in June and July, before the latter started Outreach
preparations. These meetings ensured the sharing of relevant information regarding the
key developments of the RVPs and the Club in AY 2014/15, working relationships with
Partner Organisations, committee management, committee roles and responsibilities,
and good practices. The VPRP also sat in for six of these handover meetings; absence for
the rest was due to schedule clashes with PD recruitment interviews for Special Projects
and a meeting with MC Outreach Team.
c.

Sector Meetings (R, G, B)

Attendance for the three rounds of sector meetings was no longer restricted to just the
VPRP, Assistant Secretary, and RVP Heads. Instead, RVP committee members and the
13thMC members were invited too. This change served to enhance the inclusivity of the
meetings and encourage more active participation by the various stakeholders of the
club.
Each round of sector meetings focused on specific learning and reflection points to
facilitate the development of the participants, RVPs and CSC. The first round in October
2014 focused on intra- and inter-RVP understanding -- it involved a review of past
events, sharing of good practices, evaluation of challenges, and preliminary discussion
of sector-based initiatives. The second round in early February 2015 emphasised
personal development and reflections -- its agenda included a mid-term review on
various aspects (personal, RVP, MC and the Club), sector-based initiatives, succession
planning, introduction to “reflections” by MC VM, and updates on developments in the
SP landscape. The last round in mid-June 2015 involved a critical sensitivity towards
dynamic community needs. Specially, it involved a reflection segment on needy
communities and existing support networks in Singapore, an assessment of skills that
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student volunteers require, and other contributions that CSC could potentially make.
Besides that, an evaluation of sector-based initiatives, discussion of handover
preparations for incoming committees and review meetings for outgoing ones, and
updates on club-level events in June-September were conducted.
d.

Mass Meetings (B)

The first mass meeting on 23rd September 2014 served to induct the RVP heads on the
overall structure, directions and workings of CSC for AY 2014/15. The participants were
encouraged to share about their RVPs’ history, traditions, and overall programmes for
the year. At the same time, they penned down their service learning objectives and
personal development goals -- these were reviewed during the second sector meeting.
In contrast, the second mass meeting-cum-bonding session on 27th August 2015 was
conducted in a more lighthearted manner. Besides settling the remaining administrative
matters, there was a heavy emphasis on bonding and catching-up amongst all
participants over dinner. A review of the entire AY was also done, during which the
participants reflected on their volunteering journey, as well as shared their major
takeaways and memorable moments.
e.

Meetings with Partner Organisations (B)

The VPRP engaged in a series of meetings and discussions with various Partner
Organisations throughout the AY to address pertinent concerns and changes to some
programmes. A final round of review meetings -- initially slated to be in July and August
2015 -- was shelved due to other competing commitments such as preparations for
Outreach and Elections.
RVPs-Specific Developments
a.

Restructuring of Clementi Youth Sparks (G)

Clementi Youth Sparks renamed its older Youth Clubhouse Programme and Youth
Mentorship Programme as YouthEVO Clubhouse Programme and DRIFT Mentorship
Programme at the start of the AY. Following a meeting with Students Care Service
(Clementi) on 22nd January 2015, these programmes were substituted by a higher-level
intervention programme named Realizing Academic Potential which is expected to
better engage the RVP’s volunteers and beneficiaries in the long run. This programme
officially commenced in April 2015.
b.
Rebranding of Youth Rangers (B)
With effect from AY2015/2016, Youth Rangers will be rebranded as Youth Beacons as
the former term is to be used solely in reference to the leadership development
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programme concurrently explored by the Care Corner Family Service Centres at
Woodlands, Admiralty and Teck Ghee, and not as a PRVP/RVP name. Youth Beacons can,
however, continue to promote Youth Rangers as its youth engagement programme.
c.

Mandatory Community Service Order, MCSO (B)

Clementi Youth Sparks, Youth Rangers, Havenue, and MINDSville engaged a total of
eight Kent Ridge hall residents in the former’s regular sessions in October 2014.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Inter-RVP Bridging and Bonding (B)

In light of the numerous internal changes in the RVP landscape in AY 2014/15, more
attention was placed on stabilising each RVP and bridging the RVPs in the same sector.
Moving forward, more attention can be placed on strengthening the linkages between
the various RVPs and RVP sectors such as via increased dialogues, bonding sessions, and
participation in events spearheaded by the MC VW cell.
b.

RVP-SP Bridging (R, B)

The VPRP shared about the latest developments in the SP landscape during RVP
meetings. Some RVP members also went on to join the SPs as organising committee
members, station masters, drivers, or volunteers etc.; three beneficiaries of
MINDSville@Napiri also volunteered with Paint-A-Home XVI. Future VPRPs and MCs
should explore more opportunities to bridge RVPs and SPs, such as by having an internal
publicity channel to promote the various events and share updates in a more targeted
manner; encourage mutual hopping and experiential learning; and possibly facilitate
greater inclusion of RVPs’ beneficiaries in SPs’ events too. RVPs should also take the
initiative to learn about the good practices of SPs, such as marketing efforts and the
sourcing of grants and/or donations.
c.
RVP Agreement (B)
The RVP Agreement, introduced by the 12th MC, is a written and signed Agreement that
details the expectations, terms and conditions of the partnership between each RVP and
its partner organisation.
While there is value in having this Agreement, the VPRP did not follow-up with it in AY
2014/15 in light of several developments such as the aforementioned restructuring of
Clementi Youth Sparks and rebranding of Youth Rangers. Likewise, Yishun Reading Stars,
Dayspring, Best Buddies, MINDSville@Napiri, and Havenue experienced changes in their
partner organisations’ point(s)-of-contact. Such developments would render the initial
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Agreement outdated, and would require the repeated redrafting and resigning of the
Agreement by the VPRP, Partner Organisation and Chairperson of each RVP which can
be time-consuming for all parties involved.
That said, the Agreement is still useful in aiding new PRVPs and RVPs convey and set
expectations clearly with their partner organisations, and should be complemented by
other initiatives such as handover meetings between the outgoing and incoming RVP
committees as well as with partner organisations. Future VPRPs could review this
Agreement and strive to bridge the gap between all parties.
d.

Review of Budget Standardisation, Allocation and Transfer Processes

Some RVPs still faced budget constraints even with the general relaxation of budget
allocation guidelines this AY, and they adjusted their programmes and/or sought
alternative sources of funds to maintain healthy finances. It is important to review the
budget standardisation and allocation processes to ensure that the RVPs’ operations are
sufficiently funded while not over-relaxing the guidelines in an unsustainable manner in
the long run. Similarly, the transfer of funds from a cancelled event to an existing or new
event is a practical move, but has to be carefully managed to sustain fairness vis-à-vis
other RVPs’ events.
e.

Reflections on Volunteering Landscape and Review of Needs

There are many marginalised and/or less-privileged communities beyond what the Club
is currently engaging. Future leaders should be continue to reflect on the dynamic
volunteering landscape; identify gaps which existing interventions and support systems
fail to adequately address; and explore ways to meet these gaps as well as the needs of
both beneficiaries and student volunteers alike in a holistic, well-paced manner. The
conceptualisation and execution of sector-based initiatives, for instance, can be
evaluated and revised so as to address community needs without overtaxing the RVP
Team.

Reported by:
Koh Hui Nee Jennifer (Ms.)
Vice-President (Regular Programmes)
13th Management Committee
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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VICE-PRESIDENT (SPECIAL PROJECTS) 14/15
The Vice-President of Special Projects (VPSP) oversees and manages the running of the 7 Special
Projects (SPs) of the Club. Similar to the VPRP, the VPSP also supports the President in the
management of the Management Committee (MC) and the Club via involvement in meetings
with NUS Offices, NUS Students’ Union, NUS Volunteer Network, and external partners and
organisations.
Given the lack of an appointed VPSP, the VPSP duties were shared between the President and
VPRP in AY 2014/15.
1. OBJECTIVES
Building on the foundations laid by the previous VPSP, amendments were made to the
Connect-Develop-Meaning (CDM) Model that guided the SP landscape to achieve
greater synergy with the Presidential Cell’s directions and objectives for the year.
The amended CDM Model is as follows:
a.

Connect
i.
To connect volunteers and Organising Committee (OC) members to the
SPs
ii.
To connect the different segments of CSC together: the Management
Committee, the Special Projects, the Regular Volunteering Programmes
(RVPs), and other partners

b.

Develop
i.
To develop a thinking culture wherein volunteers are critical thinkers
who can learn from history, reflect on objectives, adapt to challenges,
and improve their projects’ execution
ii.
To develop innovation and new perspectives to breathe fresh ideas into
the long-running Special Projects
iii.
To develop capable leaders with the ability to spread volunteerism

C.

Meaning
i.
To continually question the meaning behind and significance of each
Special Project
ii.
To allow PDs to see how the Special Projects fit together in the wider
CSC context
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2. OVERVIEW
The Club’s seven Special Projects take place annually, and can be divided into 3
subcategories with their respective focus area:
a.

Spirit of Giving

SPs classified under the Spirit of Giving encourage the NUS community and wider public
to contribute and to give back to society. In recent years, these SPs have started to
expand their beneficiary pool to include marginalised communities, with an objective of
raising the public’s awareness and acceptance of the former.
Special Project

Timeline

Grant A Wish XII 16th June 2014 to 14th
January 2015
Signature Love
Project XII

b.

14th November 2014 to 17th
April 2015

Developments
211 wishes granted
5 beneficiary organisations
309 volunteers
$12000.40 raised
1 beneficiary organisation
105 volunteers

Spirit of Engaging

Active engagement of volunteers is a key aspect of the SPs. Besides enabling the
Projects to achieve tangible improvements to the beneficiaries’ lives and living
conditions, it also brings about intangible benefits such as enhanced understanding
between volunteers and beneficiaries, as well as developing volunteers into empathetic
individuals with the desire to serve.
Special Project

Timeline

Developments

Paint-A-Home
XVI

11th February – 14th June
2015

30 rental units, 1 meal centre
3 beneficiary organisations
411 volunteers

Project C.A.N.
XII

7th February – 26th July 2015

675 beneficiary households
5 beneficiary organisations
607 volunteers

c.

Spirit of Volunteerism
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Special Projects under the Spirit of Volunteerism aim to develop volunteerism amongst
their participants, as well as develop volunteers and help them foster a holistic view to
community service and volunteering in the long run.
Note: CSC Day XI was unable to take place in AY 2014/15 due to a lack of suitable
candidates for the positions of Project Director and Assistant Project Director.
Special Project

Timeline

Developments

Ethelontêr XII

23rd February – 14th July
2015

95 freshmen
61 councillors
41 station masters
15 beneficiary organisations

Love Export VII

31st August 2014 – 31st
January 2015

26 OC members
60 beneficiaries for pre- and posttrip project

CSC Day XI

N.A.

N.A.

3. DEVELOPMENTS
Administrative Matters
a.

VPSP-PD Inductions and Mid-Term Reviews

After the Project Directors of each SP were elected, the acting-VPSP conducted an
induction meeting to share more about the Club’s and SP’s history; familiarise the new
leaders with the broader directions of the Club; as well as encourage them to think
about the significance of their SP to the Club and the larger volunteering landscape. The
PDs were also encouraged to pen down their service learning goals and objectives -- for
their Project, OC, volunteers and themselves -- either during or immediately after the
induction.
Midterm reviews were conducted by the acting-VPSP to evaluate and realign the
aforementioned goals and objectives; discuss future directions; and gather feedback
about the support previously provided and/or would be needed.
b.

Renaming of “Project Director Mentor”
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The term “Project Director Mentor”, or “PD Mentor” for short, was previously used in
reference to a PD/APD of the previous iteration who continued to provide the newlyelected PDs with valuable support and advice throughout the planning and execution
phases. However, it did not appear to be an adequate reflection of the ex-PD/APD’s
contributions and significance to the SP as a whole. As such, the older term was
substituted by “Project Mentor” and would be utilised in all the documents of the Club
including but not limited to Certificates of Appreciation, Testimonials and CIP
Endorsement Letters, as well as reflected in the Club’s publicity and outreach platforms
where applicable.
c.

Venue Booking

Previously, the booking of venues such as faculty benches was generally done by the
VPSP. In AY 2014/15, this was under the purview of the Logistics Director alongside the
management of the Club’s spaces and logistics.
Collaborations
a.

Amongst SPs

Throughout the year, SPs supported one another in terms of knowledge transfer,
publicity efforts, and volunteer recruitment. For instance, Signature Love Project XII
gave Project C.A.N. XII some valuable advice and tips for the latter’s new fundraising
segment. Likewise, SPs that occurred at the same time continued to assist each other in
terms of transport and manpower. For example, Ethelontêr XII, Paint-A-Home XVI and
Project C.A.N. XII helped one another to collect and transport bottles of mineral water
from the warehouse of TWE Singapore Pte Ltd on 18th May 2015.
b.

Amongst SPs and RVPs

SPs and RVPs continued to share an intricate relationship. Paint-A-Home XVI and Project
C.A.N. XII offered priority signup opportunities to RVP volunteers and other existing CSC
volunteers, such as by sharing the sign-up link with the latter ahead of the official launch.
Project C.A.N. XII and Ethelontêr XII also recruited many group leaders, station masters,
and councillors from the RVP Team. Likewise, RVPs actively shared SPs’ publicity posts
on social media platforms.
PD Recruitments and Changes in Timeline
a.

PD Recruitment Timeline
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In AYs 2013/14 and 2014/15, the recruitment of PDs was generally executed in three
rounds: September-October for CSC Day and Signature Love Project; December-January
for Ethelontêr, Project C.A.N. and Paint-A-Home; and March-June for Love Export and
Grant A Wish. More information is reflected in the following table:
PD Recruitment Rounds in AY 2013/14

PD Recruitment Rounds in AY 2014/15

Special
Project

Timeline

Special
Project

Timeline

CSC Day X

16th September - early
October 2013 (extended)

CSC Day XI

15th September November 2014
(extended)

Signature
Love
Project XI

16th September - early
October 2013
(extended)

Signature
Love Project
XII

15th September - midOctober 2014 (extended)

Ethelontêr
XI

9th-20th December 2013

Ethelontêr
XII

8th December 2014 – 9th
January 2015

Project
C.A.N. XI

9th December 2013 - end
January 2014 (extended)

Project
C.A.N. XII

8th December 2014 – 9th
January 2015

Paint-AHome XV

9th-20th December 2013

Paint-AHome XVI

8th December 2014 – 9th
January 2015

Love Export
VII
(for AY
2014/15)

24th March - end June
2014 (extended)

Love Export
VIII
(for AY
2015/16)

4th-22nd June 2015

Grant A
Wish XII
(for AY
2014/15)

24th March - end May
2014 (extended)

Grant A Wish
XIII
(for AY
2015/16)

4th-23rd June 2015

CSC Day XI
(for AY
2015/16)

4th-25th June 2015

In AY 2014/15, after a careful consideration of feedback on timeline constraints
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encountered by the PDs of CSC Day X and VPSP of the 12th MC, the overall recruitment
timeline was reviewed and the second round of PD recruitment for CSC Day XI was
brought forward by three months to June 2015. This allowed for a more comfortable
gap between the formation of PD cell and that of the OC which the elected PDs could
utilise to better bond, reach a common understanding, and/or streamline their plans.
Moving forward, the above change could also be done for Signature Love Project,
another SP that has been functioning on a shorter timeframe relative to the rest. The
elected PDs of all SPs should continue to spend sufficient time conceptualising their
Projects well before sourcing for OC members and operationalising their plans.
b.

Submission of Proposals

During the earlier recruitment rounds, individuals interested in PD/APD positions were
required to submit their proposals alongside their applications before they were
considered for interviews. Yet, there were concerns surrounding the amount of time
that had to be invested in the thinking and writing processes which, in turn, deterred
some individuals from submitting their applications especially if they were tied down by
competing commitments during the recruitment periods.
The submission of proposals was made optional during a later round of PD recruitment
for three SPs of AY 2015/16, namely Love Export VIII, CSC Day XI, and Grant A Wish XIII.
Concurrently, applicants were strongly encouraged to carefully run through the issues
covered in the proposal outline as well as to craft a clear set of directions and plans in
preparation for the interviews and actual execution of the SPs. While the increased
flexibility in proposal submission correlated to a higher number of applications received,
it also reduced the interviewers’ ability to obtain a better sensing of the applicants’
plans, directions and attributes beforehand -- in response, interview sessions tended to
be extended as more time had to be invested to obtain information that would
otherwise have been presented in the proposals.
c.

Postponing of CSC Day XI to AY15/16

The initial plans were to recruit the Project Directors for CSC Day by end September
2014; commence the preparations in October 2014; and conduct the one-day event
sometime in January 2015. Due to a lack of sufficient and suitable candidates for the PD
cell, the Project could not be rolled out on time. In response, the Presidential Cell
evaluated the feasibility of alternative plans such as postponing the timeline to JanuaryJune/July 2015 and encouraging existing office bearers to step up as OC members -these plans, however, had their own limitations such as heavily overlapping timelines
with Ethelontêr, Paint-A-Home and Project C.A.N., and the over-exertion of existing
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leaders in an unsustainable and possibly unfair manner. The decision to put CSC Day XI
on hold this AY was eventually made in the broader interests of the Club.
Others
a.

Project Mentorship

Some changes were made to improve the Project Mentorship experience for all involved
parties. Firstly, prior to the PD recruitment interviews, the ex-PD/APD’s opinions about
his/her interest and ability to commit as a Project Mentor throughout the duration of
the new project were obtained and carefully considered. At the end of the PD interviews,
the applicants’ expectations of the Project Mentors and VPSP, including that of
commitment level and specific support areas, were obtained.
Throughout all Special Projects, at least 1 of the ex-PD/APDs was around to guide and
mentor the current PD/APDs in AY 2014/15. While commitment was on an ‘opt-in’ basis
and thus not expected of every ex-PD/APD, the “Project Mentor” position was officially
recognised and endorsed by the Club.
4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Addressing the issue of leadership renewal

Leadership renewal, a recurring issue faced by many SPs over the past few years, is still
unresolved. The lack of sufficient, suitable and willing volunteers who are interested in
taking up Project Director roles is a cause for concern as some SPs were on the verge of
not being operational. CSC Day XI, in particular, was a clear example of a SP that could
not proceed and run on its envisioned timeline due to a lack of applicants for its PD cell.
Concurrently, this had plausibly prompted multiple members of the Club to take on
double or even triple roles to ensure that the SPs continue to run and function in each
AY -- this is unhealthy in the long run.
Efforts to encourage volunteers to step up have been implemented but have not been
very effective. These include the implementation of Project Mentorship; relaxation of
guidelines for proposal submission; and constant emphasis on providing opportunities
for OC members to lead events in the hopes that they come back to lead newer
volunteers. More still have to be done to develop capable, experienced volunteers who
are inspired to lead and groom newer volunteers so as to further the Club’s mission
statement. For instance, future MCs may wish to devote more time during MC Meetings
to brainstorm this issue and assess the relevance of various Special Projects. Relevant
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feedback and suggestions can be obtained from Organising Committee Members and
volunteers, as well as other volunteering clubs in NUS too.
b.

Improving the Project Mentor System

As the Project Mentor System is still a new implementation, there is much room for
improvement and change. For instance, the guidelines which address the involvement
of and relationship amongst the Project Mentors, current PDs and VPSP can be better
structured and delineated. All involved parties should share their expectations with one
another right from the start so as to prevent overlaps and/or misunderstanding. Regular
reviews about their involvements and relationships may be useful too. Future VPSPs
should also consider evaluating the pros and cons of making the commitment
compulsory.
c.

Reviewing the Post-Project Report (PPR) Format and Relevance

The PPR is a useful document shared amongst different iterations of each SP. However,
the adopted writing style and focus differ greatly amongst OC members of the same SP,
different iterations of the same SP, and different SPs. Reviewing the PPR will help to
ensure that information about the preliminary preparation stages and actual phases,
alongside that of the thought processes and/or rationale, could be adequately
captured.

Reported by:
Tomoe Yoshida (Ms.) & Koh Hui Nee Jennifer (Ms.)
President & Vice-President (Regular Programmes)
13th Management Committee
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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SECRETARIAT CELL 14/15
The Secretariat Cell maintains and archives the Club’s documents. The Cell also supports the
President and Vice Presidents in accurate and effective management of the Club’s information.
1. OBJECTIVES
a. To be the main point of contact between the Management Committee and the
various Special Projects and Regular Volunteering Programmes in coordinating and
disseminating information;
b. To facilitate information flow channels and quicken information transfer process;
c. To collect, store and maintain the Club's documents, including Minutes of Meetings
(MOMs), letters, Post- Project Reports (PPRs) and Post-Event Reports (PERs) to ensure
the smooth operation of the club in matters of administration;
d. Effective management of the Club's information in terms of retrieval as well as
storage of information.
2. OVERVIEW
Number of Management Committee (MC) Meetings: 8
Number of Regular Volunteering Programme (RVP) Mass Meetings: 3 (including RVP
Mass Meeting 0 for the AY15/16 Incoming Chairpersons.)
Number of RVP Sector Meetings: 3 for each sector.
In addition to coordinating attendance, compiling presentation slides and recording
MOMs for MC and RVP meetings, the Secretariat Cell has been actively archiving the
Club’s information, for the continuity of good practices, as well as for administrative and
reporting purposes.
3. DEVELOPMENTS
a. Committee Forms Collation Responsibility
The creation of the Committee Form, recording information pertaining to the volunteers
who have been part of the Management, SPs and/ or RVP Committees the past
Academic Year (AY), was a responsibility handed over to the Volunteer Management
Cell (VM) from AY 2014/15 onward. The requirement of the eSurvey platform to collect
personal information, which is under the purview of the VM Cell, instead of being able
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to use Google Forms as was the practice previously was the main reason for the transfer
of this administrative task.
b.

NUSSU Photocopy Quota Usage Sharing

NUSSU offers all Constituent Clubs a monthly photocopy usage of 500 copies at the
NUSSU Secretariat. Building upon the previous Secretariat Cell’s efforts to share
resources, RVPs and ongoing SPs were consulted on their required usage at the start of
every month via the RVP Chairpersons’ Whatsapp Chat and through the General
Secretary instead of a hardcopy record in the Secretariat Cupboard. This made it easier
for the Secretariat Cell to keep track of the Club’s usage, and adjust the required usage
for RVPs and SPs should that month’s overall projected usage exceed the quota. Excess
quota for the month was used to photocopy documents, such as indemnity forms, for
MC cells to provide for generic club usage.
c.

Clubroom Access

The issue of clubroom keys continued in AY 2014/15, despite the installation of the card
access system, so as to ensure the security of and allow access to the clubroom during
periods of system malfunction. As the number of keys has diminished over the years,
and the less frequent use due to the card system, the Secretariat has altered the
distribution of clubroom keys. One key will now be issued per RVP and SP, instead of to
every office bearer. Another change effected was the collection of a $20 key deposit
upon issue, to ensure that the keys can be replaced if lost.
d.

Minutes of Meeting Format Alterations

The Minutes of Meeting was slightly reformatted, with the to-do column aligned to the
right of the document replaced with a task list table at the end of the document. This
was to consolidate all items requiring action at the end of the document, increasing
ease of access to important deadlines and tasks.
Furthermore, the attendance sheet was initially changed to reflect the reasons of those
arriving late, leaving early or absent from the meeting. The aim was to promote a sense
of responsibility and punctuality among members. Due to feedback of ineffectiveness,
with reasons provided often reflecting the continued failure to reinforce the abovementioned, the reasons portion was subsequently removed.
e.

Hard Drive Back-Up

A hard drive was purchased to back up the Club’s information currently stored on the
Google Drive and Dropbox. This was done so as to prevent any information loss should
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any of these Cloud storage systems fail. The hard drive back-up was also done for
Volunteer Management records, to safe-keep volunteer information given the
implementation of PDPA regulations.
f.

Monthly Google Form

The purpose of the Monthly Google Form is for RVP Chairpersons to update the
Secretariat Cell on any upcoming and completed special events so that the Cell can keep
track of the Post-Event Report submissions and provide assistance (if required) for the
upcoming special events.
Changes were made to the Monthly Google form as feedback was given from the AY
2013/14 RVP Chairpersons that it was too lengthy and some questions were repetitive
and redundant. Therefore, questions from the Google form were shortened and edited
such that they are more concise. Irrelevant questions were also removed . This was to
expedite and simplify the filling up process so that RVP Chairpersons could complete the
Google form with greater ease.
g.

General Secretary Roles & Responsibilities

Owing to the constitutional changes effected to the General Secretary’s roles and
responsibilities in AY 2014/15, coupled with the absence of a elected Vice-President
(Special Projects), the General Secretary was more heavily involved in both external
matters concerning the Club and internal Management Committee affairs. The General
Secretary represented the Club in the 36th NUSSU Council, and was part of the Strategic
Planning Committee. The General Secretary was also added into the Whatsapp chats of
the various Management Committee cells to assist in Committee management, as well
as to provide additional perspectives in decision making processes. Also, the General
Secretary was sporadically involved in the various Project Director interviews, as well as
Management Committee members’ mid-term reviews.
Additionally, with the removal of charge of the 3 main publicity events the Club
participates in or organizes annually from the Publications and Publicity Cell, the
General Secretary was assigned to be in-charge of the Student Life Fair team, liaising
with the NUSSU Student Life Fair Organizing Committee.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Improvements to the Monthly Google Form
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The RVP responses and usage of the form were low. Feedback was given that the form
was a hassle. Therefore, the future Secretariat Cell can consider exploring other ways to
collate such information from the RVPs, such as more constant and informal checks with
the Chairpersons personally through the individual RVP Whatsapp group chats. After
which, the future Secretariat Cell can organize the collated information in an Excel Sheet
for easy reference.
b.

Stationery Cupboard Management

The stationary cupboard in the Clubroom is maintained for common usage among CSC
members, providing stationery supplies required by the various projects and
programmes for hands-on sessions.
While the intention of the stationary cupboard has all along been to provide projects
and programmes with the ease of access to stationery supplies, many common items
are left in the cupboard despite being spotted to not be in functional condition by
members. Additionally, due to the high usage of the stationery cupboard’s items, the
cupboard is often left in an extreme mess. The future Secretariat Cell may consider
relooking the intention of the stationery cupboard and remove common items, having
the projects and programmes to bring their own and access the stationery cupboard
only for items that are harder to source for or that the club can provide for (e.g. paper
cutter, masking tape).
c.

General Secretary Roles & Responsibilities

While the constitutional change allowed the General Secretary heavier involvement in
external matters and internal affairs, the upcoming Presidential Cell and Secretariat Cell
could work further on defining the depth of involvement of the General Secretary. This
includes, but is not limited to, the General Secretary’s involvement in NUSSU Council,
NVN and Management Committee affairs.

Reported by:
Ng Aik Loong (Mr) & Vivian Poh Sook Kuan (Ms)
General Secretary & Assistant Secretary (Co-Opted)
13th Management Committee
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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FINANCIAL REPORT (1st OCTOBER 2014 – 31st AUGUST 2015)

OPERATING INCOME
532311

Donation

532321

Sponsorship

535109

Membership Fee - Others

530140

Fees-Student Activities

791522

Fund Transfer

Total Income [A]

52, 256.15
688.60
34, 301.00
8, 289.73
4,097.91
95, 535.48

OPERATING EXPENDITURE
710101

Stationery & Office Supplies

2, 127.79

710181

Photo Albums & Films

710182

T-Shirts (Halls & Students)

2, 392.00

710221

Consumables

3, 780.69

710241

Souvenirs & Plaques

710401

Sports Materials

710904

Meals/Refr (Hall&St)

12, 804.40

710991

Other Supplies

23, 307.62

720701

Rental of Motor Vehicles

654.30

720702

Rental of Shuttle Buses

260.00

721601

Audit Fees

500.00

721992

Other Services

506.00

148.05

93.36
8.60
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732101

Postage & Telecom

144.84

740231

Rental Of Premises

90.00

740284

Utilities - Electricity

210.42

761411

Publicity Materials

419.25

780281

Student - Other Travel (Local)

799.26

780839

Prizes-Others

887.95

720991

Other Fees

200.00

791407

Expenditure-Inter-Dept

2, 337.00

790011

Donation

9, 715.00

790902

Input GST Recovered

308.46

Other operating expenditure [B]

61, 694.99

740501

Furni - Pur(Exp Off)

3, 125.24

750101

Equip-Pur (Exp Off)

1, 795.36

Equipment/Fixed Assets [C]

4,920.60

Total Expenditure [D = B + C]

66, 615.59

SURPLUS FOR AY1415 [A-D]

28, 919.89

Reserve Fund as at 31st August 2015
ACCUMULATED SURPLUS AS AT 31 MARCH 2014

94, 270.39

Adjustment towards 1st October 2014

23,113.78

ACCUMULATED SURPLUS AS AT 1st OCTOBER 2014
Re-invest interest for FY14

117, 384.17
1,192.97
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Surplus for AY1415

28,919.89

Accumulated Surplus as at 31st August 2015

147, 497.03

Represented by:
Reserve Fund

27,348.43

Investment

91,228.71

Surplus for AY1415

28, 919.89

Accumulated Surplus as at 31st August 2015

147, 497.03

Donation as at 31 August 2015
Rollover Donations from AY1314

25, 707.41

Donations for AY1415

52, 256.15

Note:
1. The budget term has not closed at the time that the figures are recorded
2. There was a change in the budget planning from 2 budget terms 1 full budget term from
1st October 2015 to 31 September 2015
3. The claims submitted and processed at the start of August is not included in the
financial report
4. The sponsorship does not include the grants that Project C.A.N XII and Ethelonter XII
received from Community Engagement Fund (CEF), NYC YCM Grant and the sponsorhip
from People’s Association
5. The SDN Grant for Ethelonter XII has not been credited into the account as of the date
of financial report
6. Donation for HAC by Paint-A-Home XVI of $3000 has not been deducted as of 31st
August 2015
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TREASURY CELL 14/15
The Treasury Cell monitors and manages all finances of the club, in accordance to the financial
guidelines laid out by NUS Office of Financial Services (OFS).
1. OBJECTIVES
a.
b.
c.
d.

To plan and allocate budget for all CSC projects at the start of the Academic Year;
To manage and monitor overall club finances;
To advise CSC projects on all financial matters;
To endorse financial documents and submit to the OFS for payment of all bills of
expenditure, properly incurred in accordance with the approved budget.

2. OVERVIEW
Please refer to the Financial Report 2014/15.
3. DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Splitting of work in treasury cell

Taking the advice of the 12th MC Treasury Cell, the general and assistant treasurers of
the 13th MC split up the work with each person taking charge of equal number of RVPs
and SPs. This allowed both treasurers to have a more balanced workload and to
understand the different requirements of RVPs and SPs.
b.

Change in budget allocation structure

There was a change in the budget allocation structure by OFS this year. Previously it was
split into two budget terms but this year onwards, it was a full year budget allocation.
OFS did a closing of accounts in around March but it did not affect the budget allocation.
c.

Change in Google Expenditure Recording Format for RVP treasurers

The change in google expenditure recording format enables the RVP treasurers to
monitor when the claims are reimbursed. MC Treasurers will reduce its workload as well,
as previous MC Treasurers have to type out all the claims in the main expenditure report
which is redundant.. With the RVP treasurers filling them in the shared google
expenditure document, it cultivates them to take ownership in what they are doing and
to do it properly. MC Treasurers will update the column when they submit claims to OFS.
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As claims may not be submitted immediately upon receiving them, hence, there might
be a stagger in the claims being submitted to OFS. Hence, by doing so, it keeps the RVP
treasurers informed.
d.

New format for recording of claims for SPs

Expenditure recording was done via dropbox with the 7 SPs, this is because the SPs
would also have to keep a record of their expenditure, thus by doing so, it prevented
double-work and on the MC Treasurer side. He/she just had to check the claim forms
against the recorded amount to ensure that the correct data has been keyed in. The
difference between the SPs and the RVPs recording format was due to the fact that SPs
tend to submit a higher number of claims and they will need to update it more often, by
sharing a dropbox file with them, it will be easier for the SP treasurers to update the file.
In addition, we also share other document such as cash advancement forms and gift
forms with them via the dropbox. The dropbox expenditure report will also be updated
by MC treasurers for the date that the claim is submitted to OFS to keep SP treasurers
informed of the status of the claim.
e.

DBS Bank Account for CSC

OFS and OSA has established a DBS Bank Account for all clubs this year. It allows camp
fees and money collection activities such as income from sales of shirts to be deposited
into this account. This is to prevent such fees to be collected via personal account for
greater transparency. On a side note, donation/sponsorship is not allowed to be
deposited into this account. Donations and sponsorships follow the standard procedure
of depositing at the OFS cashier’s unit or passing the cheques to OFS together with the
collection report. A sharepoint has been created with the presidential cell to allow them
to access the account statements for the bank account.
f.

Scanning of gift receipts from OFS

All gift receipts that are received from OFS are kept by the MC Treasurer unless
otherwise requested by the donor. Gift receipts to be scanned by the MC Treasurer for
recording purpose. This is to facilitate any request of auditing and the scanned gift
receipts could be provided for reference.
g.

Issuing of official NUS receipts to volunteers

In previous years, receipts were only issued to volunteers when they paid for camp fees
and the receipts issued were also not official NUS receipts. This year receipts were
issued to volunteers who bought CSC shirts as well so that the funds that go into CSC’s
bank account are all accounted for. Official receipts were issued for sales of shirts to
acknowledge that the money has been received. For donations made, OFS will issue a
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gift receipt to donors, and it is important to note that official receipts are not issued for
donations, they are used only for sales of items.
h.

Creation of whatsapp group for RVP treasurers

The purpose of creating a whatsapp group for the RVP treasurers was to answer
common questions that RVP treasurers might have. RVP treasurers might face similar
problems when doing up claim forms for their RVP so this chat allows MC treasurers to
answer their questions. This group chat also allows RVP treasurers to get to know one
another and for MC treasurers to arrange outings with all the treasurers as we hope to
allow the RVP treasurers to get to know more about one another and other RVPs
throughout their term.
i.

Treasury dinner/outing

A treasury dinner/outing session has been organised to allow treasurers to get to know
one another. This creates a friendly environment for bonding and sharing beyond
treasury-related work. The first successful treasury dinner with RVP treasurers was held
in mid June with about 50% turn-out rate. Further could be explored for SP treasurers
due to the different time schedule of SPs throughout the year.
j.

Filing of photocopied claim forms

All the claim forms submitted by RVPs, SPs and MC were photocopied and filed in case
SPs or OFS needed them for auditing purposes. This is especially important for SPs that
require auditing.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Love Export/YEP finances

The management of the finances of Love Export was shifted to OSA this year, and thus
the club only handles the money that the project raised from their donation drives. The
project claims from the amount that is raised and no budget was allocated for Love
Export. Future MC treasurers have to take note of this change and to only allow them to
claim from their donations with us. In addition, LE is suppose to claim their donations
from us first before claiming from the YEP grants to prevent overlaps and an inaccurate
grant disbursed from YEP.
b.

Keep softcopy version of claim forms as records
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Instead of keeping the hardcopy version of the claim forms, future MC treasurers can
consider keeping a softcopy version instead. This will reduce the time required to
photocopy all the claim forms and receipts for recording purposes at OFS, before
submitting the claim forms.
c.
Possibility of having an automatic updated expenditure report with the
budget allocation
If the main expenditure report and the budget allocation can be tied together through
excel, by updating the expenditure report, it can help to automatically calculate the
amount spent for the event and the amount left. This will increase efficiency and allow
better management of the money, thus prevent overspending. The current budget
monitoring document is manually calculated through the expenditure report.
d.

Cashcard management

Cashcard top-ups claims are not accepted by OFS unless otherwise stated. Thus, future
MC treasurers may want to have a logbook or some form of recording which require SPs
to record down the amount that is spent for ERPs and parking fees that does not issue
receipts and are charged directly from the cashcard value. The current 13th MC
treasurers are exploring the possibility of issuing two cashcard per SPs at the start of the
project to ensure that the amount claimed for top-ups are only used for the project
purpose. The two cards would be returned to the MC treasurers at the end of the
project. This has been imposed on Grant-A-Wish XIII to try out the system. Further could
be explored by the future MC Treasurers in this aspect.

Reported by:
Koh Li Qin (Ms) & Joscelin Mok Xiao Rong (Ms)
General Treasurer & Assistant Treasurer
13th Management Committee
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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BUSINESS CELL 14/15
The Business Cell is responsible for sourcing of long-term resource solutions to the club’s needs,
as well as inducting and supporting RVPs and SPs in obtaining sponsorships for events. The cell
constantly explores new partnership possibilities with interested parties and follows up with
them to foster continuous working relationships.
5. OBJECTIVES
a. To secure sponsorships for SPs, RVPs and the club;
b. Assist in the branding of CSC, together with the Marketing cells of SPs and RVPs, by
ensuring that the image of CSC is upheld during meetings with potential sponsors;
c. To obtain long-term sponsorships and partnerships with companies that will benefit
CSC;
d. To represent the club in external relations with corporate sponsors in order to
establish a sustainable working relationship with them.

6. OVERVIEW

a.

Sponsorships for all RVPs by Business Cell
i.
ii.

b.

Collaborations with business partners
i.
ii.

c.

Mooncakes for Mid-Autumn Festival were sponsored by Bee Cheng Hiang and
Bake Inc. A total of 76 mooncakes were distributed to beneficiaries of RVPs.
70 bottles of pineapple tarts sponsored by Bake Inc were distributed to
beneficiaries of RVPs for their Chinese New Year celebrations.

Partnership with Wah Mee Silk Screen as the T-shirt and publication-printing
partner for the year 2015.
Long-term sponsorship by TWE Singapore Pte Ltd with the provision of mineral
water, energy drinks and milk from 15th June 2014 to 1st August 2015. The
agreement have been renewed to 31st August 2016 to provide 9,000 units of
drinks for AY2015/2016.

Sponsorship for CSC Events
i.

Spice Village provided us with a partial sponsorsorship for dinner for CSC Chalet.
CSC Paid only $2 each for 50 bento sets.
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d.

Liaising with external organizations with other MC cells
i.

e.

Assisted Volunteer Welfare Cell to liaise with Thye Hua Kwan Tanjong Pagar
Family Service Centre for internship opportunities.

Summary of sponsorships achieved for all projects under 13th MC

Special
Projects

Number of Cash
Sponsor(s)

Number of
Product
Sponsor(s)

Example of Items Sponsored

Grant A Wish
XII

5

13

Food, vouchers, products,
vehicle, drinks, costumes, cash
and grants

Love Export VII

3

7

Grants, food items, printing,
laptops

Signature Love
Project XII

1

11

Volunteer gifts (such as
vouchers), venue and grants

Paint-A-Home
XVI

8

8

Paint, Vehicle, food for
volunteers, Printing

Ethelontêr XII

4

20

Volunteer Gifts (such as
vouchers, sunblocks, cup
noodles) and grants

Project C.A.N.
XII

8

7

Volunteer gifts (such as
vouchers, fridge magnets), tote
bags and cash

Regular
Volunteering
Programmes

Number of Cash
Sponsor(s)

Number of
Product
Sponsor(s)

Example of Items Sponsored

Touch the
Hearts of the
Elderly Seniors

-

4

Food, drinks and samples

Yishun

-

2

Toys, kids programme
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Reading Stars
Havenue

2

4

Food, drinks, Vouchers, cash

7. DEVELOPMENTS
a. Updating of CSC Marketing Manual
The CSC Marketing Manual was last updated by the 10th MC. To ensure that the manual
remains relevant, the 13th MC provided additional tips and provided more detailed
instructions on marketing procedures.
b. One-off Sponsorships
One-off sponsorships were sourced by the Business Cell for both CSC welfare events, as
well as RVP Special Events.
i.

ii.

Bee Cheng Hiang
Discounted prices were obtained for all programmes under CSC (different
quantity (below 50, 50-100, 101-150, 151-200, 201-300, 301-500, 502-800, 801
and above) will be entitled different prices). Wah Mee have decided to
continue with the price offered to CSC previously. However, there is no
obligations for CSC to print from Wah Mee. This allows the committees to
decide for themselves if they would want to print from Wah Mee.
Bake Inc
Mooncakes were sourced from Bake Inc in support of RVPs’ Mid-Autumn
Festival in September 2014.
Pineapple tarts were sourced from Bake Inc in support of RVPs’ Chinese New
Year celebrations in February 2015.

c. Long-term Sponsorships
i.
ii.

Wah Mee Silk Screen
TWE Singapore Pte Ltd
TWE Singapore was CSC’s official drinks sponsor from 1st June 2014 to 1st
August 2015, in light that most of the RVPs and SPs require drinks for their
events. The agreement have been renewed to 31st August 2016 to provide
9,000 units of drinks for AY2015/2016.

d. Changes to Sponsorship Servicing Certificates
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To reduce complexity during the servicing process, the servicing certificate template was
modified such that they will be using the same template regardless of how many times
the company had sponsored for that particular program. This change will ease the
servicing process, and sustain the use of the current certificate templates.
e. Involvements with RVPs
This year, the business cell has striven to work closer with RVPs. Each business cell
member takes charge of certain RVP and liaise with them regarding sponsorship matters.
In addition, the business cell has also been helping RVPs vet their proposal for them to
send to sponsors. This change helps to forge closer relationship between the RVPs and
MC Business Cell.
f. Mentorship of SPs Marketing Cell
This year, the business cell have striven to work closer with the SPs marketing cells and
PDs to assist them with presentation to potential sponsors and application of grant. We
adopted a new mentorship system where each Business Cell member is attached to a SP,
such that the Marketing Cell can directly contact the member if they encounter any
problems. The business cell have also assisted Signature Love Project to liaise with
Central CDC and they obtained a grant from them.

8. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. Long-term sponsorships
During the term, the Business Cell found that transportation is one key resources that
most of the CSC projects required. The incoming Business Cell can look into this area as
one of the potential area for development. Feedback from RVPs have also indicated that
Buses Rental is a huge part of their allocated budget. Future Business Cell could consider
if it is feasible to enter into a long term contract with a bus company for subsidised rates
for bus rental. Van rental is also a problem for some of the SPs as the NUSSU van is
difficult to get and the SPs often have not enough budget to rent vans. Future business
cells could also consider getting into long term contracts with van rental companies for
subsidised prices.
In addition, the incoming Business Cell can look into new printing sponsorship (such as
for Printing of flyers, posters, etc). Business Cell may work together with publicity cell to
find sponsors that are affordable and offer good quality.
b. Vouchers / food products for festive seasons
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Besides items such as mooncakes for Mid-Autumn Festival and goodies for Chinese New
Year, future Business Cells can look into sourcing for more food products or vouchers
during other festive occasions, in order to spread the joy among beneficiaries and
volunteers. Such efforts could be done either for CSC as a whole, or for specific sectors
such as the children sector (Children’s Day gifts).
c. Introduction of RVP Marketing cell/member
As RVPs do not have their own Marketing cell, the incoming Business Cell may consider
recommending the RVPs to have a Marketing member (which may hold a concurrent
position eg. welfare), so that they can be self-sufficient during special events. This can
ensure that RVPs play a more proactive role in marketing their events, and achieve a
closer form of collaboration with the MC Business Cell instead of just focusing on the SPs.
It is advisable to work with the future VPRP and other MC members to identify the
potential problems that the RVPs may face and plan for the long-term.
d. Providing greater support for CSC Welfare Events
Due to the sheer size of CSC, it is a challenge to integrate volunteers from the various
RVPs, SPs and MC as the schedule of events are different. As a result, the Volunteer
Welfare cell organizes events that help volunteers to bond, such as CSC Birthday and
CSC Chalet. The future Business cell can provide more support to the VW cell by actively
searching for a greater variety of attractive prizes for the games held during such events,
so as to encourage more sign-ups. Business cell could also help to liaise with external
vendors (such as those that provide carnival games), to make the CSC Welfare events
more exciting. This way, they will be supporting the efforts of fostering a more cohesive
CSC, which is already well-known for its family spirit.

Reported by:
Ang Kia Wee (Mr.) & Goh Joon How (Mr.)
Business Director & Deputy Business Director
13th Management Committee
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PUBLICATIONS AND PUBLICITY CELL 14/15
The Publications & Publicity Cell raises awareness for NUS CSC and maintains all publications
and publicity initiatives of the club.
1. OBJECTIVES
a. To increase the publicity and general awareness of the club amongst the NUS
population via both online and offline media platforms;
b. To assist in the technical aspects of publicity and media coverage of CSC events;
c. To bridge connections among all publicity teams of Regular Volunteering
Programmes (RVPs) and Special Projects (SPs).
2. OVERVIEW
a.

Maintenance of NUS CSC’s Website

The NUS CSC Website was updated regularly. Updates include the addition of new
information pertaining to each RVP and SP, announcements and volunteer recruitment
for NUS CSC events.
b.

Maintenance of Facebook Page

The NUS CSC Facebook page was constantly updated with photos of CSC events,
publishing of announcements on upcoming volunteering events from CSC and
promoting of volunteering opportunities from other organisations.
c.

Maintenance of Twitter Account

The NUS CSC Twitter account was constantly updated with tweets on live updates and
event coverage of NUS CSC projects and events.
d.

Maintenance of Instagram Account

The NUS CSC Facebook page was constantly updated with photos of CSC events,
publishing of announcements on upcoming volunteering events from CSC and reposting
of photos from SPs’ and RVPs’ Instagram Account.
e. Maintenance of YouTube Channel
The NUS CSC YouTube Channel was used for the archival of any NUS CSC related videos
such as videos on NUS CSC’s events and the NUS CSC Introduction Video.
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f.

Development of Event Videos

Videos were made for various NUS CSC events such as CSC Birthday Celebration,
Volunteer Appreciation Dinner and Annual General Meeting. These videos were made
to share memories from the year, and were a form of appreciation to volunteers for
their dedication to CSC.
g. RVP Committee Announcement Mailers
RVP Committee Announcement Mailers were done for each RVP to acknowledge the
committees’ efforts and commitment to their RVPs.
h.

Design of Festive Greetings and Other Mailers

Festive mailers were designed and shared via the NUS CSC Facebook page, Twitter
account and Instagram account for our volunteers during festive occasions such as
Christmas and Chinese New Year. Mailers were also made for important dates in the
school calendar such as the first day of school and during the examination period. This
was to help increase traffic flow, and liven up CSC’s Facebook page.
i. Design and Publication of Love Tuner
600 copies of Love Tuner were printed in September 2015 and given out to CSC’s
volunteers who have been a part of our RVPs and SPs in the year.
j.

Updating and Printing of CSC Inserts

CSC Inserts, which give an overview of CSC’s Mission, structure and programmes, were
updated and printed frequently, and stored for usage during internal drives of SPs and
general NUS CSC events such as CSC Outreach, Student Life Fair and Open House. It was
also distributed to NUS student during the NUS Volunteer Fair and to the public during
NUS110 Opening Event held at Taman Jurong.
k. Event Coverage
Media coverage of all CSC events over the past year was done. Photos and videos were
uploaded onto Facebook and YouTube, where they were archived.
l.

Preparation for Open Day, Outreach and Student Life Fair

Booths were set up to promote CSC to new NUS students. Publicity materials such as
CSC inserts, standees and information boards were prepared.
m.

CSC T-shirts

Number of T-shirts sold during the year: 115
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Number of T-shirts purchased during the year: 0
Remaining Number of T-shirts as at 30 August 2015:
Size

Quantity

Small

12

Medium

27

Large

2

Extra Large

7

Total

48

3. DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Introduction of Instagram Account

An instagram account was created for the purpose of publicizing upcoming and ongoing
CSC events. Instagram accounts were introduced to 5 SPs, namely Grant A Wish,
Signature Love Project, Paint-A-Home, Ethelontêr and Project C.A.N.. Subsequently,
photos shared on the SPs’ instagram accounts were reshared on CSC’s main instagram
account. This was to leverage the growing popularity of Instagram as a social media
platform, to reach out to greater number of potential volunteers.
b. Faces of CSC on Facebook
To promote the sharing of volunteer stories, a new initiative was introduced to SPs
called “Faces of CSC” during their respective induction meetings. This segment which
appears on the respective SPs’ Facebook Page features a chosen volunteer’s thoughts
and experiences in volunteering and in CSC. It is meant to promote thoughtful
reflections among volunteers, and to publicize volunteering events through the sharing
of volunteering stories. Subsequently, selected stories were shared on CSC’s Facebook
page.
Some RVPs have also started sharing volunteer reflections on their Facebook pages. The
idea was introduced to the Chairpersons during their 2nd sector meeting. Specifically,
MINDSville@Napiri featured a volunteer every week on their Facebook page during
Volunteer Appreciation Week under the name “Faces of Volunteers”.
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c. Bridging the Gap Among Publicity Cells of RVPs
A Whatsapp mobile chat group was set up with the Publicity Heads of each RVP to share
information on their RVP’s events and for MC Publications and Publicity cell (MC Pub) to
disseminate information more efficiently. Such a platform serves to encourage initiative
from Publicity Heads in promoting their events, resulting in greater ownership.
Similarly, This platform also enhances communication across the RVP Publicity Heads
and MC Pub.
d.

Bridging the Gap Among RVPs and SPs

An effort was made to encourage cross RVP and SP publicity on their Facebook pages,
and during RVP major events and SP events. This was done through updating the RVP
publicity heads and chairpersons, and SP Organizing Committees. Such cross RVPs-SPs
publicity served both RVPs and SPs well, helping to boost signups for RVPs and SPs by
creating awareness about RVPs among SP volunteers, and encouraging participation of
RVP volunteers in SP events.
e.

Changes to Love Tuner in 2015

The focus of Love Tuner was changed in 2015. Compared to previous years, Love Tuner
focused more on the use of photographs to convey the memories of the AY. This is
meant to increase the readability of the annual publication. It also serves as a keepsake
for former and present volunteers, as opposed to new volunteers. With this new focus,
the number of Love Tuners printed was decreased to reduce wastage.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Introduction of Instagram to RVPs

As the popularity of Instagram increases, Instagram accounts can be introduced to RVPs.
This will serve as an alternative channel of publicity that will allow them to reach out to
a different group of potential volunteers.
b.

Introduction of “Faces of CSC” to RVPs

With the success of “Faces of CSC” with SPs, this segment can be introduced to more
RVPs. This will help spread the reflection culture throughout CSC. It also serves as a way
to accumulate volunteer stories. This not only helps enhance publicity, in terms of
generating interest among potential volunteers as opposed to merely informing.
Similarly, with consistent effort put into collating reflections, it makes the reflections
collected for Love Tuner more timely.
c. RVP Publicity Head Bonding Session
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To increase the unity of Publicity Heads of RVPs, a short bonding session can be held as
a way to induct new RVP heads. Through this session, they get to interact with other
RVP Publicity Heads and share about their own RVPs. This will not only help increase
their ownership in CSC, but also allow them to gain an understanding of the various
other RVPs in CSC. Such a move would help increase their knowledge of CSC and further
enhance their publicity efforts for their own RVP, other RVPs and for the club as a whole.

Reported by:
Han Lijun (Ms.), Chua Yun Xin, Joanne (Ms.) & Germaine Teo Yin Shyn (Ms.)
Publications and Publicity Director, Deputy Publications and Publicity Director & Deputy
Publications and Publicity Director (Co-opted)
13th Management Committee
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT CELL 14/15
The Volunteer Management (VM) Cell orientates new volunteers and manages volunteers’
information for various purposes such as the Residence Admission Scheme. It is also responsible
for disseminating information and announcements through the CSC mailing list.
1. OBJECTIVES
a.

To orientate new Volunteer Management Cell members from the Regular
Volunteering Programmes (RVPs) and Special Projects (SPs);

b. To provide efficient and simple solutions to:
 The extracting of required volunteer information and computing of required
volunteer data, such as CCA points and volunteering hours;
 The updating of new volunteering opportunities and;
 Work closely with the RVP and SP Volunteer Management Cells to ensure a
smooth and hassle-free process in managing volunteers’ information.
2. OVERVIEW
a. Regular Volunteering Programmes (RVPs)
Total number of RVP volunteers- 568 NUS volunteers and 67 non-NUS volunteers.
Ratio of NUS to non-NUS volunteers is approximately 8.48 in AY2014/15.
*Note: Period taken is from 1st August 2014 to 31st July 2015.
Graduates are counted as non-NUS volunteers.
RVP
Best Buddies

NUS
53

Non-NUS

53r

x

5

Total
58

3r

Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled

77

17

94

Clementi Youth Sparks

30

0

30

Dayspring

30

2

32

Havenue

73

6

79

L-derly Befrienders

28

8

36

MINDSville

56

13

69
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TEACH!

41

0

41

96

8

104

Yishun Reading Stars

53

8

61

Youth Rangers (Probationary RVP)

31

0

31

Total

568

67

635

T.H.E.Seniors

96

b.
Special Projects (SPs)
Total Number of SP volunteers- 834 NUS volunteers and 222 non-NUS volunteers,
excluding Organizing Committee (OC) members.
SP

OC

NUS

Non-NUS

TOTAL (Excluding OC)

Ethelontêr XII

32

74

7

81

Grant A Wish XII

23

110

11

121

Paint-A-Home XVI

22

311

67

378

Project C.A.N. XII

21

264

128

392

Signature Love Project XII

16

75

9

84

Total

115

834

222

1056

*Note: The numbers are non-unique and account for volunteers who volunteered for
multiple days for one SP.
c.

Residence Admission Scheme (RAS)

Housing application was opened to CSC members, and was completed with 8 successful
applicants from CSC.
d.

Volunteer Records

A total of 100 volunteers requested for their CCA records from CSC in AY2014/15.
e. Student Life Fair
Student Life Fair was completed with a total of 581 new sign-ups.
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f. Outreach
Outreach Tour was completed with 276 sign-ups and Outreach Talk with 79 participants
attending Children/Youth sector, 13 participants attending Intellectually Disabilities
sector and 19 participants attending Elderly/Terminally Ill sector.
3. DEVELOPMENTS
a. Increase focus in reflection
Aligned with the focus this year’s direction of developing volunteerism, VM cell wanted
to increase the quality of volunteering experiences by placing a stronger emphasis on
reflection where volunteers not only give, but also learn to create a more lasting impact
on the volunteers. VM cell hence compiled inputs from experienced volunteers (both
alumni and current students) who have facilitated reflection before and all these inputs
were compiled into a PowerPoint slide. This was shared in Semester 2 with RVPs during
sector meetings. The guide was shared with the SPs and RVPs either during OC induction
or with the chairperson and VM cell.
b.

Streamlining administration processes

Apart from the work processes with eSurvey mentioned below, VM cell instituted 3
other changes to assist VM cells of RVPs and SPs. Firstly, feedback forms were no longer
made mandatory. This was because there was difficulty following up with the feedback
as a MC VM cell because of certain programme-specific feedback. Moreover, putting the
option to join the CSC mailing list on the feedback forms did not always get reflected to
the MC VM cell resulting in many people being unable to join the mailing list after they
had indicated interest. However, while removing the feedback forms, we wanted to
ensure that feedback is actively sought for. Hence, for programme-specific feedback, the
VM cells of respective SPs and RVPs were encouraged to create forms to ask their
volunteers when necessary.
Secondly, the indication for joining of CSC mailing list was placed in the eSurveys instead
to ensure that it could be better tracked by the VM cell. Lastly, indemnity forms are part
of the protocol of CSC events. Situations where volunteers had forgotten to complete
the indemnity forms occasionally arise. Tapping on the NUSSU printing quota given to
CSC, indemnity forms were printed for the various VM cells in the RVPs and SPs events
to cater to such situations.
c. Working processes for eSurvey
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Complying to the Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA), CSC was allocated two eSurvey
accounts (used in place of Google forms). VM cell allotted one for MC events and other
collaborations, and the other for RVPs and SPs. Workflow was as such:
i. SPs and RVPs VM cell to request for eSurvey two weeks in advance (following a
similar timeline to that of the mailer as the eSurvey links are blasted through the
mailing system) for eSurvey either in email or google form (with the
corresponding questions); as well as with their required dates for the responses.
ii. MC VM cell creates the eSurvey and replies with the link. The eSurvey would
include questions for the CSC mailing list and PDPA clauses (if not included in the
requested for eSurvey).
iii. MC VM cell thereafter emails the responses to the respective VM cells and
chairperson/ PD (if needed or requested by the chairperson) and closes eSurvey
when requested.
iv. MC VM cell adds interested volunteers into mailing list and sends welcome
mailer (mentioned below) to new volunteers.
d. Introduction of Welcome mailer
VM cell felt the need for greater outreach for new volunteers, which would also
indirectly affect issues such as leadership renewal, and one of the ways to achieve this
was through greater awareness of CSC programmes. Hence, for new volunteers being
added into CSC mailing list, a personalized email would be sent entailing pictures of the
various RVPs and SPs in CSC, the latest VW event, and links to the latest happenings on
CSC website.
e. Main database Clean-up
Another initiative that VM cell took in AY2014/15 was to tidy up the main database.
Previously, much of the personal information was missing (e.g. emails, matriculation
number) or incomplete (name was not in full) making it very difficult for retrieval of
records. Thus all the records were looked through to standardise from the name (full if
possible) all the way to the project names even. With the Colors Awards that occured, it
was imperative for the MC VM cell to improve the database to reflect the most accurate
information. Minor details such as the standardisation of hours, cross checking of names
and positions, adding the last alphabet of the matriculation number was added to
ensure future records will be more accurate.
f. Revised mailer process
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To improve the administration processes further, an updated mailer process was done
up for the vetting and sending of mailers. This was informed to the various SP and RVPs.
The process is as below:
i. Publicity cell of the RVPs/ SPs to do up the pub materials for the PDs/
Chairpersons for first round of vetting
ii. Either the PDs/ Chairpersons or Publicity cell (to discuss and standardise) to send
to MC (VPSP, Publicity, VM Cells) (at least one week before date of mailer release
with a two week buffer time recommended)
The email is to include:






Mailer image
Mailer text
eSurvey link (if applicable)
Intended date of mailer release
Deadline for signups (if applicable)

The original 2 week buffer was difficult for some of the RVPs and SPs to meet thus it was
revised to one week, however we communicated with the RVPs and SPs that it would
still be best to meet the 2 week buffer (if possible). However we also understood that
not everyone could meet the deadline, so it was mentioned to the respective people
that if they could not meet the deadline, it would go by a case-by-case basis depending
on the current workload of the various MC cells involved and the feasibility of rushing
out the mailer at the given time. So in the event that it was due to procrastination and
poorly-planned timeline, mailer requests were rejected and the parties involved were
advised to explore other publicity options such as Facebook. This is also because the
current mailing system used, the phpList, needed time to process and last minute
requests would result in the mailer not reaching out to the targeted audience in time.
g. Alumni Relations
With feedback of 12th MC VM cell, in AY2014/15, alumni relations were moved to the
Presidential cell. This was because the Presidential cell had been in CSC for a longer
period of time and were in more frequent contact with the alumni and thus it only
seemed appropriate that they be the ones who liaise with the alumni to maintain
relations.
4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. Mid-term Feedback
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In AY2014/15, the mid-term feedback was not executed. Future VM cell could review
the need of one in next MC. While it might be ideal to evaluate CSC volunteering
experiences, it might be difficult to follow up given the diversity of activities at CSC.
b.

Mailing system

With the phpList undergoing constant updates and upgrades, the system is not as userfriendly as previously, with the sending system only possible when the internet window
is opened compared to previously where the phpList could send through the internet
without needing to open the internet window. This means that the current system
results in users getting the mailer much later than the release date. The future VM cell
can consider looking for better mail blast systems with the consideration of the number
of people subscribed to the mailing list (more than 10,000) and the frequency of the
mailers to find a suitable system.
c.

Reflection

Reflection slides were shared mainly with the VM cells and the PDs/ Chairpersons to
help them the rationale behind reflection and so that they could teach the respective
group leaders. However, in the future, the VM cell can explore sharing about reflection
to even more people, inclusive of the whole OC or the whole RVP committee to ensure
that more volunteers can learn the heart behind reflection and enjoy reflection.
d. Anticipating changes in eSurvey and better streamlining
VM cell was also informed that the eSurvey system would be soon replaced (with effect
of 14th July 2015) by mysurvey system. Noting the change in software, future MC VM cell
can look into streamlining the processes - namely, when RVP or SP VM cell requests for
eSurvey and when they require the responses. A suggestion future MC VM cell can
explore: other clubs have created a template Word document which could be edited
and directly uploaded onto eSurvey to generate the survey. Moreover, timings and
frequency of the responses required could also be better coordinated between MC VM
cell and VM cell of RVPs/SPs.

Reported by:
Soo Jie’Er, Janice (Ms.) & Tan Yan Rong Felicia (Ms.)
Volunteer Management Director & Deputy Volunteer Management Director
13th Management Committee
NUS Students' Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students' Union
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VOLUNTEER WELFARE CELL 14/15
The Volunteer Welfare Cell aims to create a sense of camaraderie amongst CSC volunteers. It
seeks to provide the welfare for volunteers, as well as to show appreciation for the efforts they
have put in.
1. OBJECTIVES
a. To provide opportunities for volunteers to interact with fellow volunteers from
various RVPs and SPs, as well as the MC.
b. To allow members to develop a stronger sense of identity towards the club and view
everyone as one big family;
c. To appreciate volunteers for their contributions through welfare events and
appreciation gifts.
2. OVERVIEW
Total number of welfare events held: 4
CSC 12th Birthday
Date: 16th October 2014
Time: 1800 to 2300
Venue: Yusof Ishak House, Student Lounge
Programme: Station Games, Cake cutting
Turnout: 67
CSC Chalet 2015
Date: 8th January 2015
Time: 1700 to 2359
Venue: Treehouse Villas @ Changi
Programme: Barbeque, games, stayover
Turnout: 65
CSC Volunteer Appreciation Week 2015
Date: 9th – 12th February 2015
Time: 1000 to 1700
Venue: Yusof Ishak House, CSC Clubroom
Programme: Appreciation of volunteers by giving out appreciation gifts
CSC Volunteer Appreciation Dinner 2015
Date: 12th February 2015
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Time: 1800 to 2230
Venue: LT27
Programme: Dinner and Colors Awards Ceremony
Turnout: 78
3. DEVELOPMENTS
a. Free-and-easy style for CSC Chalet
For CSC Chalet 2015, the performance and games segment was taken out. Instead,
simple games were set up where volunteers could play whenever desired. This was so
that volunteers could have more chances to interact with one another, and the overall
feel was more laid back instead of having a timeline of programmes to follow.
b. Volunteer Appreciation Week
This year, a photobooth cum ‘wall’ was set up outside the Clubroom where volunteers
could take photos and also pen down their appreciation messages.
A ‘CSC Confessions’ Facebook page was also set up, where volunteers could post
anonymous appreciation messages to other volunteers. In the two weeks that the
Facebook page was running, it garnered a total of 137 posts. Many of these were of
messages from volunteers expressing their gratitude towards others. Although there
were some posts that would be considered irrelevant, they helped to inject some
humour into the page. This greatly helped to create a stronger sense of camaraderie
amongst CSC volunteers.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Outlet for anonymous feedback

Building on the response from the ‘CSC Confessions’ Facebook page, future VW cells
could consider setting up a mailbox at the CSC Clubroom or virtually, where volunteers
can submit feedback or suggestions for improvement. However, this is dependent on
whether future VW cells will be able to cope with the additional responsibility of
following up with the feedback received. One possible way is to disseminate feedback,
when it is received, to the relevant cells in the MC. This could potentially help in
gathering valuable comments or suggestions that volunteers would be hesitant to share
if their identity were known.
b. Earlier sourcing of internships
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As internship sourcing started only in April, one month before the summer break in May,
no internships were successfully secured for volunteers. This was due to both a lack of
time to source for interns, as well as the organizations having already secured sufficient
interns. Future VW cells may consider to start contacting organizations regarding
internship opportunities from as early as January. This would ensure that organizations
are able to set aside vacancies for interns from CSC, and allow us sufficient time to
source for interns.

Reported by:
Crystal Tan (Ms) & Lim Yen Ivy (Ms)
Volunteer Welfare Director (Co-opted) & Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director (Co-opted)
13th Management Committee
NUS Students' Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students' Union
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LOGISTICS CELL 14/15
The Logistics Cell, set up since the 4th Management Committee, takes care of the entire
inventory under CSC and liaises with external parties for inventory that the club requires. In
addition, the Logistics Cell is responsible for the safety and environmental management of the
activities under the club.
1. OBJECTIVES
a.
b.
c.
d.

To improve the logistics flow and venue usage of CSC
To facilitate inter-project / inter-club transfer of logistics
To further enforce a strong safety culture within CSC
To encourage green practices within CSC

2. OVERVIEW
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Improved the space management of the storage areas under CSC to allow
smooth logistical movement within the club
Accounted for all logistics under the club
Liaised with external parties for inventory and facilities the club requires
Maintained the clubroom in a neat and tidy manner to provide a conducive
working environment for all CSC members
Continued emphasis on safety issues
Placed more emphasis on green measures within CSC through reusing recyclable
logistics

3. DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Logistics Management

A logistics list was drafted out indicating the items held in CSC storage areas. Labelling
was also done at the storage areas. This will increase ease of retrieval of items by other
logistics members of the various SPs and RVPs. The usage of the logistics was also
indicated in the list for sharing of the usage of logistical items between projects.
The list was available to all SPs and RVPs under CSC to consolidate the movement of
logistics at each time. This also allows each logistics member to gauge when the logistics
are available.
Each Special Project (SP)’s logistics list was consolidated and subsequently passed on to
future Logistics Cells during induction to guide them on their planning.
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Duration and date of usage of NUSSU van for each project is also updated in the list. This
facilitates better coordination of usage of NUSSU Van within CSC so that logistics cells of
each SP/RVP can update themselves on the usage of the van by other SP/RVP. This
smoothens the transfer of van use between SP/RVP.
An SOP for loan of NUSSU Van was also done up to clarify with the logistics cell
members on the appropriate procedures for the loan of NUSSU Van.
A list of CSC drivers allowed to drive the NUSSU Van was consolidated to better deploy
drivers for various projects / events should they be needed. These drivers are chosen
based on their involvement in the various SP/RVP/MC as well as them passing their
probationary licence. They have underwent NUSSU Van orientation driving to ensure
their competency. The deployment of these drivers to help out with various projects is
through the Logistics Director who will help to liaise with the drivers based on their
availability.
b.

Clubroom Management

A major stocktake and clean-up was carried out on the 20/9/2014 in the club’s storage
areas. These were beneficial for the Logistics Director to familiarise with the club’s
inventory.
The clubroom had been segregated into various areas indicated by masking tape. Special
Projects (SPs) were assigned one area to store all of their logistics. This provided SPs
with a clear indication for their storage area. A table each was provided to the SPs for
neater storage of smaller logistics items.
Clubroom availability can be accessed via Google Calendar shared with the SP/RVP/MC’s
respective emails. User intending to book the clubroom will have to check the calendar
to ensure that the clubroom is available for usage. S
Venues alternative to the clubroom were also informed to various CSC members should
they require the usage of other venues or if there is a conflict in usage of a common
venue. This includes places such as NUSSU Secretariat Meeting Room, Student Lounge
and Conference Room. CSC’s usage of these venues were recorded in the same calendar
as well. These venues were useful in the event of clash in the usage of clubroom.

c.
Creation of a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for Leftover Logs &
Sponsorship
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The SOP created for leftover logistics and sponsorship items allowed excess logistics
from SPs to be re-distributed to upcoming SPs or RVPs to reduce wastage of resources.
d.

Safety Management

First aid kit was updated and renewed in light of the expiry date of certain components.
Requests for first-aider are directed to NUS Red Cross Youth Chapters.
Fire safety workshop and Fire Drill was conducted for YIH occupants and the Logistics
Director is in charge of taking part in the workshop. The information conveyed through
the workshop is disseminated to the users of the clubroom so that they are aware of the
safety procedures to adopt in situations of emergency (e.g. during a fire).
e.

CSC usage of NUS Venue

The role of booking of venues in NUS was taken over from VPSP. Requests for venues in
NUS were informed to the Logistics Director early to ensure availability of the venues.
4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a.

Logistics Management

The future Logistics Cells should aim at keeping an accurate number of logistics item in
our storage locations. This is currently done by requiring a list of logistics items that each
SP/RVP is taking. A stock take after each retrieval may not be as feasible. One way to
ensure this is for the respective logistics cells of the project to take a photo of the
retrieved item to ensure accuracy in updating the logistics list. This is especially so for
fixed asset items that is of higher cost. This also ensures that the quality of the item is
maintained before and after usage.
Clubroom wall can be decorated by putting up well wishes, decorations and handmade
items from Volunteer Welfare events. This can improve the vibrancy of the clubroom
and encourage more CSC members to drop by. Volunteers can also write well-wishes for
each other and words of encouragements during exam periods. This also recycles the
materials that were used during the Welfare events, hence reducing wastage from the
Welfare events.
b.

Safety Management

The future Logistics Cells can consolidate a list of first-aid members of CSC from various
projects to better deploy them for major events and outings. It would be good to source
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for first-aid courses as well to ensure that each SP/RVP has sufficient first-aid coverage.
This would facilitate inter-project / programme bonding as well.

Reported by:
Wong Jia Hao (Mr.)
Logistics Director
13th Management Committee
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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DAYSPRING 14/15
DaySpring Residential Treatment Centre (RTC) is a home to teenaged girls aged between 12 and
16 years old who have been through the trauma of abuse. While providing therapy and
treatment for complex trauma of abuse and helping them learn to manage their symptoms and
issues, the residential therapeutic treatment programme also prepares residents for
reunification with families and/or adjust to independent living. In this aspect, DaySpring Regular
Volunteering Programme (RVP) helps DaySpring RTC to fulfil part of the beneficiaries’ academic
needs as well as help them to increase their social skills through various forms of interactions
such as games, outings and providing a listening ear.

1. OBJECTIVES
a.

Retain:
● To reduce the high volunteer turnover as witnessed in previous years and strive to
retain as many volunteers as possible.
● To ensure that volunteers stay because they are inspired to contribute more
towards DaySpring.

b.

Growth:
● Increase the number of volunteers to ensure the possibility of a 1-1 tutor/tutee
pairing especially under the circumstances of low volunteer turnout rate during
the busy mid-term/examination period.
● Seek not just an improvement in statistics, but to aim for growth with regards to
the intangible relationships formed and forged between volunteers and
beneficiaries.

c.

Bridging:
● To be successful, DaySpring RVP has to ensure a stable and strong core of
volunteers. Therefore efforts have been made to build bridges between
volunteers in the RVP for the past academic year.
● DaySpring RVP aims to enhance not only the bonds between volunteers and
DaySpring beneficiaries, but also to bridge the gap between CSC and the RVP.

2. VOLUNTEERS
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a. Committee Members
Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Secretary and Treasurer
Publicity and Volunteer Management Head

Nicholas Lee Zhe Jie
Aloysia Tan Wai Mun
Choo Yuen Han
Yvonne Goh Jia Yu

b. Members (as of 31 July 2015)
Average: 10*
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 26
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 10
*Note: As Dayspring volunteers are split into 2 groups and only have to attend 1
session every week with their group (we have 2 sessions every week), this was
taken into account in the calculations.

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
a. Regular Visits: 20 for each group
There were a total of 40 tutoring sessions done over the current AY (20 sessions
per semester). This excludes some off-semester Tuesday sessions (3 sessions till
date) done over the summer holidays. Sessions during semesters were held
during Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 8-9:30pm, on a weekly basis.
b. Special Events
Description of event

Christmas Celebration: Ice Skating at J-Cube
Held on 22 December 2014 from 1715hr to 2100hr

No.
of
beneficiaries
and volunteers
8 beneficiaries
12
NUS
volunteers

An Ice-Skating event with the DaySpring beneficiaries was held to
build bonds between them and the volunteers. It was at a
discounted rate as the committee was able to get a partial
sponsorship on the tickets from The Rink at J-Cube. Although the
session was held during the peak holiday season, DaySpring RVP
was fortunate to have sufficient volunteers (all internal) for the
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event. After the skating session, a dinner session was held at the
Manhattan Fish Market restaurant where interactions between
volunteers and beneficiaries were not constrained to the topic of
academics (as with regular sessions) and therefore, great
experiences were exchanged over dinner. It was the first official
special event held and the positive outcome was important in
convincing volunteers to stay for the coming semester.
CNY Steamboat Dinner
Held on 24 February 2015 from 1800hr to 2130hr

9 beneficiaries
22
NUS
volunteers

A reunion dinner on the 6th day of Chinese New Year for the
beneficiaries was held to enhance the bonds between volunteers
and beneficiaries, as well as to allow them to experience the joy of
celebrating the festive occasion away from home. It was funded
privately as the volunteers contributed a small amount for dinner.
Games were initially planned to be held after dinner but due to time
constraints, the games session was cancelled. Sponsored tea bottles
from the CSC Management Committee Business Cell aided the event
and they were also able to provide the beneficiaries with some of
the pineapple tarts. Volunteer turnout rate was beyond
expectations as it was almost 100% despite the event being held
during the recess week with many mid-term tests in the following
week. The committee was pleasantly surprised as it was a large
improvement from the previous event in December where 12
volunteers attended. It was a sign that volunteers were getting
bonded to one another and also with the beneficiaries.

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Total Amount Allocated
Total Amount Spent

$575.00
$282.52

Breakdown of expenses
Regular Visits
Christmas Celebration
Chinese New Year Celebration

$13.20
$235.05
$34.27
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5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
a. Increased bonding activities amongst volunteers and beneficiaries
For the past Academic Year, the committee prioritizes the strengthening of bonds
between volunteers and beneficiaries, through a variety of bonding sessions with
the beneficiaries and also separately within the volunteers. A recurring theme
throughout the year was focused on building meaningful relationships and hence,
more activities were planned and executed. As mentioned in previous section,
there were two main events carried out this year, the Ice Skating outing and the
CNY steamboat.
For the Ice Skating outing, the committee felt that more could be done to
strengthen the bond between the beneficiaries and volunteers since the interaction
between them was short and limited as the Ice Skating Rink is very spacious and
interaction is limited to small groups of 3 to 4. Therefore, an additional event was
planned out - to have a group dinner after the event where interaction levels would
be higher and more personal. Both volunteers and beneficiaries can talk about their
Ice Skating experiences over a meal and it was a rare experience for the volunteers
as conversations were previously limited to academic topics during the regular
volunteering sessions. More volunteers have joined the dinner session, as some
were unable to make it to the earlier session due to work or other reasons. Hence,
even though the Ice Skating event was the highlight of the day, it was definitely the
dinner session that bonded volunteers and beneficiaries.
Riding on the success of the activity, the committee decided to focus on the dinner
session for the next event as it was better in terms of interaction and building
relationships. Hence, it led to the next major event, the CNY Steamboat gathering
where there was a much higher turnout rate. The committee decided to pass the
planning responsibilities over to the volunteers for that event to look for potential
future leaders and also for them to experience working together from scratch to
plan an event. They were given full responsibility from buying the steamboat
ingredients to liaising with the DaySpring Partner Organization. DaySpring RVP was
fortunate to have many volunteers who were willing to help plan the event.
These events also allowed the committee to shortlist potential future committee
members as the volunteers helped to co-plan this event. As such, the committee
had an easier time evaluating applicants at the end of the semester when
interested candidates were asked to approach the committee.
b. Increased bonding activities amongst volunteers
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Similar to the previous point, the committee wanted to ensure that volunteers
were united and bonded with one another. In addition, the committee wanted the
bonding sessions to be more informal where friendships are forged. Therefore,
during this Academic Year, there were more frequent dinner and supper sessions as
compared to the previous years. Before proceeding to Dayspring for regular
volunteering sessions, volunteers will gather in the vicinity to have dinner together.
The turnout rate for this initiative was surprising as there were occasions where the
whole group turned up for dinner. It was fulfilling to see how volunteers started as
strangers and ended the semester as friends. It was important because more
volunteers are willing to return to DaySpring the following year as regular
volunteers and also to take up various responsibilities as members of DaySpring
RVP committee.
c. Increased bonding activities amongst committee members
As with all new teams, it is vital to get the committee to be on the same wavelength
and in the right direction. The first step taken was to create a WhatsApp group
(which the previous committee lacked) to help increase communication within the
committee. The simple initiative led to greater ease in communicating and planning.
In addition, online conferencing methods such as Skype were used so that the
committee does not need to travel just for a quick discussion. It also allowed the
committee to conduct last minute discussions whenever required. Furthermore,
the committee also had additional meetups so as to get to know one another on a
deeper level.

d. Increased communication between Chairpersons and DaySpring RTC
The first semester started off with an informal meeting between the Chairpersons
and the Assistant Director of DaySpring RTC so as to introduce the committee and
to update DaySpring RTC on the possible upcoming sessions and events.
Subsequently, more meetings were scheduled at the end and start of the following
semester. This initiative was started to build a better relationship with DaySpring
RTC as volunteers will be volunteering on a weekly basis and a strong relationship
with DaySpring RTC will allow the committee to raise any pertinent issues or
address any problems together. It has been proven to be important when one of
the volunteers had an issue with an unresponsive beneficiary and because of the
good relationship between the committee and DaySpring RTC, the committee was
able to meet the relevant staff at DaySpring RTC to voice out the issue and solve the
problem together.
e. Increased communication from CSC to DaySpring RVP volunteers
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This is done through numerous channels, such as disseminating information of
special events bi-directionally and to act as middlemen for any information
required from the volunteers. Although mildly successful, there was an increased
interest in other CSC RVPs as volunteers are now well aware of other RVPs.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. An organisation ceases to exist without its roots. Therefore, the committee has
to continue to ensure that volunteers remain at the heart of the programme,
and for the right reasons. In other words, the rationale to continue volunteering
with the RVP should be out of altruism or due to one’s passion and not solely
due to other reasons (e.g. to find a partner, for enhancing one’s resume etc.),
although a combination of these reasons are nonetheless valid and might even
augment the experience of volunteering (e.g. serving with passion in good
company).
b. Continue to foster and build positive relationship with DaySpring RTC by being
more proactive and taking the initiative to work closely with the partner
organisation. For a start, the once-a-semester meeting with DaySpring can be
increased to twice a semester with regularly communication through various
channels (e.g. Emails, Whatsapp, Face to face discussions, etc).
c. Seek to contribute more by participating in DaySpring RTC internal events where
volunteers can tag along as mentors. The volunteers were close to helping
DaySpring RTC with an overnight camp but were unable to proceed due to lack
of volunteer participation. Increased involvements in such activities will help
strengthen the relationships between volunteers and beneficiaries which will in
turn help increase the participation rate and attendance in both the regular
volunteering sessions and also special events.
d. Build a strong committee by having regular meetings and catch up sessions. This
is extremely vital during the period when the committee has just formed. The
core of the programme lies with the strength of the committee and must not be
overlooked. Examples include meeting for a meal, planning and discussing
possible upcoming activities or collaboration with other RVPs, and also
scheduling possible RVP hopping.
e. Enhance volunteer feedback and management by implementing a framework
for effective communication through a combination of surveys and reflections
that can be done via various channels with social media platforms, through
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personal communication and interactions and also through anonymous pen and
paper feedbacks.

Reported by:
Nicholas Lee Zhe Jie (Mr.) & Aloysia Tan Wai Mun (Ms.)
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson
DaySpring 14/15
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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CLEMENTI YOUTH SPARKS 14/15
Clementi Youth Sparks is a Regular Volunteering Programme (RVP) that focuses on Youths-AtRisk. We guide, support and nurture them to reach their potential.

1. OBJECTIVES
a.
b.
c.

Building, tapping and utilizing the experiences of volunteers.
Guiding Youths to discover themselves, realize and actualize their potential.
Connecting volunteers to Youths-At-Risk, understanding and helping them.

2. VOLUNTEERS
a. Committee Members
Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Secretary/Treasurer
Publicity Head
Programmes Head
Programmes Head

Lim Jia Liang
Koh Yen Sin
Ding Gong Yi
Goh Qian Yi
Phua Ying Jie
Ng Wei Ghee

b. Members (as of 31 July 2015)
YouthEvo Clubhouse Programme (YouthEvo)
Average: 9
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 10
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 4
DRIFT Mentorship Programme (DRIFT)
Average: 4
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 5
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 4
Realizing Academic Potential (RAP) Programme
Average: 7
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Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 8
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 6

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
a. Regular Visits:
YouthEvo Clubhouse Programme: 12
DRIFT Mentorship Programme: 9
RAP Night Study Programme: 4
b. Special Events
Description of event

YouthEvo Baking Session
Held on 24 October 2014, from 1430hr to 1730hr
Venue: Student Care Service (Clementi) Clubhouse

No.
of
beneficiaries
and volunteers
9 beneficiaries
7
NUS
volunteers

YouthEvo Baking aimed to improve the interaction between
volunteers and youths. This was done through the baking of
cookies.
Picnic at Botanic Gardens
2 Beneficiaries
5
NUS
Held on 1 November 2014, from 1430 to 1830
volunteers
Venue: Botanic Gardens
1
non-NUS
volunteers
The picnic session at Singapore Botanic Gardens was organized with
the aim to encourage better bonding between each mentor and
mentee pair and to build stronger community spirit within the
programme.
YouthEvo Games Day
10 Beneficiaries
9
NUS
Volunteers
Held on 14 November 2015, from 3pm to 5.30pm
Venue: Students Care Service (Clementi) Clubhouse
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YouthEvo Games Day was organized with the aim to allow the
proper closure of the clubhouse session for the year. It also allowed
a greater interaction between the youths and the volunteers.
Games day involved station games such as pool and table tennis.
RAP Party
18 beneficiaries
6
NUS
Held on 30th April 2015, from 1830 to 2200
volunteers
Venue: Students Care Service (Clementi) Clubhouse
2
non-NUS
volunteers
The party at Students Care Service (Clementi) was organized with
the aim to encourage the beneficiaries. It was to reward the
beneficiaries for their hard work during the first half of the year. For
the party, a photo booth was set up for pictures and food was also
ordered.

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Total Amount Allocated
Total Amount Spent
Breakdown of expenses
YMP Birthday Celebrations
YCP Monthly Event 1 (Baking)
YMP Holiday Outing (Picnic at Botanic
Gardens)
YCP Monthly Event (YouthEvo Games
Day)
Clementi Youth Sparks Mid-Year
Celebrations (RAP Party)

$500.00
$136.59

$21.10
$8.90
$35.50
$17.80
$53.29

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
a. Renaming of both programmes in CYS
At the start of the academic year, both programmes were renamed. Youth
Mentorship Programme was renamed as DRIFT Mentorship Programme to better
reflect the qualities that the programme seek to inculcate in the youths; Discipline,
Resilience, Integrity, Focus and Trust. Youth Clubhouse Programme was renamed as
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YouthEvo Clubhouse Programme, as the same programme was referred to as
YouthEvo Clubhouse Programme by the social workers in Students Care Service
Centre (SCS) (Clementi). It was to avoid confusion and to ensure that CYS is in line
with SCS (Clementi) in terms of the overall aim of the programme.
b. Formation of sub-committee in YouthEvo Clubhouse Programme
One of the new initiatives implemented in the programme was the formation of a
sub-committee to plan for YouthEvo Games Day. Given the success of the subcommittee in planning a Sports carnival for the previous academic year, the same
idea was tapped upon and implemented into the regular session for YouthEvo
Clubhouse programme. The sub-committee members were able to come out with
various games which relied on the use of the facilities in the clubhouse and the
preferences of the youths. Such an implementation not only provides a space for
the volunteers to plan activities for the youth and to create a sense of belonging to
the clubhouse programme.
c. Closure of both YouthEvo Clubhouse Programme and DRIFT Mentorship
Programme
A major development for CYS in the second academic semester was the closure of
both YouthEvo Clubhouse Programme and DRIFT Mentorship Programme. . It was
explained during a meeting (22 January 2015) with SCS (Clementi) that, as the
profiles of the youths are changing, both programmes were no longer relevant to
meet the needs of the youths in the area. For instance, with the availability of many
entertainment sources near the area, the current facilities in the clubhouse were no
longer attractive to the youths, thus explaining the drop in the number of youths
who came by during YouthEvo clubhouse sessions. Hence, to cope with the
changing needs of the community, both programmes were closed down so as to
channel the resources to current and new programmes.
d. Adoption of Realizing Academic Potential (RAP)
After discussion with the committee and the volunteers, it was decided that CYS
will adopt Realizing Academic Potential (RAP), an umbrella term for two
programmes: Night Study programme and Bookball programme. Night Study
programme aims to provide a conducive environment for the youths to study,
especially those who are taking their N-level near the end of the year. It will be held
on Wednesday night, from 7pm to 9pm. On the other hand, Bookball programme
aims to encourage students to study by allowing the students to play games such as
soccer, after a two-hour period of study. It will be held on Friday afternoon, from
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2.30pm to 7.30pm. RAP was chosen because they have regular sessions and it
involves tutoring, which would have more appeal towards NUS volunteers.
Due to the timeline of RAP, only Night Study programme was available for the
second semester of the academic year. It commenced on 1 April 2015 and had a
total of six sessions for this academic year. As compared to YouthEvo Clubhouse
Programme, in which many volunteers felt little or no sense of purpose to
volunteer for the programme, the committee members and volunteers commented
that the purpose to volunteer and to engage with the youths was more apparent in
Night Study programme. As a result, they felt that they have a more fulfilling and
better volunteering experience in the programme. Such positive responses suggest
the viability to continue with RAP programme.
RAP will continue after its hiatus in June holidays, with Night Study programme
starting on 22 July 2015 and BookBall programme commencing on 24 July 2015.
e. Post-examination party after Night Study Programme
After a total of six sessions, there was a post-examination party for both youths and
volunteers whereby the CYS volunteers were able to plan part of the party, such as
preparing refreshments and decoration for the event. It was the first event that CYS
volunteers were able to plan activities for the youths after the closure of previous
programmes.
f.

RVP Dinners

Understanding from other RVPs that having meals together with the volunteers can
improve volunteer bonding and thus help in volunteer retention, dinner after
YouthEvo Clubhouse programme was initiated at the beginning of the academic
year but it was not successful. As the programme was on Friday, many of the
volunteers had plans to eat with their family after the programme. On the other
hand, as there were CYS and non-NUS volunteers in DRIFT Mentorship Programme,
it was difficult to initiate having dinner before or after the programme. In the
second academic semester, CYS is able to initiate having dinner together with the
volunteers before Night Study programme. This initiative is a good start to create a
culture in CYS, in which volunteers feel more bonded and have a better sense of
belonging to the programme.
g. New logo
As it was thought that the previous logo for CYS did not reflect much about what
CYS does, a new logo for CYS was designed by the Publicity Head. In the new logo,
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vibrant colours and a youth silhouette are used to convey the idea that CYS is a
volunteering programme that involve the youth. Moreover, hand symbols are
connected to form the ‘S’ letter for the CYS logo. It is to signify the fact that
volunteering with CYS involves having contact and forming connections with the
youths.
h. Mandatory Community Service Order (MSCO)
A total of three Kent Ridge Hall Residents came to the YouthEvo Clubhouse
Programme in order to serve their Mandatory Community Service Order (MSCO).
One of the residents came on 11 September 2014, while the other two residents
came on 18th and 24th October 2014.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. BookBall Programme
For BookBall Programme, the first session will commerce on 24 July and the
subsequent sessions will be in the next academic year. The incoming committee
can plan a few activities to engage the female students during the sessions,
especially when they do not play basketball or soccer, both of which are the main
activities planned for the students in the programme.
b. Forming a cohesive culture in both programmes
Both programmes, Night Study programme and Bookball programme, can certainly
resolve the inherent issue that the previous two programmes have. Due to the
nature of YouthEvo Clubhouse programme, in which the profile of youths changed
every week and there was no sense of attachment between the volunteers and the
youths, the volunteer pool for the programme has always been small because many
volunteers do not see the purpose of volunteering in the programme. In the case of
DRIFT Mentorship programme, it was difficult to engage the volunteers as the
programme was slightly detached from CYS after its disruption in the last academic
year. As Night Study programme and Bookball programme involve tutoring with
the same group of youths, the purpose to volunteer and commit to the programme
was more apparent as it creates a sense of attachment between the youths and the
volunteers. The incoming committee can tap onto the nature of both programmes
to create a meaningful volunteer experience for the volunteers, and also to form a
cohesive culture for volunteers and youths in both programmes.
c. Volunteer Recruitment
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The social worker-in-charge of both programmes suggested that volunteers who
intend to join either programmes should be committed to the programmes. This is
unlike the YouthEvo Clubhouse programme, which is more flexible in terms of
commitment due to its duration of the programme. As a result, the volunteer pool
in CYS has always been small and the volunteers are not as committed to CYS. With
this direction, it is hoped that the incoming committee will have a group of
volunteers who are more committed to CYS.
d. Future development for R.A.P. Night Study Programme
With a better understanding of the structure and flow of the Night Study
Programme, the incoming committee can look into initiating and planning activities
for the youths, so as to allow the character development of the volunteers and to
expand their role beyond as a tutor in the programme.
Reported by:
Lim Jia Liang (Mr.) & Koh Yen Sin (Mr.)
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson
Clementi Youth Sparks 14/15
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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TEACH! 14/15
TEACH! is a weekly RVP held at Chen Su Lan Methodist Children’s Home (CSLMH). Every
Thursday, the volunteers provide tuition to children and youth who come from disadvantaged
family backgrounds.

1. OBJECTIVES
a. Retain - Improve on the retention rate of the current volunteer pool.
b. Growth - Creating a family-like and friendly environment for new volunteers to be in.
Aids in retaining volunteers in the long term and fostering a strong identity for
volunteers to be in both TEACH and CSC
c. Growth - Inclusion and revision of more activities and past events respectively to
promote interaction between the beneficiaries and volunteers
d. Bridge - Actively encouraging the volunteers to participate in CSC events to bridge
the gap between RVPs and CSC main body. This allows the volunteers to feel more
connected to CSC and be relatable to CSC in a general sense

2. VOLUNTEERS
a. Committee Members
Co-Chairperson (External)
Co-Chairperson (Internal)
Secretary/Treasurer
Publicity Head
Special Projects Head
Welfare Head

Yeo Hong Liang
Yeo Yi Xuan
Olivia Tan Sze Hui
Lim Hui Xiang Joanne
Chua Kian Teck
Bianche Lim Yi Lei

b. Members (as of 31 July 2015)
Total: 40
Average: 21
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 37
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 31

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
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a. Regular Visits: 26 (till 31 July 2015)

b. Special Events: 4
Description of event

TEACH! Camp

No. of
beneficiaries
and volunteers
25 NUS
volunteers

Held on 12 September 2014 from 1900hr to 1300hr on 13 September
2014
TEACH! Orientation Camp is a yearly event that aims to bond new
and existing volunteers together and to inculcate the spirit of
togetherness within the RVP. This was achieved through icebreakers to allow the new and old volunteers to know more about
each other. Furthermore, all the volunteers who were present at
the camp were involved in the preparation of the Mid-Autumn
Celebration. This further promotes interaction amongst the new
and old volunteers.
Mid-Autumn Celebration
Held on 17 September 2014 from 2000hr to 2100hr
Mid-Autumn celebration is a yearly event organized by TEACH! The
objective of the event is to promote interaction between the new
volunteers and the beneficiaries before the start of their first
tutoring session. It allows the new volunteers to know more about
the character/profiles of the beneficiaries and better prepare
themselves before the start of their first tutoring session. For this
event, the volunteers put up a skit on the origin of mooncakes for
the beneficiaries. After the skit, there was a Q&A session followed
by an origami folding activity with the beneficiaries.
Singapore Food & Culture (Replacement for Games Day)
Held on 05 November 2014 from 2000hr to 2100hr

22 beneficiaries
30 NUS
volunteers

25 beneficiaries
34 NUS
volunteers

During the event, the beneficiaries were split up into groups
consisting of 4-5 beneficiaries each. The groups went around 3
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different stations in the MPSH at CSLMH to learn more about the
different culture and traditional food in Singapore. As it might be
chaotic if the beneficiaries were allowed to roam on their own
without the supervision of the volunteers, especially the younger
children, volunteers were attached to each group to facilitate the
flow of the event.
Chinese New Year
Held on 26 February 2015 from 2000hr to 2100hr

24 beneficiaries
22 NUS
volunteers

The initial plan for this event was to conduct a “Lou Hay” session
with the beneficiaries. However, one week prior to the event, Sister
Nancy notified the committee that there will be an external
organization having “Lou Hay” with the beneficiaries. Thus the
committee was unable to proceed on with the initial plans. The “Lou
Hay” session was eventually changed into a team bonding game. For
this team bonding game, the beneficiaries were split up into 5
different groups and given 20 minutes to construct a tower using
straws and masking tape. At the end of the event, prizes were given
out to the beneficiaries. Volunteers were attached the different
groups and had the role of providing advice to the beneficiaries on
how they can go about constructing the tallest straw tower.

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Total Amount Allocated
Total Expected Expenditure from
1 July 2015- 31 Sept 2015
(Under Budget Term 2)
Breakdown of expenses
Games Day
Regular Visits
Chinese New Year Celebration
Volunteer Welfare (CNY Celebration)
Welfare Pack for beneficiaries

$162.05
$140.00 (Includes TEACH! Camp, Mid-Autumn
Celebration, Outreach & Regular Visits)

$19.35
$33.70
$50.00
$30.00
$29.00
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5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
a. Change of Regular Sessions from Wednesday to Thursday
For the past few years, TEACH! sessions were always conducted on Wednesday.
However this year during the second semester, due to organization structuring at
CSLMH, regular sessions had to be changed to Thursday. Even though there was an
abrupt change in the tuition dates, there was minimal impact on the volunteer
count as most of the volunteers were able to commit to the Thursday sessions. For
volunteers who were unable to commit the Thursday sessions due to clashes in
academic timetable, they had the option of attending the Tuesday sessions.
b. Reflection Sharing Sessions
This Academic Year, TEACH! adopted a new method of conducting reflection
sharing. Instead of having one volunteer as per randomly selected by the
Chairpersons to share his/her experience with the rest of the volunteers, the
reflection sharing sessions this year were conducted in smaller groups. This allows
more volunteers to share their experience with their peers. Furthermore, the
committee felt that the quality of the reflections shared by the volunteers was
better as it was shared on a more personal and insightful level.
c. Singapore Food and Culture
This event was proposed in replacement of the annual Games Day. Last Academic
Year, Games Day was conducted on one of the weekends during November.
However, the turnout rate of beneficiaries was very low. The partner organization
was unable to confirm the attendance of the beneficiaries who were able to turn up
for this event as some of the beneficiaries might go home during weekends. Hence
a new event, Singapore Food and Culture, was proposed to replace Games Day.
Even though the volunteers encountered difficulties in managing the beneficiaries
during this event (as beneficiaries started to run around and were unable to focus
on the lessons), nonetheless our partner organization provided feedback that they
prefer this event over Games Day as there was educational value incorporated into
this event.
d. Chinese New Year Celebration
Based on the Programme timeline from AY 13/14, the committee felt that there
was a lack of event to promote interaction between the beneficiaries and the
volunteers. As such, the committee initiated this new event in AY14/15. As
volunteers provided feedback that there was a lack of interaction with other
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beneficiaries aside from the beneficiary they were paired up with, the objective of
this event was mainly centred to promote interaction between the volunteers and
the beneficiaries. To promote interaction, an interactive tower-building game was
proposed. The game required the beneficiaries to actively communicate not only
with their peers, but also with the volunteers in order to build the tallest towers.
e. Informal Saturday Sessions
The volunteers provided feedback that there was insufficient time for them to
interact with the beneficiaries during the regular sessions. Thus, the partner
organization suggested having a Saturday session on the first week of every month
so that our volunteers can get to interact more with the beneficiaries.
The first Saturday session was conducted on the first week of February, and
subsequently on the first week of March and April. In total, there was 3 sessions.
The volunteer count for the 3 sessions was generally less than 5 as most had project
meetings on Saturday. For the Saturday sessions, there were no fixed activities for
the beneficiaries; it depends a lot on Sister Nancy. However, from the previous 3
sessions, the volunteers were involved in playing computer games, reading books
and playing board games with the beneficiaries.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. Continue to focus on volunteer bonding because it is effective in volunteer
retention and gives TEACH! members a sense of belonging. Events such as
TEACH! Camp and TEACH! outings are good programmes to continue. For
TEACH! camp, the duration can perhaps be extended from Day 1 evening to Day
2 evening, as opposed to ending on Day 2 early noon. Generally, TEACH Camp
was a great way to kick-start their TEACH! journey and it would be good for the
next committee to continue this tradition.
b. For this year, the planning phase for the Chinese New Year event started only
during mid January, hence there was insufficient time for TEACH! to finalize the
details/programmes of the event with Sister Nancy. The next committee could
start planning for this event early, during the December holidays to avoid
scenario of having to confirm the details with Sister Nancy only one week prior
to the event itself. Furthermore, it would be good to solidify this event as part of
TEACH!’s tradition with CSL so as to have one main event on each semester.
(Mid-Autumn is the main event for the first semester)
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c. The coordinator of the Home requested to have a monthly sports/games
session with the beneficiaries. This can be further explored as it improves the
relationship between the volunteers and their beneficiaries as some of the
volunteers felt that there was insufficient time to interact with their beneficiary
during the regular session.

Reported by:
Yeo Hong Liang (Mr) & Yeo Yi Xuan (Mr)
Co-Chairperson (External) & Co-Chairperson (Internal)
TEACH! 14/15
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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YISHUN READING STARS 14/15
The Yishun Reading Stars (YRS) Programme is conducted at Yishun Students Care Service (SCS)
Centre every Friday. There are 8 regular sessions each semester, which includes guided reading,
storytelling and cognitive games. Every Academic Year, 2 outings are organised outside of SCS,
to bond the children and their volunteers. At the end of each year, a camp is also organised for
the children to have fun and end off their Academic Year.

1. OBJECTIVES
a. To rovide at-risk readers with (i) regular and consistent exposure to books and (ii)
increased reading opportunities with adult volunteers;
b. To cultivate an interest in the children in picking up books and reading independently,
through exposure to various series of books, and by engaging their interest in reading
through interesting storytelling sessions;
c. To improve the children’s cognitive learning abilities which would be useful in
reading in a fun way, by playing games which aid such purposes;
d. To initiate a bottom-up approach to planning and conducting special events and
improve volunteers’ leadership abilities by involving volunteers in Sub- Committee
level planning; and
e. To provide a platform for volunteer and child to develop good rapport and allow
both children and volunteers to be able to feel bonded to YRS as a family.

2. VOLUNTEERS
a. Committee Members
Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Secretary
Treasurer
Programmes Head
Programmes Head
Publicity and Welfare Head

Tan Sok Ping Pauline
Trina Ling Tzi Chi
Kang Yuen Yee
Yeo Min Xiu Sherlin
Ling Siew Yeen
Woo Wan Li Joelyn
Farah Aslinda

b. Members (as of 31 July 2015)
Average: 22
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 22
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Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 16

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
a. Regular Visits: 14

b. Special Events: 3
Description of event

Outing 1
Held on 31 August 2014 from 0830hr to 1430hr
Venue: Changi Airport

No. of
beneficiaries
and volunteers
17 beneficiaries
30 NUS
volunteers

The children were brought to Changi Airport to kick start the theme
of exploring and travelling around the world, which is the
overarching theme of the regular sessions. As it was the first time
the new volunteers were meeting their paired child, the outing was
also an opportunity for the volunteers to bond with their child in a
fun setting. Through an amazing race, they learnt skills that were
relevant to travelling. These included navigating using a map,
weighing their luggages and making a phone call at a public phone.
They even had to take a sky train to complete the amazing race. In
the process, they also learnt more about Changi Airport and other
countries around the world. To round off the outing, the children
had the opportunity to enjoy the four-storey-high slide at Terminal
3.
The children were split into groups and volunteers guided the
children through the activities, while committee members led the
groups around. Some ex-volunteers were also invited back to be
station masters.
December Camp
Exploring the Little Scientist in You

22 beneficiaries
28 NUS
volunteers
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Held on 15 December 2014 from 1000hr to 1500hr on 17 December
2014
The camp objective was to provide learning opportunities for the
children to explore scientific views and experiments about the
natural environment. On Day 0 of the camp, volunteers gathered to
prepare logistics required for the camp and try out some of the
station games. On Day 1, there were station games to expose the
children to concepts like density, volume, acidity and electrical
conductivity. There were also science experiment demonstrations
and a craft-making session for the children to make their own
kaleidoscope. On Day 2, the children were brought to Gallop stable
at Bukit Timah for a sponsored tour of the stable. The tour included
horse feeding and a pony ride. Back at the centre, the children had
another craft making session and built their own balloon car.
A subcommittee comprising of regular YRS volunteers was in charge
of planning the camp, under the guidance of the YRS main
committee. The children were split into groups and volunteers
guided the children through the activities for the entire camp.
Outing 2
Held on 20/06/2015 from 0830hr to 1430hr
Venue: Singapore Sports Hub

17 beneficiaries
28 NUS
volunteers

The children were brought to the Singapore Sports Hub that
included a visit to the Singapore Sports Museum. The objective of
the outing was to let the children learn more about sportsmanship,
the different types of sports events and the sporting history of
Singapore, tying in with the SEA games that was held in Singapore
just 1 week before the outing. Station games were held in the
Singapore Sports Museum, teaching the children to recognise some
of Singapore’s key athletes and their achievements and learning
about major sporting events like the Summer, Winter and Youth
Olympic Games and the important sporting values of Excellence,
Friendship and Respect. To end the outing on a fun note, the
children took part in a relay run together with their volunteers at
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the track around the Singapore Sports Hub.
The children were split into groups and volunteers guided the
children through the station games. A group of regular YRS
volunteers who were stepping up to form the new YRS main
committee planned the outing collaboratively with the outgoing YRS
main committee.

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Total Amount Allocated
Total Amount Spent

$500.00
$491.12

Breakdown of expenses
December Camp
Regular Visits and Consolidation Party
Outing 2
Volunteer Welfare

$299.55
$69.57
$92.65
$29.35

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
a. Implementation of Volunteer Reflection
Volunteers are separated into groups to conduct storytelling for their children in
different rooms. At the end of each session, volunteers would gather as a whole
and decide among themselves for one person in their group to share his/her
reflection. Volunteers are encouraged to reflect based on the “look back, look
around, look ahead” framework. Looking back could include comparing the past
few sessions with the current session, drawing out any developments or changes
across the sessions, for example, in the child’s behaviour or interest in reading.
Looking around could refer to evaluating the current session, for example, whether
a new strategy targeted at increasing the child’s attention span that the volunteer
adopted was effective. Looking ahead could mean generating ideas to improve the
interaction between the volunteer and the child, or new strategies to increase the
child’s interest in reading.
Through the sharing sessions, volunteers realised that the problems they
encountered were often similar, in terms of engaging the children during guided
reading session, and managing their behaviour when the children gather in groups
for storytelling and cognitive games, especially when conflicts arise. Even though
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the problems were similar in nature, volunteers shared different methods of
dealing with the issues and provided other volunteers with useful tips. The sharing
sessions helped volunteers learn from each other’s experiences, and included
simple tricks like separating two children who are prone to quarrelling with each
other, and asking some thought-provoking questions before reading to capture the
child’s attention first. At times, it was difficult for the chairperson and vicechairperson to facilitate the reflection session as they were not experts in managing
relations between the children and volunteers, nor would always have good advice
regarding how to tackle children’s behavioural issues. Hence, the Learning Specialist
from SCS, Mrs Loh, would occasionally step in to provide her inputs, suggesting new
strategies that volunteers could employ to manage their child’s behaviour.
b. Involvement of Volunteers
In the first semester, committee members, particularly the Programmes Heads,
would be heavily involved in the making of props before every storytelling session.
As for storytelling and cognitive games, each committee member would be
attached to one group and conduct the activities every week. However, after a midterm review, it was decided that involving volunteers to help out in the props
making as well as conducting storytelling sessions and cognitive games would be
more effective in allowing volunteers to play a more active role in YRS. Every
Wednesday or Thursday, the main committee would send out message requests for
volunteer helpers, depending on the number of volunteers required for the week.
Volunteers were asked to come to SCS about one to two hours prior to the start of
session for the storytelling and games training. Storytelling trainings are conducted
by main committee members, while games trainings are often conducted by the
Learning Specialist from SCS. However, involvement was initially low as many
volunteers could not attend the training session due to lessons that end late. In the
event that a group lacked volunteer facilitators, committee members would take up
the roles.
In order to accommodate more volunteers, the main committee experimented
with various timings for trainings and managed to arrive at a timing that was able to
include the most number of volunteer facilitators. This involved holding the
storytelling and games training concurrently instead of consecutively, and asking
volunteer facilitators to buy their dinner back to the centre and to eat while
volunteer briefing was conducted, instead of heading out of the centre for dinner.
These efforts helped to increase volunteer engagement and ownership greatly, and
the range of volunteers who stepped up to help was very wide, with several new
volunteer facilitators every week. This is definitely a development that should be
retained, encouraging more ground-up involvement instead of top-down
instructions.
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c. Creation of Individual Whatsapp Groups
Previously, whenever the main committee required responses from volunteers, the
Secretary would have to send individual messages to volunteers and wait for their
responses. Then, Whatsapp groups were created for each group of about four to
five regular volunteers, with one committee member as the group leader. This
helped committee members obtain responses from volunteers regarding their
availability to be facilitators of storytelling and games, or any other related matters.
This was very effective, as volunteers were more willing to indicate their interest in
being a volunteer facilitator when asked in a small group. As the number of
participants in these Whatsapp groups were fewer than that in the Whatsapp group
for the entire YRS, it was hoped that volunteers would interact with their group
members more spontaneously through the chat. However, the groups were not
successful in generating informal chat among group members and bringing them
closer, perhaps due to a lack of common topics and facilitator of the interaction.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. Volunteer Bonding
More emphasis can be placed on volunteer bonding, especially given the limited
number of regular sessions in a semester. Previous attempts to hold volunteer
bonding sessions were usually held after outings (Play Nation after Outing 1,
Kallang Wave Mall after Outing 2). This helped to increase volunteer attendance,
but would inadvertently leave out volunteers who could not attend the outings.
Future volunteer bonding sessions should be spread out across the semester, to
hopefully involve more volunteers. It was also observed that there tends to be a
divide between the more experienced volunteers and the newer volunteers, simply
due to the fact that the latter group has already been through an entire semester of
YRS sessions together. More effort could be purposefully directed towards bridging
this gap between the more experienced and newer volunteers. Also, bonding
sessions do not necessarily have to be a major activity that is planned (Ice skating,
Escape Room, etc) but could even be a regular meet-up weekly for a meal in school.
b. Reflections
There have been sharing sessions at the end of each session, whereby a volunteer
from each group would share what they experienced or learnt for that week. A
“look back, look around, look ahead” approach was suggested as a basis for
thoughts. It is highly encouraged for this to be continued. However, some
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volunteers prefer to write down their thoughts rather than to verbalise it. As an
extension to reflections sharing, volunteers could be encouraged to keep a personal
journal of their weekly reflections, helping them to track their volunteering journey
in YRS.
c. Volunteer Involvement
Volunteers are involved as facilitators in every session, both for storytelling as well
as cognitive games. This can greatly increase volunteer engagement and ownership.
However, there are definitely some volunteers who are interested to be facilitators
but are unable to attend pre-session trainings due to lessons. Trainings that are
conducted after sessions could be a possible alternative worth trying out, or even
trainings that are recorded as a video and disseminated to volunteer facilitators
prior to sessions.

Reported by:
Tan Sok Ping Pauline (Ms.) & Trina Ling Tzi Chi (Ms.)
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson
Yishun Reading Stars 14/15
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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YOUTH RANGERS 14/15
Partnering with Care Corner Family Service Centre (Woodlands), Youth Rangers (YR) is
conducted at Care Corner Family Service Centre (Woodlands) every Tuesday. There are 31
sessions throughout 2 semesters, which includes 1 introductory session, 26 Study-Support
sessions and 4 Festive Celebration Sessions (Community Blessings). In addition, an Adventure
Camp is organized by the Youth Rangers sub-committee for the youths during the June Holidays
for the youths to have fun and at the same time exercise their Integrity, Compassion,
Authenticity, Respect, Excellence (ICARE) values and leadership qualities.

1. OBJECTIVES
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.

To be positive role models to the youths and continue to instil lifelong impacts
through our actions.
To develop confidence in youths that aid stepping up to leadership positions in subcommittees, allowing them to apply their acquired soft skills for future challenges.
To enjoy and learn from the process of contributing to the lives of the youths.
To plan and implement purposeful programmes that not only encompasses the
ICARE core values in youths, but also strengthen parent-child relationships, under
the guidance of social workers.
To take pride in each sharing session, making it insightful and meaningful.
To serve Youth Rangers as a cohesive committee.
To successfully establish a solid foundation for Youth Rangers so as to ease the
transformation into a Regular Volunteering Programme by the end of the term.

2. VOLUNTEERS
a. Committee Members
Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Secretary/Treasurer
Programmes Head
Programmes Head
Welfare Head
Publicity Head

Tan Yong Leng Marcus
Lim Shiao Wei
Chua Wen Hui
Eric Peh Hon Tong
Chong Hui Min
Chng Guo Wei
Soh Ren Xian

b. Members (as of 31 July 2015)
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Average: 7
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 5
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 5

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
a. Regular Visits: 31

b. Special Events: 3
Description of event

SG50 Traditional Games Day
Held on 27 January 2015, from 1800hr to 2030hr
Venue: Woodlands Care Corners Family Service Centre

No. of
beneficiaries
and volunteers
6 beneficiaries
12 NUS
volunteers

The event started with a general welcome and briefing since it
marked the first YR activity of 2015. The youths were divided into
groups with one volunteer attached to each group. The youths then
participated in station games that exposed them to traditional
games first, before coming together for a mass game.
CNY Celebration + Community Blessing Day
Held on 17 February 2015, from 1800hr to 2100hr
Venue: Woodlands Care Corners Family Service Centre

13 beneficiaries
10 NUS
volunteers

The event started off with having dinner with the youths, followed
by ice-breakers to encourage familiarization between the youths
and the mentors. The Youths were taught Art and Craft, such as the
folding of origami fishes and the writing of typical Chinese
congratulatory messages. Youths proceeded to bless the community
by going around the nearby blocks of flats to distribute goodie bags
with these origami fishes and celebrate Chinese New Year with the
residents.
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YR Adventure Camp
Held on 09 June 2015, from 0800hr to 1700hr on 10 June 2015
Venue: Care Corner + Sembawang Park + Boy’s Brigade/Girl’s
Brigade Campsite + NSRCC

9 beneficiaries
15 NUS
volunteers

The event aimed to inculcate leadership skills in the youths, while
emphasizing on the 5 iCARE values (integrity, compassion,
authenticity, respect, excellence), and applying them in real life. On
the first day of camp, the youths took part in activities planned by
the committee, and were taught survival skills like first-aid, knots &
lashings, and wilderness survival techniques. On the second day of
the camp, youths took part in the kayaking and rafting session,
facilitated by instructors from NSRCC.

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Not applicable since Youth Rangers PRVP was funded by the Partner Organization, Care
Corner Family Service Centre (Woodlands) in Academic Year 14/15.

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
a. Establishment of Regular, Structured Sessions (G - Growth)
In Semester 1, the YR Committee observed that YR sessions were very scattered as
they occur once or twice monthly and on irregular weekdays. It would pose a
serious issue for the YR Committee when it comes to volunteer recruitment and the
irregularity of YR sessions would result in volunteers having a less meaningful
volunteering experience with the beneficiaries. To resolve such concerns, the YR
Committee discussed with the social workers on the significance of having regular
sessions and worked closely with them to formulate a structured programme
curriculum. It marked the start of regular Tuesday night sessions from September
2014 with heavy emphasis on iCARE core values and leadership qualities in youths,
which coincided with YR’s key objective as well.
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b. Development of Points System (G - Growth)
Through the iCARE workshops and the Study Support Sessions held in Semester 1,
the YR Committee observed the low beneficiaries’ attendance rates for these
workshops and sessions. Working closely with the social workers, the YR committee
has crafted a Point System which introduces additional incentives for youths to join
and remain in the programme, and also for parents to encourage their youths to
join the programme. However, due to Care Corner Family Service Centre
(Woodlands) facing budget constraints for AY14/15, the Point System will be put on
hold till AY15/16.
c. Increase and Stabilization of Beneficiaries Count (R – Retain)
The number of beneficiaries that turned up for the different workshops and
sessions has increased gradually from 3 at the start of AY14/15 to an average of 11,
since the beginning of AY14/15 Semester 2. This was aided by the weekly
announcement on the ‘Youthz Connect’ Facebook Group initiated by the social
workers, and the follow-up phone calls on the day before the programmes, as well
as calling the absent youths right before the session starts.
d. Introduction of Improvised Feedback & Reflection System (G – Growth)
The YR Committee understands that the self-development of the beneficiaries,
volunteers and social workers from the volunteering experience is as essentially
crucial as the development of the sessions and programmes in general. To enable
the YR Committee to capture the self-development process in words, the Welfare
Head created the Feedback and Reflection forms, which are issued quarterly so as
to allow volunteers to pen down their thoughts and Areas of Improvements.
Moreover, a 15 minutes reflection session, kick-started by the social workers, is
conducted at the end of every session, as a communication portal to suggest
feedbacks and consolidate their thoughts-of-the-day. This platform provides
volunteers with the opportunity to voice out any concerns or opinions they have,
enabling the YR Committee to identify strengths and weaknesses of the sessions,
and improve accordingly for subsequent sessions.
Future YR Committees Chairpersons can consider taking turns with social workers in
kick-starting the reflection sessions. Conducting reflection sessions is one of the
skills that requires time to nurture and it is essential in helping volunteers
consolidate and organize their thoughts-of-the-day after the sessions, especially
when it comes to volunteering.
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e. Introduction of Programme Proposal Template (Revised) by YR’s Chairperson
(G – Growth)
A Revised Programme Proposal Template was reviewed and introduced by the
Chairperson to the programmers at the beginning of AY14/15. The Revised
Template is more structured and it takes into account more aspects (i.e. Risk
Assessment and Management, Wet Weather Plans) so as to allow for smoother
programme flow. Programme Proposals are required to be submitted at least 1
week in advance, to ensure sufficient time for receiving feedback, and improving
the proposal accordingly, as well as sufficient time to prepare the necessary
logistics required for the session.
f.

Every Volunteer A Leader -- Empowering Leadership Skills in every Volunteer
through Sub-Committee System (G, R – Growth, Retain)

In AY13/14, 2 sub-committees are recruited to plan and execute the Night-Cycling
Event and Adventure Camp. It was observed that the sub-committee system
increased the members’ sense of ownership and self-development, which led to
these volunteers taking up leadership positions in YR subsequently.
In AY14/15, due to budget constraints, the YR Committee would only participate in
the planning and execution of the inaugural Adventure Camp. Therefore, only one
Adventure Camp sub-committee was formed. Unlike AY13/14, the programmers
would be leading the Adventure Camp instead and the Chairpersons would be
guiding them along the planning phase to ensure the smooth flow of events. Subcommittee recruitment from the NUS Community was also done to enhance
volunteer-involvement in the planning of the Camp and also to increase volunteers’
awareness towards juvenile delinquents. Moreover, through the sub-committee
planning process,the existing YR Committee can also utilize this good opportunity
to select suitable candidates to take on the different positions in YR Committee for
the following Academic Year.
Overall, the sub-committee system develops a sense of ownership and leadership
skills amongst the volunteers as volunteers get to collaborate hand-in-hand with
the social workers to develop a small-scaled camp and also learn the different
skillsets involved in managing the sub-committee. The system also helps the
committee members in discovering their strengths and weaknesses through AfterActions-Reviews (AARs), which would benefit all participants in the long run.
g. Introduction of Youth Facilitation and Development Workshops (G, R – Growth,
Retain)
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Through our feedback sessions, the YR Committee noticed that some of the
volunteers encountered difficulties in interacting with and managing the youths.
This proved to be exceptionally challenging during sessions as the youths tend to
stick in groups that they are most comfortable with.
The YR Committee reflected this issue to the social workers and after much
discussions, the YR Committee and social workers at Care Corners (W) codeveloped the Youth Facilitation and Development Workshops. The YR
Committee’s main role in this co-development was to promote the workshops to
volunteers in the NUS Community who are interested in volunteering in the Youth
Sector. The YR Committee proposed that the workshops be divided into stage I and
II, where stage I catered more towards new volunteers, and stage II is more
appropriate for experienced volunteers.
The first Youth Facilitation and Development Workshop (Stage I)for YR’s volunteers
commenced on 27th May 2015, from 1000hr to 1700hr.In this workshop, volunteers
learnt the importance of encouraging and affirming the youths to build rapport
with the beneficiaries. Interactive activities and games were introduced in the
workshop to enhance effective learning of technical terms. Stage II of the Youth
Facilitation and Development Workshop will be held in December 2015, and
matters pertaining the workshops will be discussed between the AY15/16 YR
Committee and the social workers.
h. Collaboration with NTU SCBE Convocation Club (B – Bridge)
In collaboration with NTU SCBE Convocation Club, YR organized a Post-OCIP
celebration party for the youths that successfully concluded their Overseas Project.
YR volunteers served as game masters and group facilitators for the youths
whereas volunteers from NTU SCBE Convocation Club were in charge of the flow of
programmes. The celebration party was held on 30th December 2014, from 1100hr
to 1800hr and West Coast Park was the location of the party.
Overall, it was a pleasant collaboration as the youths enjoyed themselves
throughout the event. Moreover, it was also a rare opportunity for YR as this
collaboration facilitated an exchange of ideas and working styles (i.e. project
management skills) with other student organizations so that YR can improve and
improvise to bring the biggest benefits to the beneficiaries.
i.

Bridging Youth Rangers PRVP and CSC’s Special Projects (B – Bridge)

As YR is a newly established PRVP, volunteers’ active participation in CSC’s Special
Projects could greatly enhance their volunteering experience with different groups
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of beneficiaries. Moreover, their active participation in Special Projects bridges YR
with the rest of the CSC community, enabling YR to raise awareness about juvenile
delinquents with potential volunteers.
In the previous Academic Year, volunteers were encouraged to participate actively
in CSC’s Special Projects on top of the regular sessions and special events. In
AY14/15, 3 volunteers joined Grant A Wish XII’s organizing committee in the first
semester. In semester 2, YR volunteers are more actively involved in CSC’s Special
Projects, as 2 volunteers joined Paint-A-Home XVI and Project C.A.N. XII Organizing
Committee respectively, and 4 volunteers also joined the Ethelontêr XII Organizing
Committee. In addition to that, 6 YR volunteers also volunteered in a group in
Project C.A.N. XII’s C.A.N. Distribute. The active participation in NUSCSC’s Special
Projects (SP) allowed volunteers to share the varieties of volunteering experiences
and thoughts with each other, enhancing their volunteering experiences.
Despite the heavy commitments, volunteers’ commitment towards YR remained
unaffected as volunteers were generally able to manage their time well and were
capable enough to juggle the various YR and Special Projects commitments.
j.

Re-branding and Change in Publicity Strategies (G – Growth)

In AY14/15, the PRVP has been named Youth Rangers. However, third party
organizations (i.e. Barclays), which has been the sole monetary sponsor for Youth
Rangers, stipulate that “Youth Rangers” was to be used in reference to the specific
leadership programme for youths and not as a PRVP name. Therefore, the PRVP is
unable to be branded as Youth Rangers, with effect from AY15/16 onwards. Hence,
the outgoing and incoming Chairpersons of AY14/15 and AY15/16 respectively will
work together in re-branding YR.
Publicity methods adopted by the YR Committee in AY14/15 include the use of the
YR Facebook Page, and NUS CSC Facebook Page and Website. The publicity
strategies are to be discussed in-depth with the social workers, in order to ensure
that both parties are agreeable to the publicity methods of YR.
k. Introduction of Standard-Operating-Procedures (SOPs) for smoother
collaboration (G – Growth)
SOPs were developed and introduced to the social workers to ease the HandingOver process to the subsequent committees. The SOPs redefined the roles and
responsibilities of the different positions in the committee and established
structured frameworks for different event types (i.e. Workshops, Adventure Camp).
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Subsequent committees can refine the SOPs further after reviewing them with the
social workers.
l.

Increased focus on Welfare of Volunteers and Social Workers (R – Retain)

The YR Committee recognized the importance of volunteers in contributing to the
lives of the beneficiaries. Therefore, at the start of Semester 1 and Semester 2 of AY
14/15, the YR Committee organized a Get-To-Know-Each-Other Celebration and
Feedback-&-Get-Together Session respectively for the volunteers to enhance their
volunteering experience with YR.
These initiatives were generally well received as all the regular YR volunteers
turned up for the event and they were more bonded with each other after the
session ended. The Feedback sessions that were incorporated into the GetTogether Session was also an appropriate platform for volunteers to voice out their
opinions on the regular sessions after volunteering in YR for a semester so that the
YR Committee can come together and improve the Programme as a whole.
The social workers at Care Corner Family Service Centre (Woodlands) have also
been very supportive of the decisions made by the YR Committee in AY14/15 and
played an integral role in shaping YR as a PRVP.The Mini CNY Celebration, initiated
by the YR Committee, which involved the YR volunteers tossing ‘Yu-Sheng’ with the
social workers after the Community Blessings Session was a sign of appreciation for
the social workers for their efforts and also to celebrate the success of a long-term
collaboration.
Moreover, the social workers also cordially invited YR volunteers to attend the
Annual Volunteers Appreciation Dinner in late November 2014, as a sign of
gratitude for the effort the YR Committee had put in for the past semester in
developing YR. The Annual Volunteers Appreciation Dinner consists of games and
lucky draws. Moreover, it was also a good opportunity for the YR Committee to
meet and share experiences with like-minded youth-sector volunteers.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. Re-Organization of future YR Committee
A smaller YR committee opens up more vacancies for fresh volunteers to volunteer
in YR given the small beneficiaries count and having a larger pool of volunteers also
indicates that there are more candidates available to select future YR committee
members. Moreover, despite requiring higher commitment levels amongst
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committee members in a small committee, chairpersons of future YR committee
will find it less challenging to manage the committee as a whole.
After careful considerations, each person in the committee has a need to hold
double role, and the arrangements for the roles are as mentioned in the table
below:
PRIMARY POSITION

SECONDARY POSITION

Chairperson (External)

Volunteer Welfare IC

Chairperson (Internal)

Secretary

Chief-Programmer

Treasurer

Assistant-Programmer

Publicity IC

The incoming YR Committee members are advised not to join any committees of
Special Projects in the first semester but instead, utilize the first semester to adapt
to the new working environment and assess the capabilities to juggle various
commitments and academics simultaneously. Incoming YR Committee members
are however, encouraged to join Special Projects as volunteers, as a form of
exposure to the volunteering landscapes of NUS CSC.
The social workers are also fully aware of the potential stress of incoming YR
Committee members due to the resizing of the subsequent YR Committee and are
fully supportive of the Committee re-organization. In the case in which any
incoming YR Committee members encounter difficulties in fulfilling their duties,
Committee members should not be hesitant in expressing concerns and issues to
the social workers so that arrangements can be made to issues pertaining workload
and commitment. Review meetings should also be conducted frequently (i.e. once
every 3 months) between the Incoming YR Committee and the social workers to
iron out potential issues, and to reinforce positive aspects of the Programme.
In AY14/15, there was no differentiation in recognition of office for the
‘Programmers’ position. Coincidentally, there were 2 programmers in the outgoing
YR Committee. As such, it was difficult to select a Camp Commandant (also the
Point-of-Contact) for the Adventure Camp. The unselected programmer would not
be given a chance to lead in the Adventure Camp, as in AY14/15, the YR Committee
decided that the Assistant Camp Commandant and the subsequent positions
should be opened to external volunteers. Therefore, to prevent such issues from
arising, programmers are differentiated into the ‘Chief Programmer’ and ‘Assistant
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Programmer’ positions and they will assume the ‘Camp Commandant’ and
‘Assistant Camp Commandant’ positions respectively, during the Adventure Camp.
This arrangement is appropriate as it provides the programmers with sufficient
opportunities to lead the Adventure Camp sub-committee and learn from the other
volunteers.
b. Integrating beneficiaries into CSC’s Special Projects
During the review meeting with Social Workers in Semester 1 of AY14/15, the YR
Committee initially established a collaboration between YR and Paint-A-Home XVI
(PAH XVI), in which the beneficiaries from YR will participate in PAH XVI as
volunteers. However, the social workers did not factor the dates into the calendar
while planning the curriculum for the following year. Therefore, the collaboration
will be postponed to the following Academic Year. Subsequent committees can
probably look into forging a long-term collaboration between YR and PAH XVI. This
collaboration not only establishes collaborative ties between YR and the rest of
CSC’s Special Projects, but also fulfills the Community Blessings sessions of the YR
curriculum.
c. Bilateral Collaborations with other RVPs (T.H.E.S, BHID etc.) for YR’s
‘Community Blessings’ session
Instead of simply delivering festive goodies to needy residents living in rental flats
around Woodlands area during Community Blessing sessions, the social workers
hoped to expose YR’s beneficiaries to other needy communities in Singapore. Even
though the current YR committee has discussed about bringing YR’s beneficiaries
down to other RVPs for visits, the collaborations have not been established due to
time constraints. As such, future YR committees can consider establishing such
collaborations with other RVPs.
d. Youth Sector RVPs Collaboration
In AY14/15, there have been informal talks between the chairpersons of YR and
Clementi Youths Sparks (CYS) on organizing a mini Sports Event for the beneficiaries
from YR and CYS. Youths are generally interested in physical activities and most of
them are competitive. Therefore, a mini Sports Event will appeal to these youths.
However, due to the time and monetary constraints on both RVPs, the
collaboration has been put on hold. Approvals from both partner organizations are
equally integral as well for such inter-RVP collaborations. Future YR committees can
probably look into strengthening this collaboration as ultimately the beneficiaries
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would be benefiting from this collaboration, with considerations of the constraints
mentioned above.
e. Forging Common Identity amongst volunteers
With the conversion of YR into a RVP and the introduction of re-branding, future YR
committees can work towards forging a common identity amongst volunteers.
Future YR committees can begin by developing a YR logo or a RVP shirt that
symbolizes YR as a RVP. This will enable volunteers to develop a sense of belonging
and identity that can be helpful for volunteers’ retention.
f.

Greater Volunteer Involvement in Planning of Programmes

In AY 14/15, other than Special Events, the YR committee also took part in the
planning and execution of games that last approximately 45 minutes during study
support sessions and workshops. Talks with social workers about granting YR
committee with greater autonomy to plan programmes are already in place and the
YR committee will be given more opportunities to plan more varieties of Special
Events (i.e. Community Blessings, Festive Celebrations) in the subsequent Academic
Years.
Incoming YR Committee can consider introducing sub-committees for the planning
of Special YR Events (i.e. Community Blessings, Festive Celebrations) as this will
involve other YR volunteers and develop the sense of ownership and develop
leadership skills in these volunteers.
g. Working towards a co-funding system
As YR undergoes a conversion from a PRVP to a RVP, YR would be receiving
monetary funding from NUS CSC. Future YR committees should pay close attention
to monetary expenses of the various YR activities (i.e. Adventure Camp, ICARE
Workshops) and draft up a detailed budget proposal so as to allow for the efficient
distribution of funds for the various activities.
h. Expanding YR Workshops to RVPs in the Youth Sector
The first Youth Facilitation and Development Workshop that commenced on 27th
May 2015 has received positive feedbacks from the participants. The workshop
explored into the psychologies of youths that led to their growth and development.
Participants provided feedback that the workshops enhanced the understanding of
youths’ mentalities and equipped volunteers with adequate techniques to deal with
tricky situation pertaining youths.
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Future YR committees can work closely with the social workers at Care Corner
Family Service Centre (Woodlands) in gradually expanding YR Workshops to other
volunteers volunteering in the Youth Sector (i.e. CYS). Acquiring these skills sets can
be potentially beneficial to the volunteers.

Reported by:
Tan Yong Leng Marcus (Mr) & Lim Shiao Wei (Ms)
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson
Youth Rangers 14/15
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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HAVENUE 141/5
Havenue works closely with HCA Hospice Care to improve the emotional well-being of
beneficiaries with life-limiting illnesses via weekly home visits and ad-hoc events like the annual
Christmas Party.

1. OBJECTIVES
a. Beneficiary Based
i. To provide an important source of emotional support for our beneficiaries
through weekly visits and special events.
ii. To enhance the quality of interaction between our beneficiaries and volunteers.
iii. To serve as a communication medium among volunteers, beneficiaries and HCA.
b. Volunteer Based
i. To build camaraderie and instill a sense of belonging in our volunteers,
ultimately achieving sustainability and gradual expansion.
ii. To address possible fear and misconceptions towards patients and elderly with
life-limiting illnesses.
iii. To conduct meaningful activities and workshops which inculcate the spirit of
giving and volunteerism.
iv. To equip volunteers with useful lifelong skills (wheelchair handling,
communication technique, dialects).
v. To provide a friendly and cheerful environment where volunteers can socialize.

2. VOLUNTEERS
a. Committee Members
Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Secretary/Treasurer
Publicity Head
Volunteer Management and Welfare Head
Programmes Head
Programmes Head

Vivian Chin Hui Min
Chua Yun Xin, Joanne
Wu Zi hao
Louis Wong Choon Kit
Yeo Shih Hui
Sugianto Hu
Toh Shu Jing

b. Members (as of 31 July 2015)
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Average (per weekly visit): 8
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 3
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 3

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
a. Regular Visits: 47 weekly visits between 1 August 2014 and 31 July 2015

b. Special Events: 5 projects with HCA beneficiaries; 2 volunteer engagement/
welfare events
Description of event

Outreach and Orientation session

No. of
beneficiaries
and volunteers
20 NUS
Volunteers

Held on 28 August 2014, from 1900hr to 2100hr
This event reached out to volunteers who were new to CSC and
were keen in volunteering with Havenue. The Committee
disseminated information about the weekly visits, conducted
bonding games and shared their volunteering experiences with the
new volunteers.
Mini Celebration for Mid-Autumn Festival
Held on 6 September 2014, during regular visitation hours

8 NUS
Volunteers
1 non-NUS
Volunteer

Beneficiaries and volunteers made lanterns and shared mooncakes
to celebrate the Mid-Autumn Festival.
Christmas Party 2014
Held on 22 December 2014, from 1245hr to 1645hr
Venue: HCA Day Hospice Centre
The objective of this year’s Christmas party at HCA Hospice Care
was primarily to bring festive joy to the beneficiaries. It was done
through engaging beneficiaries with simple games such as ‘Guess
the Price!’, ‘Black Box’, ‘Complete the tasks!’ and prizes. In the

26
beneficiaries
23 NUS
Volunteers
2 non-NUS
Volunteers
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game, ‘Guess the Price!’ beneficiaries will be given an item,
which can be bought from various hypermarts and are required
to guess the price of that item. For ‘Black Box’, beneficiaries will
have to guess an item enclosed in an opaque box solely by their
sense of touch. Lastly, in ‘Complete the tasks!’ beneficiaries work
together to complete a series of challenging tasks. They also had
beancurd as well as log cake for tea break.
Volunteer Appreciation Outing @ Marina Barrage

11 NUS
Volunteers

Held on 10 January 2015, from 1300hr to 1800hr
This event was initiated with the aim of providing a platform for
new and existing volunteers to improve their bond. The Committee
prepared a small picnic and appreciation gifts for the volunteers in
recognition of their efforts and dedication.
Mini Celebration for Chinese New Year and Valentine’s Day

7 NUS
Volunteers

Held on 14 February 2015, during regular visitation hours
This celebration brought festive joy to Havenue’s beneficiaries and
volunteers, who made Chinese New Year decorations, enjoyed New
Year delicacies and exchanged Valentine’s Day gifts.
Visits @ HCA
Held on 9 and 11 March 2015, from 1000hr to 1600hr
Venue: HCA Day Hospice Centre (Novena) & Kang Le Day Care
Centre

25 beneficiaries
14 NUS
Volunteers

The aim of these visits was to introduce the volunteers to Havenue’s
partner organisation, HCA Hospice Care and experience the daily
functions and activities better. The visits also allowed volunteers to
interact with a greater number of beneficiaries and better
understand the varying conditions of terminal illness. Besides, the
committee specially arranged for visits on days when HCA invited
Pet Therapy specialists over at the HCA Day Hospice Centre as a
form of adjunct emotional therapy for the patients as well as local
cultural artists to teach beneficiaries Indian craftwork at Kang Le
Day Care Centre. This allowed the volunteers to understand
different aspects of palliative care and enrich their volunteering
experience
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Project Nuevo I: The Good Old Days

24 Beneficiaries
29 NUS
Volunteers

Held on 20 May 2015, from 1100hr to 1700hr
Venue: HCA Day Hospice Care
Project Nuevo was a new initiative by Havenue. In its first
installment, “Good Old Days” volunteers and beneficiaries made
"Ang Ku Kueh" and played simple games which require beneficiaries
to make structures with paper cups followed by a mini ‘bowling’
session to know the paper cups down. They had Lapis Pelangi, Kueh
Dadar and ang ku kueh which they have learnt to make, for
teabreak. The objective of this event was to bring back fond
memories and reminisce over past events, with food as the central
theme.

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Total Amount Allocated
Total Amount Spent
Expected expenses from August 2015 - September 2015

$520.00
$291.65
$115.00

Breakdown of expenses
Volunteer Bonding and Welfare
Chinese New Year Celebration

$19.90
$22.40

Christmas Party at HCA centre
Mini Celebration for Valentine's Day

$97.75
$30.00

Visits to HCA Hospice Care
Weekly Visitation Activities (80 visits in total)
Project Nuevo

$18.00
$3.60
$100.00

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
The Committee of AY14/15 built upon the structures initiated and hard work put in by
previous Committees. This year, developments focused on two aspects - the
beneficiaries and the volunteers. The committee sought to improve the welfare of
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beneficiaries while developing a thinking and sharing culture amongst the volunteers
through programmes and procedures.
Beneficiary-based
a. Visit leader and Refinement to Post-Visitation Reports
In AY14/15, a new system was introduced with regards to the filling in of visitation
reports. In the new system, the committee for each location will appoint a visit
leader. The leader is responsible for facilitating discussion and sharing about each
visit, and is subsequently filling in the Post-Visitation Report. The aim of this new
system is to minimize duplication of effort in filling in the post-visitation report by
every volunteer; encourage communication and sharing among volunteers; as well
as build a sense of ownership among volunteers who were appointed visit leaders.
b. Closer Working Relationship with HCA Hospice Care
Havenue’s working relationship with its partner organisation, HCA Hospice Care,
has further strengthened in AY14/15 despite the change in contact point in HCA
during the year.
Firstly, Havenue volunteers also assisted in HCA’s annual Home Cheer. Volunteers
were tasked to deliver goodie bags, which contained food, commodities and
vouchers provided by HCA to the appointed households. In conjunction with the
festive season during December, volunteers could sing Christmas carols or other
songs together with the beneficiaries. Volunteers were expected to chat with the
beneficiaries and to interact with them as well as their family. For the first time,
HCA allocated two young beneficiaries under the Star PALS programme to our
visiting groups. This move by HCA helped the committee members gain an
understanding of how they may be able to contribute to the younger beneficiaries
under HCA and shows potential areas for further collaboration.
Secondly, HCA was supportive of the committee’s plans in Project Nuevo I, which
required the use of the center’s cooking equipment to prepare the paste as well as
to steam the finished products made by the beneficiaries. The event was
successfully completed with the collaboration between Havenue and HCA.
c. Visit Activities
The Committee also planned additional activities to inject more variety and fun into
weekly visits, with volunteers contributing ideas. Apart from mini-celebrations
similar to the previous Academic Year, simple games such as Pictionary and Taboo
were introduced to weekly visits. Other activities include “fruit salad making”,
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watching movies and enjoying music brought by volunteers. These activities help
enhance visits by providing an alternative platform through which volunteers can
engage. At the same time, it exposes the beneficiaries to new games and ideas to
stimulate thinking and enhance motor skills.
d. Monitoring of Beneficiary Well-being and emotional status
The volunteers are trained by respective committee members responsible for the
different locations and are asked to observe the emotional and physical condition
of beneficiaries and their living conditions so that they are able to make
improvements to the quality of life of beneficiaries through simple and practical
steps. Some examples can be monitoring the amount of medicines they have left
with or adding a filter to the tap to improve flow of water and remove particulates.
Volunteers also encourage healthy lifestyle by buying fruits to supplement
beneficiaries’ daily intake of fiber and nutrients. Observations and feedback were
then relayed to the visit leader who is tasked to complete the visitation report
online, from which information can be extracted and relayed to the next group of
volunteers if any action should be taken.

Volunteer-based
e. Location Volunteer Group Chat
In order to keep senior volunteers continually connected to Havenue, Whatsapp
location volunteer group chats were set up. Thus far, chats for Bedok and
Sembawang have been created. These chats provide a friendly platform where
volunteers can socialize, helping to build camaraderie and to instill a sense of
belonging in the volunteers. This enhances the retention of the volunteers as a
result of bonding. Furthermore, such chats have been able to instill a sense of
kinship and responsibility in volunteers towards the respective beneficiaries as they
act as a platform for volunteers to share and discuss about beneficiaries’ well-being
and conditions and how to resolve the problems that they may have encountered.
One example can be discussing on the topic of exterminating cockroaches in one of
the beneficiaries’ apartment. The chats also promote interaction and a platform for
any discussion relating to the beneficiaries. This helps strengthen the emotional
bond volunteers have towards the beneficiaries.
f.

Reflection Portal

To
encourage
reflection
in
volunteering,
a
separate
portal
(www.tinyurl.com/havenue-reflects) was set up for volunteers to share their
thoughts after each visit. This differs from the Post-Visitation Report in that it
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records personal takeaways as opposed to visit updates. The use of the portal is
made optional in order to encourage thoughtful reflection that spurs volunteer
development, instead of repetitive reflection.
g. HCA Visits to Kang Le Day Care Centre
As with the previous year, a series of visits to HCA were organized. Volunteers, who
attended either visit, learnt more about the daily operations of HCA, as well as
gained a better understanding of how they could play a part in enriching the lives of
persons with life-limiting illnesses. This year, volunteers assisted in activities, which
were planned by HCA Hospice Care, such as the Arts and Crafts Session.
Additionally, an effort was made to plan a visit to Kang Le Day Care Center, HCA
Hospice Care’s new satellite center located in Marsiling, this year. The visit
enhanced Havenue’s working relationship with HCA, as well as increased our
understanding of how Havenue could be of assistance to the new center.
h. Enhanced Publicity Efforts
With media consent obtained from the beneficiaries via HCA, the committee had
enhanced our publicity efforts in the year. Photographs taken at each weekly visit
are posted on Havenue’s Facebook page on a timely basis. Previously, photographs
were only posted for orientation visit. Such posts not only help capture memories
for present volunteers, but also help share about Havenue’s activities to NUS
undergraduates and the general public.
i.

Mentorship for Programmes Planning

There were two major events – Christmas Party and Project Nuevo I – Good Old
Days – in AY14/15 and each involved the recruitment of a sub-committee. The
committee adopted a new system for both of the events with both of the
Programmes Heads overseeing the sub-committee with the planning of the event.
The Secretary-treasurer, Volunteer Management and Welfare Head as well as
Publicity Head of the Main Committee, mentored the sub-committee on their
respective roles. The Chairpersons liaised with HCA personnel and enhanced
communication between the Sub-committee and the HCA liaison personnel. This
system granted greater autonomy and flexibility to the Sub-committee while the
entire Main Committee generally played an advisory role to the Sub-Committee.
This created more contact points and ensured that the Sub-Committee members
receive more guidance and help whenever necessary.
Volunteer Bonding and Appreciation
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j.

Volunteers Bonding Session

To encourage more interaction among volunteers, the Committee organized a
picnic get together at the Marina Barrage. The session served as an opportunity to
gather all volunteers and provided more quality time for bonding. Main activities
included picnic, card games as well as ball games. In addition, appreciation gifts in
the form of HCA thumb drives were presented to volunteers to thank them for their
efforts. The Committee hoped that this bonding session and useful gadgets would
spur volunteers to continue their journey in volunteering.
k. Volunteers Bonding during Weekly Sessions
Activities planned for each visit are meant to better engage the beneficiaries, but
also serve as form of bonding for volunteers. These may include having breakfast or
lunch together, mini festive celebrations, which included hands-on and cooking
activities, and even the brainstorming ideas activities for the next visit. Volunteers
may also have shopping sessions before or after visits to prepare for weekly visits.
These activities help increase volunteer interaction and strengthen their bond.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. Increasing the Beneficiary Count
Despite having initiated the search for a new beneficiary to increase our beneficiary
count, the committee has yet to find a beneficiary who is suitable for our
programme. Nevertheless, the committee hopes to be able to find a new
beneficiary to serve in the near future so that they can continue to serve the
community, while increasing exposure of our volunteers to a larger group of
beneficiaries and allow more of these like-minded individuals to reach out to the
needy. The committee must, however, keep in mind certain factors such as the
needs of the beneficiaries and the location of potential volunteers.
b. Major Events at Kang Le Daycare Centre
By the end of 2014, Kang Le Daycare Center was in full operation. Due to its small
patient count at the new satellite center, the committee are unable to cater to the
beneficiaries at Kang Le. This is because there might be an issue of overcrowding
due to high volunteers to patients ratio and certain competitive games might not
be feasible with low patient count. The committee has also considered bringing
patients from both centers together for a joint event, which requires a lot of
logistics and transportation as well as a suitable location. Hence, it is important to
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work closely with Kang Le Day Care Centre and discuss with HCA Hospice Care
earlier so that arrangements can be made prior to the events. A joint outing with
both centers is more possible with additional sponsorship and manpower with
increased publicity efforts.
c. Workshop Rotation Scheme
To cater to volunteers with diverse backgrounds and experience with Havenue, the
committee proposed starting a workshop rotation scheme such that the workshops
(eg. Caregiver workshop, Project Alive by HCA Hospice Care etc) are only conducted
once every 2 years. This is to increase volunteer participation in the workshops and
to expose them to different hospice care related workshops in their volunteering
experience with Havenue as the committee foresee challenges such as low sign-up
rate if these workshops are held annually.
d. Cross-RVP Collaborations
The three RVPs in the Elderly/Terminally Ill Sector were keen to conduct a dialect
workshop for their volunteers. The idea was to pool volunteers from all three RVPs
to reach a minimum class size for the workshop. While timing and logistical
concerns delayed the execution of the workshop, it is nonetheless a potentially
worthwhile endeavor for the Elderly/Terminally Ill Sector, both volunteers and
beneficiaries alike. However, considering each RVPs are likely to be occupied with
their respective programmes, the next committee can consider to plan and
organize these workshops within Havenue itself before extending invitation to the
other two RVPs. This is because there are many variables to consider in such
collaborations, and they may hinder the process of organizing such workshops. One
suggestion can be, to organize and conduct the workshops under Havenue and
later on upon confirmation of the workshops; the incoming committee can open up
these workshops to the volunteers of the other RVPs from the elderly sector. The
committee can also consider getting funds for such an initiative from CSC or by
sourcing out for sponsorships.

Reported by:
Vivian Chin Hui Min (Ms.) & Chua Yun Xin, Joanne (Ms.)
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson
Havenue 14/15
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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L-DERLY BEFRIENDERS 14/15
L-derly Befrienders works with Thong Kheng Seniors’ Activity Centre in a befriending programme
to look after the welfare of elderly living in one-room rental flats. During the weekly visits, other
than tidying up the beneficiaries’ homes, the volunteers also spend a joyous time together with
the beneficiaries. The beneficiaries share their life stories during visits, enabling the volunteers
to build personal bonds as they grow to learn more about the beneficiaries.

1. OBJECTIVES
a. To provide companionship and enrich the lives of the beneficiaries.
b. Create a close-knit, family-like community for the regular volunteers and
beneficiaries.
Going for weekly visits should feel like a fun ‘family’ gathering where the volunteers
get to meet up and interact with the beneficiaries, and not feel like a routine. At the
beginning of the committee’s term, L-derly Befrienders’ small group of regular
volunteers is lacking the charisma of a bonded team. Thus for the new academic
year, the committee aims to foster a greater sense of camaraderie amongst the
new volunteers right from the beginning. The committee feels that by creating a
close-knit community of volunteers, the volunteers will also feel a greater sense of
belonging to the team, and stay on for the next few years at L-derly Befrienders as
regular volunteers.
Additionally, the committee aims to build a stronger bond with the beneficiaries by
sharing their lives’ stories with the beneficiaries instead of just listening to the
beneficiaries’ stories. Hence the committee is trying to encourage a two-way
interaction between the volunteers and the beneficiaries.
c.

Recruit and retain more volunteers.
L-derly Befrienders is currently facing a shortage of regular volunteers, and the
committee aims to attract more volunteers this year, and have more regular
volunteers. The number of regular volunteers will usually fall as the semester
progresses, but by creating a family-like community, the committee hopes that
retaining more regular volunteers would be more achievable.

d.

To spread volunteerism among NUS community through events which allow better
understanding of the beneficiaries.
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e.

To establish a conducive environment for cooperation with external partners and
organizations for the benefits of the beneficiaries.

2. VOLUNTEERS
a. Committee Members
Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Secretary/Treasurer
Volunteer Management and Welfare Head
Programmes Head
Publicity Head

Chen Jiajia
Christian Hadi Wijaya
Halie Wang Yan Ling
Fennie Wong Choy Chin
Mary-Anne Chan Li Xian
Chionh Hui Yih Ethel

b. Members (as of 31 July 2015)
Average: 8
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 7
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 3

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
a. Regular Visits: 38 weekly visits between 1 August 2014 and 31 July 2015

b. Special Events: 4
Description of event

Mid-Autumn Festival Celebrations
Held on 13 September 2014 from 1000hr to 1230hr
L-derly Befrienders celebrated Mid-Autumn Festival with the
beneficiaries at Thong Kheng Seniors Activity Centre. Together with
them, the volunteers made 2D lanterns, sang along, ate mooncakes,
and played Bingo. There were also lucky draws conducted
throughout the event.
Christmas Celebrations

No. of
beneficiaries
and volunteers
50 beneficiaries
19 NUS
volunteers
7 alumni
volunteers

60 beneficiaries
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Held on 13 December 2014 from 1000hr to 1230hr
L-derly Befrienders celebrated Christmas with the beneficiaries at
Thong Kheng Seniors Activity Centre. The activities conducted
include playing charades, Bingo, Jigsaw puzzles, and an art and craft
component with photobooth, all with a Christmas theme.
Chinese New Year Celebrations
Held on 14 February 2015 from 1000hr to 1230hr
L-derly Befrienders celebrated Chinese New Year with the
beneficiaries at Thong Kheng Seniors Activity Centre. The volunteers
brought some festive goodies to share with the beneficiaries, and
engaged them in activities such as an ang bao guessing game, bingo,
origami folding and an art and craft activity, incorporating both
Chinese New Year and Valentine’s Day themes.
Major Outing
Held on 4 August 2015 from 0830hr to 1400hr
L-derly Befrienders did a one-to-one pairing of beneficiary and
volunteer, and allowed them to explore River Safari on their own.
Afterwards, both beneficiaries and volunteers ate lunch at Thong
Kheng Seniors Activity Centre. The volunteers then gave out goodie
bags and shopping vouchers to the beneficiaries.

13 NUS
volunteers
7 alumni
volunteers

80 beneficiaries
18 NUS
volunteers
2 alumni
volunteers

34 beneficiaries
42 NUS
volunteers
1 member of
Federation of
Youth Clubs
(our sponsor)

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Total Amount Allocated
Total Amount Spent

$930.00
$514.95

Breakdown of expenses
Christmas Celebrations
Chinese New Year Celebrations
Major Outing
Regular visits
Volunteer Appreciation

$110.05
$105.80
$272.95
$19.50
$6.65

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
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Committee Management
a. Downsizing of Committee (Growth)
Due to the shortage in numbers of volunteers, the Chairperson and ViceChairperson have decided to reduce the number of committee members.
Moreover, they feel that not all committee members of the previous Academic Year
(AY) have equal workload. Thus, they decided to combine the role of Volunteer
Management Head and Volunteer Welfare Head as they feel that those two areas
are closely related. Additionally, based on their observation of the previous
committee, they feel that the workload of Volunteer Welfare Head is relatively
lighter than the other positions. Hopefully through this effort, the volunteers’
journey as part of LB committee can be equally fruitful for all of the members.
However, as volunteer bonding and retention are the main focus of this Academic
Year, more volunteer bonding activities must be planned during the Academic Year.
Coupled with the already heavy workload of Volunteer Management Head, the
total workload proved to be too much for the committee member holding this
combined post.
b. Recruiting sub-committee for planning of event celebrations (Retain, Growth)
During the previous Academic Year, the Programme Head did most of the planning
for event celebrations. Due to the limited idea inputs, the activities used during
celebrations are mostly recycled from the previous years. This year, by recruiting
sub-committee to assist the Programme Head in planning event celebrations, the
volunteers managed to come up with new and creative games and activities ideas
to engage the beneficiaries in, and they have received positive feedback from the
beneficiaries. Furthermore, this also helped to significantly reduce the workload of
committee members, by mobilising the volunteers’ strength.
Recruitment of sub-committee also allows greater involvement of volunteers who
are not part of the main committee and increase a sense of belonging and
ownership among regular volunteers.
c. Involvement of current committee members for major outing planning (Retain,
Growth)
This allowed the committee members to work together and come up with a fresh
idea for major outing. By involving everyone, the committee was able to explore
more options, such as sourcing for supermarket sponsorships, and coming up with
different ideas for the outing. For the third year running, Federation of Youth Clubs
(Singapore) heavily sponsored L-derly Befrienders’ major outing to the River Safari.
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Unfortunately, the committee was unable to acquire any supermarket
sponsorships. However, L-derly Befrienders’ partner organisation, Thong Kheng
Welfare Services Society generously provided the beneficiaries with supermarket
vouchers on L-derly Befrienders’ behalf.
Volunteer Bonding
d. Improved communication among regular volunteers and alumni volunteers
(Retain, Growth)
L-derly Befrienders’ Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson created a Whatsapp group
for the regular volunteers to keep them updated on the well-being of the
beneficiaries and to plan ahead for visits. Also, it was for volunteers to voice out
any feedback or ideas they may have. By keeping the volunteers in the loop, there
was an increased sense of belonging to L-derly Befrienders. The Whatsapp group
also brought the volunteers closer together as they shared interesting stories or
jokes within the group.
The Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson also created a Whatsapp group for alumni
volunteers, to keep them updated on the beneficiaries, upcoming event
celebrations and major outings, as they may not be able to come for regular weekly
visits. Through this effort, the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson have encouraged
the alumni to keep coming and visit the beneficiaries, which increased L-derly
Befrienders’ volunteer count. Moreover, the beneficiaries are also very happy to
see the volunteers visiting them even after they have graduated.
e. Volunteer bonding outing (Retain)
In line with L-derly Befrienders’ objective for this Academic Year to increase and
sustain the volunteer numbers, the Volunteer Welfare Head organised a volunteer
bonding outing to Sentosa in December, where the volunteers played ball games at
the beach and had a good bonding session there. It was the first volunteer bonding
outing for the year, but it was very successful and it really made a difference in
building a close-knit volunteer group. Following this, the volunteers are also now
very enthusiastic and take the initiative to organise impromptu volunteer outings.
Others
f. Creation of LB Instagram (Retain, Growth)
Tapping on the trend of increased Instagram usage among youths, the Publicity
Head created an Instagram account for L-derly Befrienders. By doing so, the
committee is able to reach out to friends of friends, and showcase to potential
volunteers what the volunteers do during regular visits, event celebrations and
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major outing as well. This also serves as a way for the committee to document the
visits, by capturing the little precious moments the volunteers share with the
elderly which otherwise would have been forgotten.
g. Introduction of other activities to regular visits (Growth)
Starting this Academic Year, the committee tried to introduce other activities to
engage the beneficiaries in during regular visits, such as Uno Stacko and origami.
Although the committee has planned the activities beforehand, the volunteers have
yet to have the chance to try it out with any elderly, as there always seems to be
something else of a higher priority to attend to during visits.
h. Online activity log using google spreadsheet (Growth)
Previously, the committee kept physical logbooks to keep track of the beneficiaries’
welfare and ensure that the volunteers follow up with the necessary actions. At the
end of this Academic Year, the Volunteer Management Head has transferred this
onto Google spreadsheets. This online activity log has proved to be more
convenient, as the Volunteer Management Head no longer has to bring the heavy
exercise books every week, and volunteers can spend more time to update the
activity log in their free time and also be updated on other beneficiaries whom they
may not have visited in a while.
i.

RVP hopping to T.H.E.S. (Retain, Growth)

In November 2014, L-derly Befrienders Vice-Chairperson joined T.H.E.S’s regular
session to learn more about the practices done by the volunteers there. T.H.E.S.
were chosen due to the similar nature of their activities with L-derly Befrienders
and their effectiveness in retaining volunteers and conducting reflection. The ViceChairperson then made a reflection of the visit and shared it with the whole
committee so that they can learn about T.H.E.S’s practices.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. Have a regular meetup sessions with the volunteers
Such regular impromptu meetups in school will help to build a close-knit and
family-like group of volunteers, which might be more beneficial than one volunteer
outing every semester. It will be good if the committee members can casually invite
the volunteers to meet up for lunch on campus through the Whatsapp group once
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every two weeks. As most volunteers will be in school on weekdays, this bonding
effort should not inconvenience anyone or disrupt anyone’s schedule.
b. Building closer relations with partner organisation (Thong Kheng Seniors
Activity Centre)
Throughout this Academic Year, the volunteers have encountered some issues
which are beyond what they can do as student volunteers, such as helping a
beneficiary to appeal to HDB to live alone, coming up with ways to help a
beneficiary with dementia living in the block and a sustainable way to ferry the
beneficiaries to their medical appointments. The volunteers can relay such matters
to Thong Kheng, or ask if they know of any other relevant parties that the
volunteers can seek help from for these issues.
In order to improve communication and build closer working relations with the
partner organisation, the committee can have a meeting with Thong Kheng Seniors
Activity Centre’s personnel after every event celebration or once per semester, to
share with one another some feedback and suggestions, as well as other relevant
beneficiary-related matters. During the planning of L-derly Befrienders major outing
this year, the committee unintentionally put the partner organisation in the spot by
excluding wheelchair-bound elderly in the outing, thus creating the impression that
Thong Kheng is marginalising this group of non-mobile elderly. Hence, this is
something future committees should take note of and further highlights the
importance of communication with the Partner Organization.
c. Foster reflection culture
For this Academic Year, L-derly Befrienders has largely focused on increasing and
sustaining volunteer numbers, which have been quite successfully accomplished.
One of the most important things to do next would be to foster a reflection culture.
A habit to reflect after every visit would make the visit more meaningful, as it
allows the volunteers to think about what they have learnt from the beneficiaries,
from one another or even about themselves. It will also motivate the volunteers to
think of ways to impact the beneficiaries in a positive way. By sharing with the
group, they can also share any difficulties they face and learn from one another as
to how to interact with the beneficiaries better.
d. Punctuality of visits
Even though L-derly Befrienders visit timings are from 1000hr to 1200hr, more than
often, the volunteers arrive late, only to reach the beneficiaries’ homes at around
1010hr, or they find out that some beneficiaries whom they have intended to visit
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are not at home. Thus, for future visits, committee members should reach about 10
minutes earlier to check which beneficiaries are at home that day. Additionally, the
committee members can set the tone right for the other volunteers, by coming
early as it would send a signal to the other volunteers to come punctually as well.
e. Visit regular beneficiaries who are no longer staying at Blk 3 occasionally
For the beneficiaries whom the volunteers used to visit but have since moved out
due to medical needs, such as Auntie Tan Ah Ber who is currently at Ren Ci Nursing
home, the volunteers should make an effort to visit her there occasionally.
f.

Increasing the ratio of volunteers to elderly during event celebrations

During L-derly Befrienders’ event celebrations this Academic Year, the committee
only recruited the current and alumni L-derly Befrienders volunteers, which did not
give the most optimal volunteer to beneficiary ratio. Thus for future event
celebrations, the committee should try to expand the volunteer recruitment to
other RVPs. This will also increase other CSC members’ exposure to the elderly
sector, and allow for better interaction between the beneficiary and volunteer.
Additionally, the committee can also recruit non-RVP or even non-CSC volunteers
through CSC and NUSSU email blasts and Facebook.

Reported by:
Chen Jiajia (Ms.) & Christian Hadi Wijaya (Mr.)
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson
L-derly Befrienders 14/15
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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TOUCH THE HEARTS OF THE ELDERLY SENIORS 14/15
T.H.E.Seniors is one of the Regular Volunteering Programmes (RVPs) under NUS Students'
Community Service Club (NUS CSC). It is a joint project between NUS CSC and TOUCH
Community Services (TCS). Weekly visits held, provides opportunities for the volunteers to
befriend the elderly beneficiaries living in one-room flats in Geylang Bahru.

1. OBJECTIVES
a.

To create a family-like environment where the volunteers see T.H.E.Seniors as a
home away from home and a place where strong and genuine friendships are
forged.

b.

To inspire and nurture the volunteers, new and old, to be holistic individuals whom
are capable of loving and giving, that they will gain important life lessons of their
own and one day step up to become ambassadors and spread the joy of
volunteerism. From here, the quality of our companionship and service for the
elderly will improve.

2. VOLUNTEERS
Committee Members
Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Secretary/Treasurer
Programmes Head
Programmes Head
Welfare Head
Volunteer Management Head
Publicity Head

Vernon Lim You Song
Koh Chong Keng
Pang Mei Na
Ng Jun Da
Wong Jie Yang
Hazel Wang Wan Ting
Lim Pei Xin Joelle
Ang Wei Feng

a. Members (as of 31 July 2015)
Average: 17
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 14
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 6

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
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a. Regular Visits: 52 visits done over current AY [1 August 2014 – 31 July 2015]

b. Special Events: 5
Description of event

Major Outing I
Held on 30 December 2014 from 0900hr to 1330hr
The event was held at SengKang Riverside Park, where the elderly
played station games. The amazing scenery and weather at the park
that day provided a great opportunity for the elderly to enjoy
themselves.
CNY Mini Celebration
Held on 28 February 2015 from 0930hr to 1400hr
The mini-celebration was held at Touch Seniors Activity Centre. The
objective was to let the elderly experience the yearly CNY festivities
and participate in fun CNY-inspired games. The activity room was
adorned with CNY decorations and lively CNY music was being
played. Interesting segments of the celebration include “Lou Hei”,
Chinese Orchestra performance by NUS students, and the God of
Fortune mascot.
Major Outing II
Held on 26 May 2015 from 0900hr to 1330hr
The event was held at Bishan-Ang Mo Kio Park, where the elderly
played station games. Despite the warm weather and delays in the
bus arrivals, the elderly still enjoyed themselves immensely.
Grandparents’ Day Mini Celebration (Ang Ku Kueh making Mini
Celebration)

No. of
beneficiaries
and volunteers
80 beneficiaries
94 NUS
volunteers

20 beneficiaries
22 NUS
volunteers

71 beneficiaries
43 NUS
volunteers

15 beneficiaries
12 NUS
volunteers

Held on 04 July 2015 from 0900hr to 1330hr
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The mini-celebration was held at Touch Seniors Activity Centre. The
objective was to let the elderly try out a different activity, therefore
there was a change from the usual mini celebration programs of
games to an Ang Ku Kueh making session. The committee also
aimed to have less volunteers to prevent overcrowding in the
activity room at TSAC. A learning point from this mini celebration is
that lower volunteer count actually helped to increase the quality of
volunteer-elderly interaction during the activity.
National Day Mini Celebration
Held on 08 August 2015 from 0900hr to 1330hr
The mini celebration was held at Touch Seniors Activity Centre, the
objective was to let the elderly experience the atmosphere of
celebrating Singapore’s jubilee year, and also thank them for their
contribution to the development of Singapore over the years. It is
also a chance for the new committee to step up and learn the
process of planning and running a mini celebration with the help of
the outgoing committee.

19 beneficiaries
17 NUS
volunteers
3 non-NUS
volunteers

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Total Amount Allocated
Total Amount Spent

$935.00
$752.46

Breakdown of expenses
Regular visits
Elderly Birthday Celebration
Major Outing 1
Major Outing 2
Mini Celebration
Volunteer Appreciation

$34.95
$10.00
$329.20
$310.86
$43.80
$23.65

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
a. Restructuring of T.H.E.S. Committee Working Style
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The committee working style minimizes constraints of hierarchy and status so as to
enable the free exchange of ideas and improvements. Meetings and discussions are
carried out in a relaxed manner so that committee members feel comfortable to
voice out their opinions and/or suggestions. Chairpersons and/or Committee Heads
will only take charge when certain decisions have to be made or certain deadlines
have to be met. There are no other changes made to how regular visits are being
structured etc.
b. Minor Adjustment to Welfare Head Roles and Responsibilities
It used to be the Chairperson/Vice-chairperson’s role to keep TSAC informed and
updated on the welfare of the beneficiaries. However, it had been mutually agreed
upon to re-delegate this responsibility to the Welfare Head. This decision was made
on the premise that the lead time between the conveyance of the information on
the beneficiaries’ well-being from the Welfare Head to the Chairperson/Vicechairperson and subsequently to TSAC can be reduced if the Welfare Head were to
report to TSAC directly. This will allow TSAC to gain awareness of the situation
much earlier and take timely action if necessary.
c. Provision of Detailed Summary after Meeting/Discussion
Meetings and discussions often do not take place with full attendance as some
committee members may have other pre-arranged or urgent commitments.
Furthermore, some details may be overlooked by some members, especially if the
discussion was very lengthy and comprehensive. As such, a detailed summary will
be released within a few days from the meeting/discussion to serve not only as an
update for absent members, but also as a recap for members present at the
meeting. This role is shared between the Chairperson/Vice-chairperson and the
Secretary.
d. Compilation of Logistics and Timeline Review for Special Events
The planning and execution phase for major outings and mini celebrations can
sometimes be confusing and result in conflicting logistics and assigned roles. To
lessen the confusion, the Chairperson/Vice-chairperson will compile and maintain a
list of all the logistics to be brought on the event day by each committee/subcommittee member. A review of the timeline will also be carried out prior to the
event day to ensure that everyone is aware of their roles and responsibilities during
each specific timeframe.
e. Partner Organisation Protocols and Expectations
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For urgent or trivial issues (i.e. ward admissions, beneficiary whereabouts, etc.),
WhatsApp is preferred since it is quick and hassle-free. For discussion of official
matters (i.e. submission of proposals for vetting, update on beneficiaries’ wellbeing, etc.), it is advised to use e-mail so that there is accountability. The point of
contact for beneficiary well-being is Richard Chia, and Carol Oh for programmes.
f.

Monthly Feature on T.H.E.S. Facebook Page of T.H.E.S. Blog Entry

To increase viewership of the T.H.E.S. blog, a program was kick started whereby a
meaningful blog post written by one of the volunteers is featured on a monthly
basis. The reason for doing so is because the blog has been around for a long time,
and certain blog entries which are worth reading are buried deep in the archives.
Hence, the committee aims to revive some of the more evocative reflections
written by the older volunteers and through this, let the newer volunteers know
how volunteering has enriched their lives.
g. Reinstatement of Special Missions
To make things interesting for the beneficiaries and volunteers, the committee has
prepared special missions during certain months of the academic year (e.g. making
handicrafts during CNY, kneading Tang Yuan during Winter Solstice) to celebrate
certain festivals. These missions serve as a way for the volunteers and beneficiaries
to interact and bond.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. Be creative and be opened to suggestions given by volunteers and external
parties (i.e. other RVPs or SPs). A learning point from this Academic Year is that
sometimes doing the routine stuff can get stale, and being able to open new
doors to the way events are organized can inject more fun and meaning for the
beneficiaries and volunteers. Event planning should be guided but not confined
by structures in place to prevent stagnation. For example, the way the mini
celebrations are planned is always restricted to the usual games and
refreshment, but this year the Committee tried to have an Ang Ku Kueh making
session for the elderly where there is a clear objective and mission for the
elderly and they can get to make their own food, and this also contributes to the
aim to empower the beneficiaries. The planning is still guided by the general
timeline and program flow of previous mini celebrations but the Committee can
still experiment with new activities.
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b. Be as inclusive as possible, not just towards volunteers from T.H.E.S, but also
with the rest of the CSC family. This involves interacting with the volunteers
during regular visits as well as encouraging them to participate in T.H.E.S
bonding sessions and activities conducted by the CSC Management Committee
and Special Projects. The friendships and bonds that are forged with the other
RVPs and SPs will be beneficial to the committee as they will become a pathway
for the committee members to seek guidance and tap into additional resources
in times of need.
c. Indicate the goals and aims that subsequent committees can lead the RVP
towards. There should be an element of continuity in T.H.E.S especially for the 2
objectives because these are the things that make T.H.E.S special.
d. Handing over between future committee must be a controlled process and
members of future committee must be identified based on their attitude and
character. Dynamics between committee members must be taken into account
during the process of identifying future committee members. It is the
responsibility of the committee in office to ensure that knowledge and ideas of
the RVP are passed down to future batches of volunteers. Sharing of knowledge
and ideas are mainly passed down via reflections and discussions during
meetings.

Reported by:
Lim You Song Vernon (Mr.) & Koh Chong Keng (Mr.)
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson
Touch the Hearts of the Elderly Seniors 14/15
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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BEST BUDDIES 14/15
Best Buddies is a paired programme where each volunteer helps to improve their partnered
beneficiaries’ social skills and independence, simply by just being their friend. Buddy pairs
participate in monthly mass gatherings with other pairs, as well as paired outings at their own
schedule.

1. OBJECTIVES
a. Create opportunities for one-to-one friendships, social and leadership development
for people with intellectual disabilities through interactions with volunteers;
b. Promote stronger bonds between NUS volunteers and their paired buddies for
sustainable friendship;
c. Encourage volunteerism in NUS students;
d. Raise awareness for the intellectually disabled in Singapore; and
e. Be part of the Best Buddies International network.

2. VOLUNTEERS
a. Committee Members
Co-Chairperson (External)
Co-Chairperson (Internal)
Secretary/Treasurer
Volunteer Management Head
Publicity Head

Ooi Yong Ann
Neo Jia Hui
Neo Hui Yi
Toh Song Ming
Emily Tan Yi Xuan

b. Members (as of 31 July 2015)
Average: 28
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 16 (excluding committee members)
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 12

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
a. Regular Visits: Paired Outings according to Buddy’s time and availability
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b. Special Events: 9 mass gatherings
Description of event

[First Mass Gathering/Orientation Day]
Held on 27 September 2014 from 1000hr to 1400hr
Venue: APSN Centre for Adults

No. of
beneficiaries
and volunteers
30 beneficiaries
46 NUS
volunteers
4 non-NUS
volunteers

It was the first time NUS volunteers meet the APSN clients. The
objective of the event was to let the volunteers meet and interact
with the clients through dividing them into groups and participating
in the various station games such as Captain’s ball, Frisbee, Spider
Web game and Human Tic Tac Toe and mass games such as
Charades which aimed to establish friendship and facilitate the
pairing of buddies.
[Second Mass Gathering/Halloween Party]
Held on 11 October 2014 from 1500hr to 1900hr
Venue: APSN Centre for Adults

36 beneficiaries
41 NUS
volunteers
3 non-NUS
volunteers

The theme of the gathering was Halloween whereby volunteers and
beneficiaries played games related to Halloween such as Treasure
Hunt around APSN to win props for the Halloween dress up. It was
also the pairing confirmation session which the buddy pairs got to
know more about each other through the games.
[Third Mass Gathering/Alive Museum Outing]
Held on 13 December 2014 from 1500hr to 1700hr
Venue: Alive Museum

16 beneficiaries
22 NUS
volunteers
2 non-NUS
volunteers

The Outing to Alive Museum was a short but exciting trip whereby
volunteers and beneficiaries interacted with the artworks and took
interesting photos, enhancing the connection between the buddy
pairs as they had to communicate and cooperate in order to
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complete some actions that are required for a complete and nice
photo. The main objective was to allow the buddy pairs to enjoy and
have fun exploring and taking pictures of the various creative and
interactive artworks at the Alive Museum, creating common
memories between the buddy pairs.
[Fourth Mass Gathering/Best Buddies Camp]
Held on 04 January 2015 from 1000hr to 1700hr on 05 January 2015
Venue: APSN Centre for Adults, East Coast Park, and Katong.

13 beneficiaries
21 NUS
volunteers
1 non-NUS
volunteers

This was the first time the NUS volunteers get to spend two days
one night with the APSN clients. The objective of the event was to
promote interactions between and within buddies and to have fun
before the school starts through mass games, station games, wet
games, BBQ dinner, beach games at East Coast Park, food hunt
around Katong area and collage making at the end to recall,
conclude and reflect about their two days spent together.
[Fifth Mass Gathering/Mint Museum Outing]
Held on 14 February 2015 from 1000hr to 1300hr
Venue: Mint Museum of Toys

20 beneficiaries
32 NUS
volunteers

The theme of the outing was childhood toys whereby volunteers
and beneficiaries tour the Mint Museum of toys which had a huge
collection of vintage toys that would bring back memories of
everyone’s childhood. This served as a common topic for volunteers
to interact and foster greater bonds.
[Sixth Mass Gathering/Singapore Discovery Centre Outing]
Held on 14 March 2015 from 1000hr to 1300hr
Venue: Singapore Discovery Centre

23 beneficiaries
20 NUS
volunteers
1 non-NUS
volunteers

The theme of the outing was “We are Singaporeans” whereby
volunteers and beneficiaries tour the Singapore Discovery Centre
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which had many interactive games and videos to discover things
that are unique in Singapore and what makes us Singaporeans such
as our common history, the four races and even Singlish. These
served as common topics for volunteers to interact and foster
greater bonds.
[Seventh Mass Gathering/Volunteering Event]
Held on 09 May 2015 from 1000hr to 1300hr
Venue: Jamiyah Home for the Aged

16 beneficiaries
20 NUS
volunteers

The objective of this mass outing is to encourage volunteerism
among the APSN beneficiaries, and allow for an enjoyable
experience while interacting among the NUS volunteers, APSN
beneficiaries, and the beneficiaries at Jamiyah Home for the Aged.
Both NUS volunteers and APSN beneficiaries interacted with the
elderlies through various games and activities such as Bingo,
Sewing, Art and Crafts and many more.

[Eighth Mass Gathering/Laser Tag Outing]
Held on13 June 2015 from 1030hr to 1330hr
Venue: Tag Team @ ECP Parkland
The objective of the outing was to encourage friendship, teamwork,
and provide opportunities for leadership among and across the
buddy pairs, through the Laser Tag game which promoted courage,
confidence, cooperation and communication among the team
members in order to do well as a team and enjoy the game.
[Ninth Mass Gathering]
Held on 25 July 2015 from 1000hr to 1400hr
Venue: Marina Barrage

17 beneficiaries
23 NUS
volunteers

beneficiaries
27 NUS
volunteers
1 non-NUS
volunteers

The objective of the outing was to end the Best Buddies AY14/15 on
a positive note and leave a lasting impact on their memories of
friendships of both APSN and NUS buddies. Everyone was engaged
in sharing of food prepared by the volunteers and games such as
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Kite flying, Frisbee, ball games and UNO cards while enjoying the
great scenery at Marina Barrage.

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Total Amount Allocated
Total Amount Spent
Breakdown of expenses
Orientation Day at APSN
Halloween Party
Alive Museum Outing
Best Buddies Camp
Mint Museum Outing
Singapore Discovery Centre Outing
Volunteering + Volunteer
Appreciation
Laser Tag Outing
Picnic at Marina Barrage

$561.25
$313.35

$26.25
$16.00
$62.70
$61.30
$17.90
$0.00
$22.00
$0.00
$107.20

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
a. Small Orientation Sessions at CSC Clubroom
Small Orientation sessions were held at the CSC Clubroom to brief the potential
volunteers on more information about Best Buddies such as the nature of the
programme, the monthly mass gatherings and the importance to stay committed in
the pairing programme. Small Orientation sessions enabled the committee to have
more in depth reflection sharing with the volunteers through small discussions and
to answer the questions of individual volunteers, thus attracting more volunteers
for the programme.
b. Double pairing for female Volunteers
In order to increase the volunteer intake and to establish stronger mutual support
among volunteers to face the challenges of pairing with the beneficiaries, double
pairing was introduced whereby two volunteers would be paired with one APSN
beneficiaries. Due to the lack of male volunteers, double pairing was only carried
out for the female volunteers. Since its implementation, double pairing had allowed
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the volunteers to help each other in the interaction with their buddies such as
having more ideas for activities and common topics for conversation during paired
outings. It also improved the problem of beneficiaries turning up for mass gathering
alone without their buddy as at least one volunteer would be present. However,
although volunteer intake had increased, the retention rate was less than 50%
which was still less than expected. Another challenge faced was the lack of
commitment of both volunteers in the pairing to meet for paired outings and even
to turn up for the monthly mass gatherings. Hence further discussion within the
committee would be required for improvement.
c. Best Buddies Camp
The first Best Buddies Camp was held in January to promote interactions between
and within buddies while everyone has fun before the new semester starts. The
Camp allowed volunteers to spend more time with their buddies to develop more
in depth understanding about one another as they participate in various camp
games and activities. This enhanced the bonds between the buddy pairs as well as
among the volunteers which served as an effective way in retaining the volunteers
for subsequent mass gatherings as they fostered closer bonds with one another.
d. Collaboration with Jamiyah Home for the Aged
As a continuing effort to promote volunteerism among the NUS volunteers as well
as the APSN Instead of volunteering in other Regular Volunteering Programmes or
Special Projects in CSC like the last cycle, the committee took another step forward
and collaborated with Jamiyah Home for the Aged to organize activities that cater
to the elderly in the Home. This served as an enriching experience which allowed
the committee members, the volunteers and even the APSN beneficiaries to step
out of their comfort zone and see the needs of the elderly sector which are
different from the Intellectual Disability Sector.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. Increase publicity
One possible way to increase publicity will be making use of CSC’s Facebook to
promote the Best Buddies Facebook page and the mass gatherings so people will
consider joining Best Buddies, also, to raise awareness of Best Buddies as a CSC RVP
and even raise awareness of the Intellectual Disability Sector as a whole. Another
method for publicity will be to create video with APSN to represent Best Buddies in
Singapore or even for Southeast Asian countries.
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b. Increase interaction between volunteers
Interaction between volunteers is essential for volunteer bonding and retention.
More interactions can be promoted through grouping the buddy pairings into small
groups of similar interest so that volunteers can go for small outings together and
even form a mutual support group. Volunteers can also contribute their opinions in
planning of mass gatherings through forming a sub-committee or even voicing out
or writing down their ideas for mass gathering locations and activities during
feedback and sharing session in order to plan programmes that suit the needs of
both volunteers and beneficiaries.
c. Attract more committed volunteers
More emphasis should be placed on attracting more committed volunteers due to
the nature of Best Buddies which is a paired programme that requires constant
contact and communication between the buddy pairs. This can be done through
increasing publicity and emphasizing on the expectations and recruitment criteria
of volunteers through various channels such as Facebook, CSC Outreach, IVLE and
even via word of mouth.
d. Improve reflection and sharing session
Some volunteers may be too shy to share their insights verbally, so writing it down
in a personal log book may be a better option to help them reflect about their
journey with Best Buddies. Facilitate reflection in a smaller group and let the more
experienced volunteer share their thoughts first is another method to encourage
volunteers to speak up.
e. More support for volunteers
More support can be provided for volunteers though having an experienced
volunteer as a buddy mentor for the small volunteer groups to facilitate small
group outings, share their experiences and also provide possible recommendations
when volunteers face challenges. Volunteers can also contact committee and/or
APSN staff should they face any problems with their buddies.
f.

Better committee management

Better Committee management is necessary to help improve the current
programmes and set clearer directions for the RVP to strive towards. Hence, a new
committee role, Programmes Head is needed to focus on planning more interactive
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and meaningful activities so that buddy pairs can enjoy themselves and stay
committed to the programme. Instead of having Co-Chairpersons which can lead to
blurring of the responsibilities, having a Chairperson and Vice Chairperson to split
the roles and responsibilities accordingly would be a better option. A more bonded
committee can be formed through improved communication and more meetings to
know more about one another and update committee members about partnership
with CSC and APSN.
g. Closer bonding with CSC
Closer bond can be forged with other CSC RVPs and SPs by attending more CSC
events such as Welfare events (i.e. CSC games day) and SPs (i.e. partnership with
GAW). More efforts can be done to promote CSC activities to volunteers via
Facebook group and whatsapp group.

Reported by:
Ooi Yong Ann (Mr.) & Neo Jia Hui (Ms.)
Co-Chairpersons
Best Buddies Committee 14/15
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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BISHAN HOME FOR THE INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED 14/15
NUS CSC @ BHID gathers NUS students and alumni volunteers together for visits at Bishan Home
for the Intellectually Disabled. Weekly programmes include art & craft, games, and singing and
dancing sessions.

1. OBJECTIVES
a. Befriend:
Volunteers will not only be there to guide our residents along, but also to befriend
them, just like how volunteers would interact with their friends.
b. Learn:
It may take longer for the clients to learn and pick up new skills/knowledge but there
should be no limits to learning.
c. Raise Awareness of Persons with ID:
There are many people who still hold misconceptions about people with intellectual
disability. Raising awareness will thus be one of the objectives because only with
awareness will there be greater acceptance and understanding towards our friends with
intellectual disability.

2. VOLUNTEERS
a. Committee Members
Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Volunteer Management Head
Treasurer/Logistics Head
Programmes Head
Programmes Head
Programmes Head
Publicity Head

Eileen Ong Yi Lin
Zeng Jie
Tan Ser Min
Tan Mei Ling
Foo Kim Li
Teo Poh Wei
Sim Kuang Huei
Aow Wei Ee Samson

b. Members (as of 31 July 2015)
Average: 19
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 15
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 11
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3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
a. Regular Visits: 24

b. Special Events: 7
Description of event

National Day Celebration
Held on 02 August 2014 from 1000hr to 1200hr

No. of
beneficiaries
and volunteers
Approximately
20 beneficiaries
18 NUS
volunteers

The objective of the event is to celebrate 49 years of Independence
of Singapore. Art and craft, games and songs were centered around
the theme: Singapore. Volunteers were encouraged to engage in
the activities with the beneficiaries and everyone enjoyed the
singing session.
Major Outing 1 @ Marina Barrage
Held on 21 September 2014 from 0900hr to 1330hr
First major outing of the academic year for beneficiaries and
volunteers to interact, befriend and have fun in a different
environment. Activities chosen were meant to be those that they
usually cannot engage in within the Home itself and to suit both the
interests of volunteers and beneficiaries. Everyone got to choose
from activities such as kite flying, bubble blowing and ice and water.
Volunteer Appreciation Day
Held on 13 December 2014 from 1000hr to 1200hr
The first Volunteer Appreciation Day of the academic year for the
beneficiaries and volunteers to interact and have fun together,
and also to show appreciation to volunteers. Besides the usual art
and craft and games, a volunteer appreciation video was also
prepared. Using photos from the visits in 2014, the video was one
that both volunteers and beneficiaries can relate to.
Christmas Celebration

20 beneficiaries
18 NUS
volunteers
5 NUS Alumni
1 non-NUS
volunteer

15 beneficiaries
12 NUS
volunteers 1
NUS Alumni
1 non-NUS
volunteer

25 beneficiaries
17 NUS
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Held on 20 December 2014 from 1000hr to 1200hr
The theme for the event was “Frozen Christmas”. The activities of
the visit were designed surrounding scenes and characters from
the highly popular movie “Frozen”, hence introducing a refreshing
element that differed from past Christmas celebrations at BHID.
There was a special appearance from Queen Elsa (played by one of
our committee members). For the benefit of our beneficiaries who
may not know Queen Elsa from “Frozen”, the music video
featuring Queen Elsa was played before the appearance of Queen
Elsa. Queen Elsa also joined in the games session. All of this helped
to gradually introduce a new character into the place. As the
beneficiaries and volunteers get comfortable with the new
character, they are able to understand and appreciate the
programmes more.
Chinese New Year Celebration
Held on 14 February 2015 from 1000hr to 1200hr
The objective of the event is to celebrate Chinese New Year
together with the beneficiaries and volunteers.

volunteers 3
NUS Alumni
1 non-NUS
volunteer

Approximately
20 -25
beneficiaries
25 NUS
volunteers
4 non-NUS
volunteers

Beneficiaries and volunteers got to make lanterns together using
red packets and played simple games. The highlight of the visit was
a skit about a big bad wolf and three little sheeps, the singing
session and the appearance of the God of Fortune.
Major Outing 2 @ East Coast Park
Held on 21 March 2015 from 0800hr to 1230hr

20 beneficiaries
20 volunteers

An outing for clients and volunteers to interact, befriend and have
fun in a different environment. The session started of with games
like ‘Caterpillar fight’, ‘Bridge’ and ‘Treasure Hunt’. All in all, it was
an opportunity for volunteers and beneficiaries to enjoy the games
in a different environment.
Volunteer Appreciation Day
Held on 11 July 2015 from 1000hr to 1200hr

Approximately
20 beneficiaries
14 NUS
volunteers

A day for our beneficiaries and volunteers to interact and have fun
together, and also to show appreciation to volunteers. One of the
art and craft activities involved beneficiaries in making bookmarks.
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These bookmarks were later given to volunteers as VAD gifts
together with handmade notebooks. A volunteer appreciation
video was also prepared for this VAD.

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Total Amount Allocated
Total Amount Spent

$750.00
$355.70

Breakdown of expenses
Normal Visits
Volunteer Appreciation Day
Christmas Celebration
CNY Celebration
Major Outing
Normal Visits
Volunteer Appreciation Day

$39.85
$25.00
$30.00
$26.60
$202.40
$10.35
$21.50

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
a. Collaboration with Other parties
The collaboration with Bishan Youth Executive Council to celebrate SG50 with the
residents allows the committee to learn to work with other parties.
b. Involving volunteers in CSC activities
Active encouragement of volunteer to join Special Projects, such as Paint-A-Home
and Project C.A.N., together to enhance everyone’s volunteering and learning
experience. These also served as volunteer bonding opportunities.
c. Introduction of new programme ideas
The committee introduced the idea of having a skit for Chinese New Year
celebration. Although preparation was time-consuming, it was definitely something
new that both beneficiaries and volunteers enjoyed.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
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a. Committee Bonding
Since the incoming committee is looking at keeping two positions open for
freshmen/new volunteers, it is important to take note and involve the two new
members well. The incoming committee should have meetings with the new
members once the full committee is formed. Also, they can have study sessions or
outings together as a committee or involve other volunteers as well.
b. Volunteers retention
The future committee can look into volunteer retention and consider holding a
Welcome Tea or Session for new volunteers to make new friends and learn more
about other volunteers’ volunteering experiences. The Welcome Tea or Session can
preferably be before the first Orientation visit so that new volunteers are able to
make friends and go to the Home together.
The future Volunteer Management Head could also follow up on the new comers
after their first visit by sending a ‘thank you’ message and asking them for
feedbacks (if any).

Reported by:
Eileen Ong Yi Lin (Ms.) & Zeng Jie (Ms.)
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson
Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled 14/15
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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MINDSVILLE@NAIPIRI 14/15
MINDSville@Napiri aims to interact with Persons with Intellectual Disabilities (PWIDs) through
fun learning activities and aspires to integrate them back to mainstream society with the vision
of PWIDs being accepted and respected as a unique group of the society.

1. OBJECTIVES
a.
b.
c.

To impart simple life skills and/or improve motor skills of the residents;
To enhance the bonding between residents and volunteers, and also between
volunteers;
To promote community and public awareness on PWIDs, so as to promote public
awareness and acceptance in the community.

2. VOLUNTEERS
a. Committee Members
Chairperson
Vice-Chairperson
Secretary/Treasurer
Publicity Head
Volunteer Management Head
Programmes and Logistics Head
Programmes and Logistics Head

Andri Wirawan
Jullie Koh
Ng Ting Yang
Jolene Lim Qi
Tan Li Min
Grace Tan Lin Li
Desmond Teng Wei Yang

b. Members (as of 31 July 2015)
Average: Undergraduates: 8.595. Alumni: 2.57
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: Undergraduates: 4. Alumni: 3
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: Undergraduates: 1. Alumni: 1.

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
a. Regular Visits: 42

b. Special Events: 3
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Description of event

MINDSville Major Outing 2014 (Science Centre Singapore)
Held on 23 August 2014 from 1300hr to 1800hr
An annual major outing event planned solely by CSC MV Major
Outing Committee. The aim was to let the beneficiaries explore
about science with interactive and interesting activities. One of the
activities was Ecogarden trail, whereby beneficiaries had to find
answer to the cross word puzzle in the Ecogarden. Another activity
was mission games whereby beneficiaries had to complete certain
mission (such as taking photo of an object) while touring around the
exhibits in Science Centre.
Mid-Autumn Festival Celebration
Held on 20 September 2014 from 1800hr to 2100hr
The volunteers and residents celebrated Mid-Autumn Festival with
fun activities such as taking stroll in nearby park with lantern and
enjoying mooncake sampling session.
Chinese New Year Celebration
Held on 14 February 2015 from 1500hr to 1800hr
Chinese New Year Celebration is an annual special event that our
RVP will celebrate with our beneficiaries and is planned by CSC MV
committee members. The objective of this event was to let the
beneficiaries know about traditional Chinese culture through fun
learning activities such as art and craft and skit. Beneficiaries got to
do hands-on CNY art painting together with the volunteers, enjoyed
yusheng and Chinese New Year related comical skit performed by
TH volunteers.

No. of
beneficiaries
and volunteers
27 beneficiaries
15 NUS
volunteers
21 non- NUS
volunteers

35 beneficiaries
8 NUS
volunteers
15 non-NUS
volunteers

38 beneficiaries
17 NUS
volunteers
17 non-NUS
volunteers

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Total Amount Allocated
Total Amount Spent

$750.00
$325.35
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Breakdown of expenses
Regular Projects
MVF Annual Camp
Christmas Celebration
CNY Celebration

$56.15
$197.10
$42.80
$29.30

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS
Volunteers’ Development
a. Faces of Volunteers
Similar concept to Humans of New York, this initiative (initiated by the AY14/15
Volunteer Management Head) aimed to create awareness of volunteering at the
Intellectual Disability Sector. Using Facebook as the main platform, this initiative is
highly successful in catching people’s eyes onto our weekly Volunteer Appreciation
Week post. Number of people reached per post went to as high as 868 people with
almost 90 Likes and 240 Post Clicks for a particular post.
b. Volunteers’ involvement in programme activities
In special event such as outings and camps, the volunteers had taken on the roles
as Group Leaders. It is encouraging for the volunteers to take on such role not only
to gain leadership experience but to also gain a better understanding of the
beneficiaries. As a group leader, one has to take note of beneficiaries' dietary
restriction, beneficiaries' behavior and others. By taking note of these few things,
the volunteers could understand the beneficiaries even better compared to just
being a "normal volunteer".
c. Kent Ridge Hall Residents (Mandatory Community Service Order)
MINDSville@Napiri has accommodated one resident from KR Hall as part of his
MCSO. The resident joined the sports programme and was assigned to the soccer
team where he interacted with the residents.
d. Weekday Night Project
Weekday Night Project was initiated in response to the low count of new
volunteers. This project served as a new platform to engage new volunteers by
introducing them to the RVP, with the hope that they will join MINDSville@Napiri in
the regular Saturday’s sessions. Another important objective of this inaugural
project is to allow the main committee members and current pool of NUS
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volunteers to be more in-charge of the project. This is because on the Weekday
Night Projects, there were only volunteers from NUS as the more experienced
volunteers from Terra Hope were unable to join in. In this Academic Year, the
committee had managed to do two sessions of weekday night project on 6
February 2015 and 13 March 2015. The scale of the project was intended to be
smaller than our usual regular project session, thus we included only 10
beneficiaries for each session. The volunteer turnout rate was not up to our
expectation as the volunteers that came for the session were from Project C.A.N.
Organizing Committee and NUS CSC Management Committee. Overall, the
feedback from the volunteers about this new initiative was good. They mentioned
that it is more organized as the project scale is smaller and volunteers get to have 1
to 1 pairing with the beneficiaries which allowed them to interact better.
e. Improvised Work Plan Structure between CSC MV and TH (1st Phase - AY14/15
Semester 1 to Semester 2 April)
Initiated by the partner organization, the new structure aimed to involve the
regular volunteers (both from CSC and TH) more when conducting regular projects.
Distribution of work is such that the committee members are taking charge of the
planning while the rest of the volunteers led the planned programmes.
Similarly, to bond CSC MV and TH volunteers more, CSC MV agreed on dispersing
the volunteers into various programmes on the annual TH Camp, instead of CSC MV
being given one whole programme to plan and conduct.
Although the new structure has achieved its objective to a certain extent, it posed a
new challenge. For the regular projects, CSC MV only managed to plan for 2 visits in
AY14/15 Semester 1. Similarly for TH camp, most of CSC MV volunteers have a
general consensus that about most of the planning of programmes were mainly
done by the other party. Hence, the partnership between CSC MV and TH was not
as balanced as desired.
f.

Improvised Work Plan Structure between CSC MV and TH (2nd Phase, April
2015 onwards)

With new leaders from TH taking over in April 2015, both CSC MV and TH rolled out
another new structure for our work plan. CSC MV will be taking over more of the
“Fun Fit 1” or the first part of the project session. The “MV Sports Programme”
caters to all residents of different functional level. The programme is conducted
every week as our “Fun Fit 2” or the second part of the project session, with the
aim of sharpening every resident’s skills in doing the sports that they are better at.
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The Sports Programme is mainly organized and led by TH committee and
volunteers.
The committee felt that the current work plan structure does help to improve the
relationship between CSC MV and TH as CSC MV can now plan for more visits. In
the future, the committee also might want to consider to have one volunteer from
CSC MV to also take part as co-chair for the annual camp with another volunteer
from TH. The committee have also discussed with the current (AY15/16) TH
chairpersons to push the camp from December to early January. This is to increase
the rate of NUS CSC MV volunteer to participate in planning of the camp activities.
g. Collaboration with Ci Yuan CC Youth Executive Committee (YEC)
A group of youth volunteers from Ci Yuan CC YEC planned to do a yearlong event to
celebrate SG50. The objective of the project is to grant wishes from beneficiaries in
conjunction with SG50. The SG50 Wishes project was held on July 4th 2015. NUS
CSC MV committee members was in-charge in coordinating the whole event,
collating attendance of the beneficiaries and volunteers and oversee the
beneficiaries during the activities on the actual event.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
a. Bringing CSC MV Closer to CSC
Some volunteers identify themselves with the RVP but not with CSC as a whole thus
there is a gap between CSC MV volunteers and CSC. It is strongly recommended and
advised for the next batch of committees to always promote other CSC events to
the volunteers at CSC MV. The committee members had managed to bring three
MINDSville residents to participate in Paint-A-Home this year. This initiative has
been continued over the past two years and would also like to recommend for the
next batch to participate next year. It is only by taking part in more of CSC-related
events that a sense of belonging (to CSC) can be developed.
b. Intake and Retaining of New Volunteers
It is a perpetual problem at CSC MV. The committee learnt that publicity via IVLE
Announcement is extremely effective in getting ad-hoc volunteers but retaining
them is another issue. Even though the effectiveness of the Weekday Night Project
has not been well proven, the committee would suggest the next batch to continue
with it. One primary reason for the low turn up of new volunteers for the new
project is due to short amount of time allocated for the publicity of the event.
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Previously, the allocated time to publicize the event was only less than a week and
it took a week for the IVLE announcement to be released. Special event request on
IVLE should be done a few weeks before the intended posting of the
announcement. Another suggestion would be publicizing the event through
MINDSville Facebook Page a few weeks before the actual event date to boost the
signups. In addition to that, it is also recommended to ask Publicity Cell (from MC)
to help in sharing the post on their Facebook Page as well to reach out more
volunteers.
While low intake of the new volunteer is the main issue, the committee felt that
retaining of new and current existing volunteer is also another major concern. It is
recommended that the next batch of CSC MV committee members could plan more
volunteer bonding sessions to aid in volunteer retention. Planning of the volunteer
bonding session could also be planned together with Terra Hope to enhance
bonding among MV and TH volunteers. Another suggestion would be to constantly
appreciate the volunteers' efforts and look after the well being of the volunteers
(volunteer welfare), so that the volunteers could feel a sense of belonging to MV.
c. Maintain good partnership with Terra Hope
Due to the change in the work plan structure in the beginning, the committee felt
CSC MV could not contribute much and this have made the partnership become
imbalance. Currently, the committee has moved on to another work plan structure
whereby CSC MV takes on more sessions to plan and conduct the activities. With
this, the committee hopes to enhance the partnership between TH and CSC MV
where the workload can be distributed evenly to both project groups. It is also
encouraged for the next batch of committee to involve more CSC MV volunteers in
planning of the outings, events, and camps with TH volunteers.

Reported by:
Andri Wirawan (Mr) & Jullie Koh (Ms)
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson
MINDSville@Napiri 14/15
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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GRANT A WISH XII
16th June 2014 to 14th January 2015
Grant A Wish XII grants the wishes of less privileged children whilst returning gifts to volunteers
in the form of knowledge, skills and experience.
1. OBJECTIVES
a. To fulfil the wishes of children from less privileged background.
b. To nurture volunteerism among the NUS population through the spirit of giving.
c. To provide an opportunity for volunteers to gain a takeaway from the volunteering
experience.
d. To challenge the traditional notion that only volunteers can give.
e. To raise awareness of the beneficiaries among the NUS population.
2. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Project Director
Assistant Project Director
Assistant Project Director
Secretary/Treasurer
Marketing and Logistics Head
Marketing and Logistics Assistant
Marketing and Logistics Assistant
Marketing and Logistics Assistant
Publicity Head
Publicity Assistant
Publicity Assistant
Publicity Assistant
Volunteer Management Head
Volunteer Management Assistant
Volunteer Management Assistant
Volunteer Management Assistant
Wish Head
Wish Assistant
Wish Assistant
Wish Assistant
Programme Head
Programme Assistant
Programme Assistant

Chew Jian Wei Darren
Lee Chun Jing
Tan Wei Ling
Tan Jing Si Colleen
Ong Zhang Yao
Goh Joon How
Vivian Poh Sook Kuan
Eric Peh Hon Tong
Germaine Teo Yin Shyn
Gong Yuan
Yong Liang Qing
Chan Yuqing Desiree
Tan Si Hui
Lim Shiao Kee
Goh Ee Lin
Camy Tng
Ng Xi Hui
Crystal Tan
Ong Siong Loong
Zeng Yonghui Jesslyn
Tan Kim Yee
Teo Poh Wei
Gwee Ai Jia
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3. PROJECT OVERVIEW
a. Programmes/Events
Name
Wish Collection @
SADeaf
Wish Collection @
Lighthouse School
Wish Collection @
Beyond Social Services
Wish Collection @
Beyond Social Services
NUS Internal Drive

Date/Time
2nd August 2014
9am-12pm
7th August 2014
9am-2.30pm
16th August 2014
8am-2pm
23rd August 2014
8am-2pm
8th – 10th October 2014
10am – 6pm

Wish Distribution @ iC2
PrepHouse
Wish Distribution @
Beyond Social Services
Wish Distribution @
SADeaf
Wish Distribution @
REACH Community
Services Society
Dialogue in the Dark

13th December 2014
2pm-4pm
19th December 2014
9am-5pm
22nd December 2014
8am-4pm
27th December 2014
11am-6pm

Wish Distribution @
Lighthouse School

7th January 2015
10.30am-12.30pm
8th January 2015
3.30pm-5.30pm
9th January 2015
8am-1pm

Venue
The Singapore
Association for the Deaf
Lighthouse School
Lengkok Bahru
Ang Mo Kio
Bukit Ho Swee
Arts Walkway (Outside
CLB)
UTown (Outside Koufu)
iC2 PrepHouse
NUS MPSH
The Singapore
Association for the Deaf
REACH Community
Services Society
Ngee Ann Polytechnic
Dialogue in the Dark

Lighthouse School

b. Beneficiaries Supported
Beneficiary
The Singapore Association for the Deaf
Lighthouse School
Beyond Social Services
iC2 PrepHouse
REACH Community Services Society

Number of Beneficiaries
20 children
47 children
91 children
25 children
28 children
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c. Volunteer Statistics
Wish Collection
Date

2nd August 2014
(3 hours)
7th August 2014
(6.5 hours)
16th August
2014 (6 hours)
23rd August
2014 (4 hours)
23rd August
2014 (4 hours)
Total

Partner
Organization

Targeted
Volunteer
Count, A1

Targeted
Volunteer
Count, A2

Subscription Rate,

The Singapore
Association
for the Deaf
Lighthouse
School
Beyond Social
Services
(Redhill)
Beyond Social
Services
(Tiong Bahru)
Beyond Social
Services (Yio
Chu Kang)
115

20

21

(%)
105%

20

22

110%

25

30

120%

25

23

92%

25

23

92%

119

103.5%

Average subscription rate = 103.5%
Number of unique NUS volunteers = 82
Number of unique non-NUS volunteers (including NUS graduates) = 18
Total number of unique volunteers = 100
Internal Drive
Average subscription rate = 56.25%
Number of unique NUS volunteers = 19
Number of unique non-NUS volunteers (including NUS graduates) = 2
Total number of unique volunteers = 21
Wish Distribution
Date

th

13 December
2014
th
19 December

Partner
Organization
iC2
PrepHouse
Beyond

Targeted
Volunteer
Count, A1

Targeted
Volunteer
Count, A2

Subscription Rate,

15

11

(%)
73.33%

90

65

72.22%
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2014
22nd December
2014

27th December
2014

9th January 2015

Social
Services
The
Singapore
Association
for the Deaf
REACH
Community
Services
Society
Lighthouse
School

Total

20

20

100%

30

27

90%

24

25

104.17%

179

148

82.68%

Average subscription rate = 82.68%
Number of unique NUS volunteers = 124
Number of unique non-NUS volunteers (including NUS graduates) = 11
Total number of unique volunteers = 135
d. Collaborations
iC2 PrepHouse
iC2 PrepHouse is a learning center for children with visual impairments. The
teachers were well-trained in working with children with visual impairments and
were able to impart some of their knowledge to volunteers.
Beyond Social Services
Beyond Social Services works with children from low-income group from various
neighbourhoods. The organization has many interest groups which could have
been used as a potential platform for children to impart skills to volunteers.
The Singapore Association for the Deaf
The Singapore Association for the Deaf along with Singapore School for the Deaf
work with children from the Deaf community. A few children were enrolled in
Singapore School for the Deaf while others attend mainstream schools which
provide special education facilities.
Reach Community Services Society
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REACH Community Services Society works with children from low-income group.
They provide youth services such as mentoring and counselling to the at-risk
group.
Lighthouse School
Lighthouse School provide education to children who are visually impaired,
hearing impaired or with autism.
e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items
Name
Rich Trees Marketing
GTI Asia
Zalora
Singapore Turf Club
IGARD
Atlantic Optical
Mediacorp
Part One Design

NUSSU
PUB
Popular Rent A Car
Masquerade

Bouncy Castles

JobCentral
Campus Supplies
Sidley Austin
f.

Items
300 Vouchers
300 Singapore Leading 100 Publication
300 Vouchers
300 Foldable Umbrella
300 Vouchers
300 Vouchers
300 Disney Magazines
300 Goodie bags
1 Golden top hat
1 Golden cape
300 100 PLUS bottles
300 NEWater bottles
Toyota Picnic/ for party phases
Costumes:
1 Magician
1 Juggler
1 Lion
1 Villain
100 Wrapping paper
100 Gift cards
Discounted rental rates
$100 (from sign-ups)
$500
$2000

Financial Statement
Total Amount Allocated
Total Sponsorship/Donation
Total Expenditure

$900.00
$2,500.00
$3,038.84
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Surplus/ (Deficit)

$361.16

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
a. Volunteers’ Two-Way Gift
It is quite typical to see many charity events organised for children from low income
family; a sector considered quite popular among volunteers. GAW XII hoped to
remind volunteers that there are other children out there, some living in darkness
or silence. Hence, GAW XII worked with children not only from low income family
but also those with visual impairment and those from the Deaf community.
The project, which is also in its 12th year decided to take a different approach. The
project is not only about giving gifts to children but to also let volunteers leave with
a gift of their own. This “gift” can come in the form of knowledge, skills or
experience. The project reached out to organisations that were willing to offer to
share such valuable gifts. The Singapore Association for the Deaf shared with
volunteers more about the Deaf community and taught them sign language. iC2
PrepHouse taught volunteers how to appropriately interact with the visually
impaired.
In the finale activity, Grant A Wish XII collaborated with Dialogue in the Dark (DID)
to offer volunteers a chance to experience what it is like to not rely on their sense
of sight. More importantly, the programme was guided by people with visual
impairment.
The project hopes that these collaborations with organisations offering services
provided by those from less privileged background challenges volunteers’
traditional notion that they are not the only one you can give.
b. Internal Drive
GAW XII arranged for its internal drive to be held at University Town and Faculty of
Arts and Social Science. Previous year GAW had internal drives at Faculty of Arts
and Social Science, Faculty of Science and Faculty of Engineering. As the rate of
adoption for Faculty of Arts and Social Science was the highest among the three,
this year’s project also chose it as a feasible location. In addition, with the
introduction of University Town as a hub for lessons, meals and residence, the
project also had its internal drive there to attract the large number of students
from the various faculties and residential colleges. The adoption rate for the two
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locations were quite high such that there were insufficient wishes to be adopted
through the three days period.
5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
a. Two-Way Gift
Future projects can consider working with organisations in which the beneficiaries
could be given the opportunity or empowerment to pass a skill to volunteers. Many
organisations are taking a holistic approach and providing extra curriculum
activities to their beneficiaries. Hence, there should be plenty of skills that can be
passed on to volunteers by the beneficiaries.
b. Fringe Activities
Volunteering should be more than simply putting hours into service. Fringe
activities better equip volunteers to interact with the beneficiaries during the
planned activities and provide them with a takeaway for their future endeavours.
Examples from Grant A Wish XII include the Sign Language Workshop by the
Singapore Association for the Deaf paired with the party for that organisation.
These activities also provide a platform for volunteers to interact and bond with
others.
c. Benficiary Group
Future projects can consider working with other beneficiary groups as the past few
years have seen many collaborations with the children sector. Grant A Wish has not
worked with the elderly sector and migrant workers in recent years. These sectors
will lead to the project deviating from the typical parties being organised and gifts
collected. They will definitely be a great challenge and learning experience for
future organising committees.

Reported by:
Chew Jian Wei Darren (Mr.), Lee Chun Jing (Ms.) & Tan Wei Ling (Ms)
Project Directors
Grant A Wish XII
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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LOVE EXPORT VII
1st July 2014 – 1st July 2015
Love Export, a Youth Expedition Project (YEP), is one of the SPs undertaken by NUS CSC.
Incepted in 2008, Love Export aims to promote service-learning and volunteerism beyond
geographical boundaries; to facilitate personal development and character building; as well as
to export the love beyond boundaries to an overseas community.
1. OBJECTIVES
Nurture – Empower – Transform
 To cater to the children’s housing, nutrition and emotional needs by providing them

a clean shelter in a caring environment. To help with their physical and mental growth in
a healthy and balanced way.
 To provide children access to quality primary and secondary education so that they

acquire solid intellectual capacities and knowledge to make informed decisions.
 To provide access to university education or to vocational training so that they can

make their own choices about the future in which they would like to live.
 To develop and nurture their personal beliefs and values towards ethical and

responsible behaviors so that they can live a decent life and positively contribute to the
development of the Khmer society.
2. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Project Director
Assistant Project Director
Secretary
Marketing Head
Marketing Member
Marketing Member
Marketing Member
Marketing Member
Marketing Member
Marketing Member
Publicity Head
Publicity Member
Publicity Member
Publicity Member
Publicity Member
Publicity Member

Kelvin Koa Jun Long
Angeline Lim Woon Kee
Tan She Hui
Chew Ee Zeng
Ignatius Lee Kang Wei
Pauline Peh Zhen Zhen
Poh Yu Tong
Regine Moh Jia Wei
Shaun Choo Rui Hao
Tan Yong Hwee
Allison Goh Ying Li
Andrea Ong Shi Qing
Charmaine Yeow Jia Min
Du Yan
Goh Xuan Hong
Jasmine Tan Jin Hui
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Programmes Head
Programmes Member
Programmes Member
Programmes Member
Programmes Member
Programmes Member
Logistics Head
Logistics Member
Logistics Member
Logistics Member

Charmaine Tan Ting Ting
Foo Sek Zen
Lee Jia Lin
Li Jia Min
Soh Yong Hao
Tan Wei Xuan
Tan De Sheng
Chew Zhi Xin
Hansel Tan Jian Xin
Yang Shuo

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW
a. Programmes/Events
Name
Organizing Committee
Recruitment
Recce Trip to Project
Site
First Team
Meeting/Orientation
IVA Leadership Training
Course
Internal Drive

Date/Time
July, August 2014

Venue
NUS

24th to 27th July 2014

Battambang, Cambodia

13th August 2014

NUS

16th, 17th, 23rd, 24th
August 2014
11th September 2014
12th September 2014

Singapore Council of
Women's Organisations
LT 19 @ School of Business
LT 6 @ Faculty of
Engineering
LT 19 @ School of Business
CLB Bench 2/3 @ Faculty
of Arts and Social Sciences
LT 27/28/29 Foyer @
Faculty of Science
-

15th September 2014
16th September 2014
17th September 2014
First Aid Course
Pre-expedition Project
Fundraising Carwash
Expedition to Peaceful
Home II
Post-expedition Project
YEP Sharing Session

17th, 24th September
2014
18th October 2014
3rd, 4th November 2014
8th to 24th December
2014
31st January 2015
20th March 2015

Dunman High School
NUS (Eusoff Hall Carpark)
Battambang, Cambodia
NUS Utown
YIH Training Room
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b. Beneficiaries Supported
Beneficiary
Khmer Foundation
Dunman High School

Number of Beneficiaries
60 orphans/ poor children
30 villagers
60 students

c. Volunteer Statistics
All events were organized and attended at 26 Organizing Committee members,
with no other volunteers recruited.
d. Collaborations
Khmer Foundation
The Project collaborated with Khmer Foundation, a non-governmental
organization that aims to send the children at their children homes to university.
It has successfully sent more than 60 children thus far. Its mission is to nurture,
empower and transform the lives of the children at the children's homes, as
elaborated below:
 To cater to the children’s housing, nutrition and emotional needs by
providing them a clean shelter in a caring environment.
 To help with their physical and mental growth in a healthy and balanced way.
 To provide children access to quality primary and secondary education so
that they acquire solid intellectual capacities and knowledge to make
informed decisions.
 To provide access to university education or to vocational training so that
they can make their own choices about the future in which they would like to
live.
 To develop and nurture their personal beliefs and values towards ethical and
responsible behaviors so that they can live a decent life and positively
contribute to the development of the Khmer society.
The organization also envisions to ensure a nurturing and safe environment in
which orphaned and under-privileged children can develop their knowledge,
skills, and values, so that they can become knowledgeable Khmer citizens.
Dunman High School
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For the pre- and post-trip local projects, Love Export VII engaged students aged
14-17 from Dunman High School. Specifically, the Project’s organising
committee members shared about their volunteering journey and experiences;
guided the students to evaluate community needs; and facilitated the
discussions on such community service projects.
e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items
Name
Aquila Natural Mineral Water
Beau & Belle
Drink Tea Singapore
Uni-Drive Systems (S) Pte Ltd
Niche Boulangerie
#1 Baker Street
P.Osh

Patisserie G
Best Denki Singapore

Items
Bottled Water
Bottled Milk
Bubble Tea ($1.65 discount/cup)
Machinery Parts (discounted)
Mini Cupcakes (discounted)
66 Cupcakes (discounted)
95 Chewy Brownies ($1 discount/brownie)
430 Chewy Brownies with Toppings ($0.80$1.30 discount/brownie)
400 Macarons (discounted)
4 Acer E3-111-C3UL IRN Laptops (discounted;
price of $300/laptop)

* Missing information was not resolved by the Project Directors as of 31 August
2015.
f.

Financial Statement
Total Amount Allocated
Total Sponsorship/Donation
Members’ Contributions

$12,647
$6,844
$13,000

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
a. Change of Cambodian Beneficiary
This year, the Project decided to change its beneficiary organisation from Love
Cambodia to Khmer Foundation, following the previous team’s advice and
evaluation that their previous beneficiary organisation and host village is
considered well-facilitated.
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The Project found Khmer Foundation through its website and Facebook page. After
its recce trip to the its children's homes, a needs assessment was done and the
Team deemed the foundation a suitable beneficiary organisation. Specifically, the
Project engaged the foundation’s Peaceful Home II. The hosts were welcoming and
the Project’s efforts made positive changes in their living conditions.
b. Change of Focus
The Project also changed its focus from assistance -- such as helping with the
building of houses as per earlier projects -- to sustainable development such as by
providing assistance in education, income and energy needs through its various
efforts listed below.
Bicycle Generators
The members constructed three DIY bicycle generators which were used to supply
electricity to power the laptops brought over by the Project. While watching
educational and interactional videos on the laptops, the children could also cycle
the bicycles to charge the batteries which, in turn, power the laptops. Introducing
this green technology to the Cambodians will expose them to a new source of
energy, making them less reliant on solar panels and other existing sources of
energy.
Education Hub
The Project converted an abandoned room in the children’s home into an
Education Hub, a conducive place for studying and learning for the children. This
was done by cleaning up the place and giving it a fresh coat of paint, in addition to
refurbishing it with furnitures, books and the aforementioned laptops.
Chicken Coop and Village Stay
The Team built a chicken coop along with some contractors at a village near the
children’s home. This was done in the hope that the chicken coop would provide
the villagers with an alternative source of income and thus benefit their lives.
The trip to the village lasted for four days, and enabled the members to experience
how village life was like. This served strong educational value.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
a. Evaluating Project Sustainability
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It will be good for the next team to go back to Peaceful Home II to see if the past
efforts are still in place, and to assess their sustainability -- this can be done during
the recce trip during the summer break. A more well-informed decision -- to build
on the past efforts and address challenges, or to export them to a new village
altogether -- can then be made.

Reported by:
Kelvin Koa (Mr.) & Angeline Lim (Ms.)
Project Directors
Love Export VII
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
Missing and ambiguous content was rectified by the following, to the best of her knowledge:
Koh Hui Nee Jennifer (Ms.)
Vice-President (Regular Programmes)
13th Management Committee
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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SIGNATURE LOVE PROJECT XII
14th November 2014 to 17th April 2015
Signature Love Project (SLP) is an annual Special Project by the NUS Students’ Community
Service Club, which serves to raise funds and awareness for a selected beneficiary through fundraising drives and beneficiary visits.
1. OBJECTIVES
a. To raise funds for the adopted beneficiary, Yong-En Care Centre
b. To raise awareness for the adopted beneficiary during fund-raising drives and
through meaningful interaction during beneficiary visits
c. To allow the organizing committee members and also volunteers to better
understand the symptoms of dementia through opportunities to personally interact
with the beneficiaries.
2. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Co-Project Director
Co-Project Director
Secretary/Treasurer
Magistics Head
Magistics Assistant
Magistics Assistant
Magistics Assistant
Publicity Head
Publicity Assistant
Publicity Assistant
Volunteer Management Head
Volunteer Management Assistant
Volunteer Management Assistant
Programmes Head
Programmes Assistant
Programmes Assistant

Heng Pei Yi
Hong Link Yi Beryl
Seow Jie Xi
Wang Zheng
Lim Pei Wei
Lim Zhu Kuan Kevin
Chan Jia Hui Jolene
Vanessa Low Jing Wen
Ng Jun Hao
Tan Wen Lin
Neo Jie Xin
Ho Ying Kiat Sebastian
Soo Xiu Xuan
Tan Yan Rong Felicia
Felicia Ler Si Xian
Choo Yue Qi

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW
The purpose of beneficiary visits is for the Organizing Committee and volunteers to
interact with the clients at Yong-En Care Centre. SLP XII hopes that the interaction could
provide clients with a sense of acceptance, love and support, meanwhile providing a
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platform for volunteers to better understand the clients, and hence be motivated to raise
awareness for people living with dementia.
As such, the Programme Cell came up with a series of activities (not including
preliminary beneficiary visit) that would foster interaction between the volunteers and
clients, taking into account that activities have to be enjoyable for the clients.
a. Programmes/Events
Name
Preliminary Visit (Visit 0)
Visit 1
Visit 2
Internal Drive

Date/Time
16th December 2014
1pm – 3pm
5th January 2015
9.30am – 12pm
9thJanuary 2015
12pm – 3pm
26th – 28th January 2015
10am – 6pm

Venue
Yong-En Care Centre
Yong-En Care Centre
Yong-En Care Centre
Faculty of Arts & Social
Sciences
(26th to 28th January)
Faculty of Science
(26th to 28th January)
School of Business (26th
to 27th January)

10th February 2015
12pm – 3pm
Beneficiary outing (MBS) 24th February 2015
9am – 2pm
External drive
7th – 8thMarch 2015
10am-10pm
Finale Visit
12th March 2015
12pm – 3pm
Visit 3

Faculty of Engineering
(28th January)
Yong-En Care Centre
Marina Bay Sands
NorthPoint Shopping
Centre & Heartland Mall
Yong-En Care Centre

b. Amount Raised
Internal Drive
External Drive
Donation
Total

$5,191.20
$3,523.45
$3,289.75
$12,000.40
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c. Beneficiary Supported
Beneficiary
Yong-En Care Centre

Number of beneficiaries
40 clients

d. Volunteer Statistics
i. Breakdown of volunteer count for each events
Event
Visit 1
Visit 2
Internal Drive
Visit 3
Outing
External Drive
Finale Visit

Number of Volunteers
9
10
42
4
9
20
11

ii. Breakdown of volunteer count (if necessary)
Total Number of Volunteers
Total Number of Unique Volunteers

97
8

Internal Volunteer Count (NUS)
External Volunteer Count (Non-NUS)

105
84

e. Collaborations
Yong-En Care Centre
Yong-En Care Centre is a non-profit, voluntary welfare organization that provides
assistance to a few groups of clients ranging from elderly with dementia to single
mothers and even children. SLP XII has specifically chosen to focus on the dementia
day-care elderly for our project which Yong-En Care Centre seeks to provide a
variety of programs for. In essence, Yong-En Dementia Day Care Service provides
the following: effective dementia care by enhancing the physical, psychosocial and
spiritual well-being of our client, therapeutic environment with meaningful and
culturally appropriate activities that maintain our clients in the community with
dignity and lastly specially designed activity programme for the individual client. All
in all, Yong-En Dementia Day Care Service seeks to improve physical and cognitive
health in the community and improve the rehabilitation and reintegration of
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persons with dementia. It even provides support services for individuals with
dementia and their families through support groups and counseling etc.
As collaborators and the beneficiary organization of SLP XII, the Organising
Committee (OC) worked closely together with Yong-En Care Centre to organize the
activities and dates of the beneficiary visits. The Project Directors (PDs) acted as the
liaison point between the person-in-charge of Yong-En Care Centre and the OC,
especially for the Programmes and Volunteer Management Cells when planning the
beneficiary visits. The OC also discussed their plans and specific activities with the
person-in-charge in order to ensure that the programmes were suitable and
enjoyable for everyone.
f.

Sponsors and list of sponsor items
Name
Lucas Foods (Asia) Pte Ltd
Play Nation
All The Batter
YLF
ChewyJunior
Queens Apparel Pte Ltd
Lee Foundation
NYC Young ChangeMakers
Heartland Retail Holdings Pte Ltd
Northpoint Retail Pte Ltd
Toteboard

Items
200 Impact Original Sachets
120 Vouchers
1500 coupons printed on flyer
216 Mango Blast 42g
400 Discount Vouchers
16 t-shirts at cost price
$1000 donation
$1014
Venue
Venue
$1743

g. Financial Statement
Total Amount Allocated
Total Sponsorship/Donation
Total Expenditure
Surplus/ (Deficit)

$900
$3,757 (of which $3289.20 was donated to
Yong-En Care Centre; see b.)
$1,367.60
--

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
a. Targeting a Beneficiary Group Outside the Sectors of CSC
In past years, SLP’s beneficiaries have been mostly from the children, elderly, and
the physically/intellectually disabled sectors. SLP XI last year helped patients living
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with mental illness from Singapore Association for Mental Health (SAMH) and made
a conscious effort in extending the project’s reach to other sectors. Hence, this year,
help was extended to the patients living with dementia; representing another
sector that CSC had no prior experience in although previous SLP projects have
targeted elderly. As such, this helped to raise awareness to both CSC and the
general public with regards to the different needs and support that different groups
have. Therefore, it was felt that working with Yong-En Care Centre proved
beneficial to all parties as the project, volunteers and OC certainly gained a lot from
such an experience.
b. Value-Adding to Programmes
This year, SLP XII initiated a change in the usual Programme structure, following SLP
XI’s lead. Instead of having 5 beneficiary visits to the organizations, we switched
one of the visits and changed it into a beneficiary outing, where we brought the
clients to Marina Bay Sands (MBS). The planned activities for them included
sightseeing as well as free lunch at the Rasapura Masters Food Court at MBS. The
outing proved to be a success as the clients longed to get some fresh air out in the
open and outside the boundaries of the home. The sightseeing element also
allowed them to stay updated about the developmental changes in Singapore. It
marked a great step in aiding them to reintegrate with society, and brought much
happiness and colour to their lives. Future PDs can consider retaining this initiative.
However, due to the logistical demands and also high expenditure involved for
transportation and also food, only one outing is encouraged.
c. Online Survey Initiative
This year, SLP XII initiated using an online survey in order to gain post-visit feedback
from the volunteers. It was initially thought to be not only more environmentallyfriendly but also more convenient and efficient for the VM/Programme teams in
terms of collating responses. However, it was hard to track which volunteers
completed the survey. Also, although time was given at the end of the visit for
volunteers to complete the survey on the spot, there was a low response rate
gathered with comments being more brief in nature as compared to hard copy
responses gathered in the previous years. As the responses are submitted online,
OC members are unable to check if volunteers have left any questions unanswered
or given inadequate responses to questions. Therefore, the evaluation of its success
is limited with quality of answers being relatively lower than what is expected from
hard copy submissions. Future VM/Programme teams are encouraged to distribute
physical copies of surveys to volunteers as they generally garner a greater response
rate.
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5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
a. Enhancing Awareness Drives
There is still room for improvement in terms of raising awareness more efficiently.
Future PDs and OCs can explore the possibility of having a new and different
medium of awareness drives, which could be radically different from the fundraising booths done in the past ten years of SLP. For example, it could be an
exhibition, whereby poster-size stories or photographs of beneficiaries are put up,
subject to the media guidelines of the partner organisation. It could also be a more
interactive booth or exhibition. The key is to think out of the box on how the
booths could be ‘louder’, i.e. how awareness could be raised on a more effective
level.
b. Greater Emphasis on Debrief and Reflection after Beneficiary Visits
Although for this year, the in-charge of Yong-En Care Centre played the role of
gathering feedback about the visits and also after-thoughts after interaction with
the beneficiaries, future Volunteer Management and Programmes Cells can work to
provide more in-depth and thorough debriefs after the visits. A 20 to 30 minute
debrief can be held after each visit, facilitated by either the Project Directors,
Volunteer Management or Programme team, for volunteers to discuss and express
their experiences during the visits. It was felt that placing a greater emphasis and
effort into debrief sessions would help the volunteers to have deeper reflections on
their experience with the beneficiaries. This was consistent with the project’s
objectives of raising awareness of the beneficiary. As such, the OC felt that future
SLPs can also place more time and effort into conducting debrief sessions so that
the beneficiary visits can be more impactful and memorable, and hence reinforcing
the amount of awareness raised.

Reported by:
Heng Pei Yi (Ms.) & Hong Link Yi, Beryl (Ms.)
Co-Project Directors
Signature Love Project XII
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PAINT-A-HOME XVI
6 , 7th, 13th & 14th June 2015
th

Paint-A-Home aims to improve the living environment of our beneficiaries by giving their homes
a fresh coat of paint, and at the same time instill a spirit of volunteerism amongst NUS
undergraduates.
1. OBJECTIVES
Community Improvement - To enhance the aesthetic quality and living environment of
1- and 2-room rental units and bring colours and meaning to lives
Volunteerism - To develop volunteerism amongst NUS undergraduates in a nurturing
environment that fosters community service and to involve more interaction between
volunteers and beneficiaries
Leadership development - To allow the organizing committee (OC) members to hone
their leadership skills in the midst of planning and executing the project so as to
experienced volunteer leaders to serve the community
Promoting awareness - To spread awareness of our beneficiaries during the course of
the project

2. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Project Director
Assistant Project Director
Assistant Project Director
Secretary/Treasurer
Marketing Head
Marketing Assistant
Marketing Assistant
Marketing Assistant
Publicity Head
Publicity Assistant
Publicity Assistant
Publicity Assistant
Volunteer Management Head
Volunteer Management Assistant
Volunteer Management Assistant
Volunteer Management Assistant

Tan Xuan Kai
Choong Wan Ting Natalie
Tan Hui Wen
Chan Wan Qing
Tay Wan Ni Joscelin
Ang Soh Huang (Sheryl)
Marcus Tan Yong Leng
Ng Kaiyun Nicolette
Tan Wen Lin
Chng Yong Sheng
Lee Jing
Loy Xue Ying Anna
Koh Yan Ting Michele
Joscelin Ong Jia Xin
Koh Liqin
Goh Fang, Pearl
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Logistics Head
Logistics Assistant
Logistics Assistant
Logistics Assistant
Logistics Assistant

Lim Zhu Kuan Kevin
Ong Zhi Yong Gary
Tan Song Kai
Ong Siong Loong (Jason)
Vernon Lim You Song

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW
a. Programmes/Events
Name
Beneficiary Visit

Date/Time
7th & 14th March;
11th April; 7th May
9am to 5pm

Internal Drive

25th – 26th March 2015
10am to 6pm
30th May 2015 8.30am
to 6pm
6th &7th June 2015
8.30am to 6pm

Dry Run
Actual Event

Actual Event

13th & 14th June 2015
8.30am to 6pm

Touch Up

20th June 2015

Venue
Thye Hua Kwan (THK) Seniors
Activity Centre @ Macpherson
Blk 90 Pipit Road #01-103
Singapore 370090
Thye Hua Kwan (THK) Moral
Meal Centre (Macpherson)
Blk 91 Paya Lebar Way #01-3023
Singapore 370091
Harmony Activity Centre (HAC)
Blk 98 Aljunied Crescent #01-411
Singapore 380098
Arts (Outside Central Library),
Science (LT26), Engineering (LT6)
Blk 97 Aljunied Crescent #01-439
Singapore 38009
THK Seniors Activity Centre @
Macpherson
THK Moral Meal Centre
Harmony Activity Centre
Blk 98 Aljunied Crescent #01-411
Singapore 380098
Blk 90 Pipit Road

b. Beneficiary Supported
Beneficiary
THK Seniors Activity Centre
THK Moral Meal Centre
Harmony Activity Centre

Number
14 units
1 centre
16 units
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c. Volunteer Statistics
Day
6th June (Day 1)

7th June (Day 2)
13th June (Day 3)
14th June (Day 4)
Total

Volunteer Count
96 from signups
3 MINDSville residents
1 First Aider
92 from signups
1 First Aider
104 from signups
1 First Aider
80 from signups
33 Sponsors
411

Unique Count
8 PAH XIV OC Members
11 PAH XV OC Members
1 PAH XIV OC Members
7 PAH XV OC Members
4 PAH XIV OC Members
4 PAH XV OC Members
2 PAH XIV OC Members
8 PAH XV OC Members
45

d. Collaborations
THK Seniors Activity Centre, THK Moral Meal Centre
This year, PAH XVI collaborated with the above centres in the identification of
rental units under their care and engage them to bridge the communication
between the residents and the OC. THK SAC provide programmes for their elderly
residents such as Drop-In Disability Programme (DDP), morning exercises, tea
breaks, karaoke, social games and referrals to social services. The meal centre
provides free lunches on a daily basis to the elderly. HAC’s main operations include
running of programmes/activities, monitoring of at-risk elderly, information &
referral services, outreach and other practical assistance to the elderly.
e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items
Name
Orange Clove Catering
Hockhua Tonic
Aly Energy Singapore Pte Ltd
City Developments Limited
Vigcon Construction Pte Ltd
Lee Foundation
Atlantic Optical
Wanin Industries Pte Ltd (Pere Ocean)
Indonesian Express Pte Ltd

Items
$1,000 cash
$2,000 cash
$1,000 cash
$2,000 cash
S1,000 cash
$10,000 cash
150 Optical vouchers;
400 bottles (17 cartons) of 0.5L Pere
Ocean Natural Mineral Water
Full sponsorship:
6/6/2015
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Nippon Paint (Singapore) Co Pte Ltd
Popular Rent-A-Car
JI Trading and Manufacturing Pte Ltd
Gardenia Foods (S) Pte Ltd

UIC Consumer Products Pte Ltd

National Youth Council
Wah Mee Silkscreen

50 packets of Steam Chicken
50 packets of Curry Chicken
50 packets of Dory Fish
Partial sponsorship:
7/6/2015
150 packets of Ayam Panggang
13/6/2015
150 packets of Chicken Wing
14/6/2015
150 packets of Ayam Penyet
500L Various Paint: 200L of Lily White,
150L of Orchid White, 150 Fresh White
Nissan Nv200 for dry runs and actual
events
Various paint equipment
TwiggiesDelivery on 5/6/2015:
150 packets (Chocolate)
150 packets (Vanilla)
12/6/2015:
150 packets (Chocolate)
150 packets (Vanilla)
20 bottles of Softscrub Cream Cleanser
(Anti-Bacterial) 500ml
20 bottles of Softscrub Cream Cleanser
(Lemon Fresh) 500ml
20 bottles of Florex Floor Cleaner
(French Lavender) 2L
20 bottles of Florex Floor Cleaner
(English Garden) 2L
600 tote bags
OC/Cell/Volunteer shirts at discounted
rate.
500 pieces magnets
280 post-it pads

f.

Financial Statement
Income
Sponsorship/Donation

CSC Budget
Internal Drive Day 1 & 2

$1200
$1281.10
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g. Expenditure

HockHua Tonic
Aly Energy
Lee Foundation
Vigcon Construction Pte Ltd
City Developments Limited
Sunray Woodcraft Construction Pte Ltd
Atlantic Optical
Orange Clove Catering Pte Ltd
Total:
Total:
Surplus:

$2000
$1000
$10000
$1000
$2000
$5000
$100
$1000
$23381.10
$15695.78
$8885.32

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
a. Choice of Beneficiary
This year, PAH XVI targeted the elderly sector, particularly those who are staying in
the rental one/two room flats. The search began by contacting Seniors Activity
Centres directly, rather than contacting Community Development Councils and
Community Centres. The rationale is that SACs conduct more groundwork with
beneficiaries and are able to give quick and relevant information as compared to
CDCs and CCs.
To select suitable elderly beneficiaries, needs assessment survey was carried out
during the beneficiary visits for residents who were keen on taking part in PAH. The
survey helped the OC to identify their living conditions, painting needs and
understand more about their daily routine and dietary restrictions, as well as assess
the units that required painting, cleaning and bedbug fumigation. Apart from the
list of residents under the care of the SACs, we went on to identify other units
outside of the list given by the SACs managers. This was decided as we found that
quite a significant number of units in certain blocks were in rather good conditions.
Hence, this helps to ensure a more representative and accurate selection process.
However, future PAH PDs should also be mindful and discuss this with the SACs
personnel to communicate considerations before moving ahead with this decision.
b. Publicity
PAH XVI introduced a new initiative for our publicity initiatives - time lapse video. A
total of four time-lapse videos showing the mural painting process were posted on
Facebook at the end of each actual event day to showcase some of the works by
volunteers. A photo montage video was also posted at the end of PAH XVI to thank
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the volunteers. These initiatives were well-received by volunteers and corporate
sponsors. It also served as a media for sponsors’ publicity.
The marketing cell also worked with the designers to come up with an Electronic
Direct Mailer for their opening emails to catch people’s attention, as long emails
might be verbose. Future PAH can consider to continue this practice.
c. Beneficiary Welfare
Due to the success of the Marketing cell in soliciting cash sponsorship, we have also
introduced a furniture phase this year as part of our initiative to value-add to the
project, whereby PAH XVI will provide basic furniture and necessities to units that
require them. The selection and allocation was based on the needs assessment
survey done during the beneficiary visits and actual event. Nonetheless, OC
members need to make clear to beneficiaries that these requests are unconfirmed
and we will contact them again if we managed to secure enough resources for
these items. A total of 1 rice cooker, 6 fans, 1 kettle jug, 2 washing machines, 6
mattresses, 1 bedframe, 1 pillow, 9 cupboards, 6 drawers, 1 table. 1 arm chair and
1 chair were donated. Each beneficiary unit also received $100 worth of NTUC
vouchers for them to purchase basic necessities and food items. The aim is to
provide a holistic improvement to the living environment of our beneficiaries.
d. Condition of Units
This year PAH faced severe spalling paint issues at THK and HAC. Due to the aging
condition of the block, infrastructural problems such as internal water leakages
resulted in paint spalling and peeling after the actual event, especially on the
ceilings and in toilet areas where the walls are more prone to moisture. To resolve
the problem and ensure the quality of our paint work is not compromised, we
sought professional advice to apply wall sealers before applying the paint. The walls
were scrapped and painted with wall sealers during the touch up done a week after
the actual event. The walls that have severe spalling paint issue were scrapped and
painted with oil-based wall sealers before applying oil-based paint. Future Project
Directors who are considering painting older units should thus prepare sealers to
prevent such incidents from happening again as it adds extra work on the
volunteers/OC and expends a significant amount of paint, time and resources.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
a. OC-Beneficiaries Interaction
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The OC had made several visits to all beneficiaries to get to know the people and
painting areas better. This practice has many areas of improvement and should
continue as it would help the OC familiarize with the painting areas and build
rapport with the beneficiaries. This would be helpful especially for group leaders to
take this opportunity to get to know their beneficiary for the actual events. Post
event befriending visits could be made so that volunteering experiences could be
enhanced and not limited to a single visit during the actual event.
b. Dry Run
Future Project Directors are strongly encouraged to choose the dry run units that
are between moderate to high level of difficulties in terms of condition of the units.
This helps to better prepare the members for the actual day as this is the only time
they get to familiarize themselves with the procedures of painting, anticipate the
possible issues arising from the painting process and to clarify any questions or
doubts they have. While a relatively easy unit would ensure a more enjoyable
painting experience, the group leaders may not be able to deal with challenging
situations on the actual events.
c. Pre-painting Clean Up
As the conditions of some units may be extremely cluttered or have hoarding issues,
future Project Directors need to ensure such units have a proper clearing up
process before the actual events. Hoarding issues may be particularly pertinent for
elderly units while cluttered units are commonly identified in Malay households. It
would be useful to work with Central community partners (Project We Care Central CDC) who provide free clean up services. This ensures sufficient time for a
thorough cleanup process to make the homes of the beneficiaries a better place to
live in as well as to ensure a smoother painting process during the actual event
where we usually provide only basic cleaning service prior the painting.

Reported by:
Tan Xuan Kai (Mr.), Natalie Choong (Ms.) and Tan Hui Wen (Ms.)
Project Directors
Paint-A-Home XVI
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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ETHELONTÊR XII
11 July 2015 – 14th July 2015
th

Ethelontêr, which means "Spirit of Volunteerism", is an annual freshmen social camp organized
by the NUS Students' Community Service Club (CSC) to expose matriculating and current
undergraduates to the community service scene in NUS.
1. OBJECTIVES
a. Instill the spirit of volunteerism
Volunteer Extravaganza was retained as the core component of the camp to ignite
the passion of volunteering amongst camp participants, spurring them on to
continue making their contributions to society in a way that generates a positive
impact for our community in the long run. Partner organizations involved in
Volunteer Extravanganza include those from CSC’s Regular Volunteering
Programmes, as well as external organisations.
b. To introduce CSC and her volunteering opportunities to the freshmen
Regular Volunteering Programmes and Special Projects were introduced to the
participants during the camp. Grant-A-Wish and CSC Day were given opportunities
to share with the participants about their respective projects and recruit OC
members. A post-camp email was also sent to the freshmen’s emails to inform
them about upcoming events, and to promote Outreach.
c. To build an enthusiastic community of youth volunteers
The camp programmes were aimed at bonding the participants so that they would
leave the camp with a circle of friends who love to volunteer together. It was hoped
that by bringing together like-minded youths, it would encourage active
participation in community service.

2. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Project Director
Assistant Project Director (Admin)
Assistant Project Director (Programmes)
Secretary/Treasurer
Councillor-In-Charge
Councillor-In-Charge
Publicity Head

Ng Aik Loong
Goh Joon How
Crystal Tan
Ng Jun Ting Shirley
Ang Weifeng
Lim Yen Ivy
Vincent Sim
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Publicity Assistant
Publicity Assistant
Marketing Head
Marketing Assistant
Logistics Head
Logistics Assistant
Logistics Assistant
Logistics Assistant
Logistics Assistant
Internal Hunt Head
Internal Hunt Assistant
Mysterious Journey Head
Mysterious Journey Assistant
Mysterious Journey Assistant
Cluedo Head
Cluedo Assistant
Cluedo Assistant
Secret Pal Head
Secret Pal Assistant
Volunteer Extravaganza Head
Volunteer Extravaganza Assistant
Volunteer Extravaganza Assistant
Volunteer Extravaganza Assistant

Yeo Yi Xuan
Gong Yuan
Goh Ee Lin
Tiew Yan Beng
Eric Peh Hon Tong
Keith Poh Yee Heng
Louis Wong Choon Kit
Poh Jing Hui
Tan Kah Min
Ng Hui Juan
Kng Zhe Hao
Andri Wirawan
Vivian Poh Sook Kuan
Bianche Lim Yi Lei
Lim Shiao Kee
Manali Paras Mehta
Tee Yan Yie
Lee Yoke Bing Sharon
Aw Sitian Casslynn
Chua Wen Hui
Lim Jia Mei
Ang Shi Min Charmaine
Choo Yue Qi

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW
a. Programmes/Events
Name
Trials I
Pre-Camp
Trials II
Camp

Date/Time
21st – 23rd May 2015
28th – 30th May 2015
27th June 2015
11th – 14th July 2015

Venue
NUS, Sentosa
NUS
NUS
NUS

b. Beneficiaries Supported
Beneficiary
Association for Persons with Special
Needs (APSN)
Bishan Home for the Intellectually
Disabled

Number of Beneficiaries
15
40
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COH Toa Payoh
COH Tampines
L-derly Befrienders
Lee Ah Mooi Old Age Home
Ren Ci Nursing Home
SASCO Dace (Day Activity Care for the
Elderly)
SNM Multi Service Centre @
Woodlands
St. Andrew's Community Hospital
SUN-DAC Bedok South
SUN-DAC (Choa Chu Kang)
Thong Kheng Seniors Activity Centre
(Tanglin Cairnhill)
TOUCH Centre for Independent Living
Yishun Students Care Service

17
50
4
72
25
30
88
96
45
24
80
54
25

c. Volunteer Statistics
Event
Councillors’
Briefing
Game Trials
(Averaged)
Pre-Camp
Volunteer
Extravaganza
Camp

Freshmen
0

Councillors Station Masters
60
0

Total
60

0

19

0

19

0
95

67
68

30
0

97
163

95

68

41

204

d. Collaborations
Please refer to Section B for a list of our Partner Organizations. All collaborations
included beneficiary visits from our volunteers.
e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items
Name
Active Red
AexTech
Alphico Marketing Pte Ltd

Items
200 Vouchers
10 Acupressure Mats
250 Packets Fantastic Rice Crackers
200 Packets 1oz Block Up! Sunblock
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BrightMinds
Domino’s Pizza Singapore Pte Ltd
Epicure
Escape Hunt Singapore
Goh Yow Seng Pte Ltd
Laurier
Lucas Foods (Asia) Pte Ltd
Matsui Hair Studio
Media Group Pte Ltd
NEWater
Nestle Singapore
Oral Kare
Swensen’s
The Coffee Roaster
The Himalaya Drug Company Pte Ltd
Tohtonku (S) Pte Ltd
Youth.sg
f.

200 Totebags
200 Youth Perk Cards
200 Epicure Magazines
200 Vouchers
200 Cup Noodles
200 Sanitary Pads
200 Packets Mint Samples
200 Vouchers
200 Teenage Magazines
220 Bottles NEWater
216 Bottles Smoovlatte
200 Boxes Zen Toothpaste
200 Toothbrushes
200 Vouchers
200 Vouchers
200 Purifying Neem Face Wash
200 Sachets SilkBath
200 Pens

Financial Statement
Total Amount Allocated
Total Sponsorship/Donation
Total Expenditure
Surplus/ (Deficit)

$3,500
$20,134.43
$23,626.73
$7.65

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
a. Camp Duration Extension
Following the feedback of Ethelontêr XI, Ethelontêr XII was extended to a 4-day-4night camp while retaining the programme items the camp participants had to
come up with (e.g. Volunteer Extravaganza beneficiary gift, Finale Night OG item)
with the exception of the Secret Pal revelation item.
Furthermore, the camp was held in the second week of July, a fortnight later than
the previous iteration. This was in order to avoid clashing with major social and
faculty camps, which were mostly held in the 3 weeks prior to Ethelontêr XII, and
recruit as many councillors and freshmen as possible.
b. Programme Line-Up Shifts
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Programmes were given greater flexibility in terms of timing, and programmes such
as Secret Pal and Volunteer Extravaganza were allocated more time as compared to
the previous iteration. Volunteer Extravaganza saw the addition of an Expectation
Setting session prior to the actual programme segment, allowing participants to be
more aware of and comfortable with the beneficiary organizations they visited.
In particular, Mysterious Journey experienced a major change as it was transformed
from a traditional night programme into a day programme. A competitive point
system was integrated into the programme as well.
Camp Closing occurred during Finale Night due to school restrictions on camp
duration. Due to the lack of time, SP Revelation was isolated from the Finale Night
programme and set as a stand-alone programme on the 3rd night of the camp.
c. Camp Participants Recruitment
Ethelontêr XII started out with a recruitment target of 100 councillors and 100
freshmen, to achieve a camp size of 200 participants, barring stationmasters
recruited from outside this pool.
The eventual number of councillors recruited was 69, and number of freshmen
recruited was 100. However, owing to withdrawals prior to the camp, these
numbers dipped a little.
d. Allocation of Programmers in Programme Cells
The recruitment of programmers was different from the initiative by Ethelontêr XI,
recruiting programmers for specific programmes instead of as a team. While
applicants applied for programmes as a whole, a description of each programme
was given to them and they were asked to pick programmes they would be
interested in planning. This allowed them to think through the programmes even
before selection into the OC. Successful applicants were subsequently allocated
into the programme cells, instead of allowing them to choose for themselves as in
Ethelontêr XI.
e. Item Donations
Due to the successful application of various grants and donations given, Ethelontêr
XII was able to provide the beneficiary organizations visited during Volunteer
Extravaganza with item donations. Some OGs were able to bring the items along
with them for their visit, allowing these groups a chance to be exposed and gain
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knowledge on the items required by different beneficiary organizations. The
donations for the other organizations were made by the Volunteer Extravaganza
Cell after the camp.
Furthermore, item donations were also made to the Regular Volunteering
Programmes under the Club.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
a. Camp Dates and Duration Suitability
Ethelontêr XII was set in July this year in order to avoid clashing with major faculty
and non-faculty camps, and to be able to attract as large a pool of interested
freshmen and councillors as possible. However, owing to the fact that many
participants were involved in the camps occurring prior to Ethelontêr XII, several
participants decided to withdraw from attending due to fatigue.
The incoming PD Cell should strongly consider shifting the camp dates back to its
traditional period in June, avoiding clashes only with major faculty camps as it
seems inevitable that Ethelontêr will occur concurrently with at least one other
non-faculty camp.
The camp duration allowed for more interaction within OGs, though the inclusion
of OG Performance and VE Gifts once again limited the interaction time and
absorbed much of their energy. While the camp duration is suggested to be held to
4-days-4-nights, the incoming PD Cell should look into the programme line-up and
the items required to be fulfilled by the OGs as feedback from the ground once
again indicated lack of interaction and rest time.
b. Freshmen Recruitment Channels
Freshmen sign-ups during Ethelontêr XII hit unprecedented numbers, with 200
freshmen signing up for 100 available slots. This was largely due to the availability
of the university’s various camps’ information on a centralized NUSSU portal and in
the orientation package sent to all freshmen by the university. Future committees
will need to keep track of the number of sign-ups from this initiative, and focus
efforts solely on Open Day recruitment of freshmen instead of other publicity
platforms and channels.
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Furthermore, given the quantity of freshmen interested in the camp, future
committees may also look into evening out the gender ratio, as well as review the
criteria of selection of freshmen into the camp.

Reported by:
Ng Aik Loong (Mr.), Goh Joon How (Mr.) & Crystal Tan (Ms.)
Project Directors
Ethelontêr XII
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT C.A.N. XII
7 February 2015 to 26th July 2015
th

Project C.A.N. XII aims to encourage volunteerism and giving back to the community through the
collection and distribution of canned food and dried food rations. This year, to complement the
theme of healthy living, NTUC FairPrice vouchers were given to the needy as well to empower
them to purchase fresh food from the supermarket.
1. OBJECTIVES
a. To provide relief to the needy in the form of dried or canned food rations, daily
essentials, and basic services
b. To raise awareness of the less fortunate in the community among the general public
and the NUS population
c. To encourage community spirit and giving back to the community among the general
public
d. To build meaningful relationships with the beneficiaries
e. To spread the spirit of volunteerism among volunteers through volunteer-beneficiary
interactions
f. To extend quality aid to as many beneficiaries as possible
g. To make maximal use of all resources available to both aid the community and ensure
environmental sustainability
h. To achieve all objectives and proceed without compromising safety at any cost
i. To achieve the theme of Healthy Living through empowering beneficiaries with NTUC
FairPrice vouchers.

2. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Project Director
Assistant Project Director
Assistant Project Director
Secretary/Treasurer

Ang Kia Wee
Yang Linxi
Wong Jia Hao
Lim Shiao Wei
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Marketing/ Sort Head
Marketing/ Sort Assistant
Marketing/ Sort Assistant
Marketing/ Sort Assistant
Publicity Head
Publicity Assistant
Publicity Assistant
Volunteer Management Head
Volunteer Management Assistant
Volunteer Management Assistant
Volunteer Management Assistant
Logistics Head
Logistics Assistant
Logistics Assistant
Logistics Assistant
Logistics Assistant

Chua Jia Ying Jamie
Wang Min Xian
Chang XinYi Jovy
Justin Quak Jun Lin
Deborah Dominique Chan Ruimin
Jasmine Quah Xue Li
Heng Shing Ming
Wong Yun Qi Melissa
Lam Zhi Tat Alvin
Hazel Tan Jia Yu
Sandy Yeo Seow Hwee
Joanna Pong Peiting
Mak Wai Yee Reginia
Jolene Tay Rui Shi
Nicole Lim Li Shan
Chen Jie Ying

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW
a. Programmes/Events
Name
C.A.N. Fundraise

Date/Time
19th July 2015
21st July 2015

C.A.N. Collect

4th and 5th July 2015

C.A.N. Challenge

11th and 12th July 2015

C.A.N. Sort

17th July 2015

C.A.N. Distribute

25th and 26th July 2015

Venue
Orchard Central
Bishan Junction 8 and
Orchard Central
Bishan-Toa Payoh
(Total of 18336 units)
Toa Payoh Hub NTUC
FairPrice & ZhongShang
Mall FairPrice Finest
Supermarkets
Toa Payoh West
Community Club
Thomson-Toa Payoh GRC

b. Beneficiary Supported
Beneficiary
Toa Payoh West Community Club
Toa Payoh Central Community Centre
Xin Yuan Community Care

Number of Beneficiaries
275
200
100
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Humanitarian Organization for
Migration Economics
HealthServe

50
50

c. Volunteer Statistics
i. Breakdown of volunteer count for each events
Phase

No. of Volunteers

C.A.N. Fundraise

30

C.A.N. Collect

208

C.A.N. Challenge

82

C.A.N. Sort

35

C.A.N. Distribute

252

ii. Breakdown of external & internal volunteer count
Institution

No. of Volunteers

National University of Singapore

407

Junior College

16

Secondary School

42

Others

107

iii. Total Volunteer count and unique count
Volunteer

No. of Volunteers

Total Volunteer Count

607

Unique Volunteer Count

572

d. Collaborations
i. Toa Payoh West CC
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Toa Payoh West CC YEC is a youth-led organization, that the project collaborated
with in order to learn more about the beneficiaries in the area who needed the
project’s help, as well as in getting permission to collect from the flats under
their jurisdiction.
ii. Toa Payoh Central CC YEC
Toa Payoh Central CC YEC is a youth-led organization, that the project
collaborated with in order to learn more about the beneficiaries in the area who
needed the project’s help, as well as in getting permission to collect from the
flats under their jurisdiction.
e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items
Name
Botak Jones
Active Red

Playnation

Domino’s Pizza
77th Street
Nutrition Park
National Youth Council
Ministry of Social and Family
Development (MSF)
Wah Mee Silk Screen
TWE Singapore Pte Ltd
f.

Items
820 Discounted Food Vouchers
Discount Vouchers:
820 x Active Life Center 30 Days Pass
(Worth $400)
820 x Active Kickboxing Fitness
Class (worth $35)
820 x Active Self Defence Class (worth
$45)
820 x Active Personal Training ($120
off usual price)
820 Discount Vouchers:
$5 discount vouchers which require a
minimum spending of $30
800 Discount Vouchers:
1 Free Onion Ring with 2 pizza
820 Discount Vouchers:
$10 for minimum purchase of $30
400 Recyclable Bags
600 Recyclable Bags
200 Plastic Folder, Ring Notebook,
Wristlet Pouches, Magnetic
Bookmarks each
800 Fridge Magnets
1200 Bottled Mineral Water

Financial Statement
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Total Amount Allocated
Total Sponsorship
Total Donations
Total Expenditure
Surplus/ (Deficit)

$1,500.00
$10,840.00
$9,599.75
$21,134.30
$805.45

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
a. C.A.N. Fundraise and NTUC FairPrice Vouchers for Beneficiaries
This year, the Organizing Committee (OC) decided to introduce a new phase, C.A.N.
Fundraise to raise funds through donations from the public. Booths were set up at 2
shopping malls on 2 separate days to encourage the public to donate funds and
also spread awareness of the project and our theme of healthy living. All the funds
were used to purchase NTUC vouchers which were given to the beneficiaries. This
initiative was in rolled out in hope that these vouchers will empower the
beneficiaries to purchase fresh food from the supermarket and make healthier food
choices, in accordance to the theme of Project C.A.N.XII, “healthy living”. These
vouchers were given out during C.A.N. Distribute while volunteers educated the
beneficiaries on the importance of healthy living.
A total of $8915 worth of vouchers were bought in $5 denominations.
The allocation of vouchers was as such:
- $10 per adult for each household
- $5 per children below 12 years old for each household
A maximum of $40 per household was imposed as the OC believed that it was
sufficient to bring across the point of healthy living as well as the limited amount of
vouchers.
The vouchers were put into envelopes and given to beneficiaries individually.
The remaining $640 worth of vouchers were donated to Xin Yuan Community Care.
b. Beneficiary Group Size
The number of beneficiaries per volunteer group this year was reduced from last
year’s 15 to about 10 beneficiaries per group in order to allow the volunteers to
have more time to interact with the beneficiaries as well as to increase the
volunteer outreach. By introducing this change, the OC hoped that the
volunteering experiences of the volunteers can be more fulfilling and meaningful,
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as each group of volunteers can now afford to spend more time with each
beneficiary without having to rush to the next household. There was positive
feedback on this reduction, as many groups felt that they had ample quality time to
spend with each household.
c. Streamlining of Collected Items
Project C.A.N.XII decided to do away with the collection of daily necessities such as
bar soap, toothpaste and toothbrush. The OC felt that the collection of such items
diverted the focus away from the canned and dried food items that were of more
importance in the project. Furthermore, experience from previous batches of
C.A.N. suggested that there were often not many of such donations, and the OC
would then have to use project funds to top up the deficit. After consideration,
Project C.A.N.XII decided to forgo the collection of such items so that resources can
be better channeled to the core focus of the project and to support the new
fundraising initiative this year.
d. Organizing Committee Structure
In an attempt to re-distribute the workload within the cells and OC, the PDs
decided to increase the manpower of the Marketing/.Sort cell by 1 this year, from a
3-man cell to a 4-man cell. This change was in hope that it would lighten the
workload of the cell members, considering that the workload of the cell is
reasonably heavy.
Additionally, the Secretary/Treasurer was subsumed as a half-cell member under
the Volunteer Management cell, so as to allow for greater involvement of the
Secretary/Treasurer in the planning and execution of the project at the forefront.
The above changes proved to improve the OC dynamics and received positive
feedback from the OC.
e. Choice of Voluntary Welfare Organization (VWO) Partnership
The Project C.A.N.XII OC decided to extend partnership to a more unique hidden
community in Singapore- the migrant workers. This year, a large proportion of the
excess food was donated to Humanitarian Organization for Migration Economics
(HOME) and Healthserve, amongst other traditional partners, in an attempt to
reach out to communities that are often neglected. Through this partnership, we
managed to raise awareness about such hidden communities amongst the OC when
they went down to distribute the food to these organizations. During this
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distribution, some of the OC managed to interact with the beneficiaries to learn
more about their lives and how the food will be distributed out.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
a. Excess Food
This year, there were a huge quantity of excess food that were redundant, expiring
and expired. Most of them were collected from C.A.N. Collect. One of the possible
reason is the lack of filtering by volunteers who were collecting from residents.
Perhaps the types of food items that are being collected could have been made
clearer to the volunteers during the volunteer briefing, so that rejection of
inappropriate food can be done to avoid accumulating too much of such redundant
food.
Most of the excess food is given to “The Food Bank Singapore” who handles expired
and excess food.
b. Fundraise
C.A.N. Fundraise managed to raise a sizeable amount of funds to be given to the
beneficiaries. It was a good initiative, but received mixed comments from the OC as
some felt that it deviated from the original intention of Project C.A.N. Moreover,
the additional phase before the main phases began added on to the workload of
the OC. Hence, should this phase be continued, more planning on its duration and
timeline should be considered.
c. Beneficiary Interaction
As part of the Distribute phase, simple cleaning of the households were offered to
the beneficiaries when volunteers visit them. However, as the project was held
during the Hari Raya period, not many of the households require our volunteers to
help with the cleaning. In addition, cleaning equipment was not provided for the
volunteers. However, this has not hampered the volunteers from interacting with
the beneficiaries. To improve on this, future Project C.A.N. can either remove the
portion on simple cleaning of households or provide cleaning equipment for each
group to facilitate cleaning of the beneficiaries’ household.
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Reported by:
Ang Kia Wee (Mr.), Yang Linxi (Ms.) & Wong Jia Hao (Mr.)
Project Director, Assistant Project Director & Assistant Project Director
Project C.A.N. XII
NUS Students’ Community Service Club
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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